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A. APPLICATION 

 Reference: APPLICATION 
Exhibit B-1, Application, p. 4 
Approvals Sought 

On page 4 of the Application, Kyuquot Power Ltd. (KPL) states that the Application is to amend its Electric 
Tariff Rate Schedules and Rate Matters effective the date of the decision from the British Columbia 
Utilities Commission (BCUC). KPL also states that Supplementary Appendix A includes the draft Order, 
however, the draft Order is missing from Supplementary Appendix A. 

1.1 It is general practice for the BCUC to establish rates for a public utility on a prospective basis (for 
example, based on forecast cost of service). Given that the majority of the July 1, 2020 to  
June 30, 2021 test period has been completed, please discuss what considerations this Panel 
must make in order to approve rates for July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021 in accordance with its 
mandate under the Utilities Commission Act. 

RESPONSE 
The Panel does not need to make any considerations for the approval of rates for July 1, 2020 to June 30, 
2021.  The KPL Revenue Rates Application (2020) (the “Application” or “RRA 2020”) does not make a request 
for interim rates during the period from the date of Application to the date of decision of the British Columbia 
Utilities Commission (“BCUC”) regarding the Application. 
  

1.2 Please provide the rates that have been charged to customers since July 1, 2020. 

RESPONSE 
The rates charged to customers since July 1, 2020 are the tariff schedules as per Order G-111-12 effective 

1.0 
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August 20, 20121. 
 

1.3 Please explain in detail how KPL intends to implement the proposed rate changes, given that the 
majority of the test period has already passed. 

RESPONSE 
The rate changes are to be effective on the date of decision of the BCUC in respect of the Application (the 
“Decision Date”).  KPL anticipates that the Electric Tariff rate schedules will be issued by KPL to BCUC on or 
about the Decision Date and accepted for filing by the BCUC soon thereafter with a stated effective date of 
the Decision Date. 
 

1.3.1 Does KPL intend on submitting a revenue requirement application (RRA) for the July 1, 
2021 to June 30, 2022 test period? Why or why not? 

RESPONSE 
KPL does not anticipate submitting a RRA for the July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2022 test period.   KPL submits RRA’s 
depending on the need to adjust rates to maintain its allowable return on equity (“ROE”).  Historically, KPL 
has submitted RRA’s less frequently than every 2-4 years. 
 
The forecasts for test year in the Application do not utilize the revenue or expense data from July 1, 2020 to 
November 30, 2020 (“Interim Period”).   For revenue forecasts, the COVID-19 pandemic was expected to 
affect electricity sales to many, if not all, customers of KPL during the interim period.   Sport fishing is the 
main commercial activity in Kyuquot and mainly extends from June 15 to September 15 of each year.  The 
forecast of the electricity sales in the test year, is based on analysis of historical data.  Adjusting this forecast 
to account for the impact of COVID-19 during the Interim Period was considered by KPL to be of questionable 
reliability, particularly given the annual fluctuations in electricity sales to individual customers. 
 
The exclusion of actual expense data during the Interim Period should have very limited, if any, effect on the 
forecast of test year expenses.  The key expense categories are BC Hydro charges, Contract Services SXI, 
Property Taxes and Repairs and Maintenance.  The determination of BC Hydro charges and Property Taxes are 
based on forecast expenditures incurred after the Interim Period and similarly, the bulk of Contract Services -
Synex International Inc and Repairs and Maintenance are forecast to be incurred after the Interim Period. 
 

1.3.2 How long does KPL intend for this rate to be effective? 

RESPONSE 
KPL does not have a forecast of the length of time for the rate to be effective.   Historically, KPL has submitted 
RRAs about 2-4 years apart, but each submission date depends on actual changes in revenue and/or expenses 
and the continuing achievement of the ROE.  
   

1.3.3 How can KPL be assured that setting the rates based on the current test period will be 
reflective of cost and operations of future years? 

RESPONSE 
KPL commenced operations in May 2006.  Since May 2006, KPL has submitted six RRAs in years 2005, 2009, 
2012, 2014, 2017 and 2020.   All of the RRAs have been based on substantially the same physical assets (the 
“KPL System”) and customers.   Schedule 2 of Appendix 1 of the Application demonstrates consistency of cost 
and operations over the operating period of the KPL System.  The current test period includes for continuation 
of the same physical assets and operations.  Accordingly, KPL believes that the forecast cost and operations in 
this RRA will reflect the cost and operations of future years.   When the current forecasts are no longer 
reflective of cost and operations, KPL will submit a new RRA.   
 

 
1 BCUC Order G-111-12  
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1.4 Please provide a complete list of approvals sought by KPL in this Application. 

RESPONSE 
The complete list of approvals sought by KPL in this Application is as follows; 

a) Confirmation of utility financials including rate base, depreciation rates, debt rate, return on 
equity and related items 

b) Confirmation of the amount of Asset Depreciation as at June 30, 2020 
c) Approval for an asset category named Deferred Depreciation Asset and confirmation of the 

amount of Deferred Depreciation as at June 30, 2020 
d) Approval of an asset category named Long Term Maintenance Asset (“LTM”) 
e) An increase of $1.00 per month to the Basic Charge under rate schedules 1101 and 1102 
f) An increase of $0.0272 per kWh to the Energy Charge under rate schedule 1102 
 

B. CONTRIBUTION IN AID OF CONSTRUCTION BY KFCN 

 Reference: CONTRIBUTION IN AID OF CONSTRUCTION BY KCFN 
Exhibit B-1, Application, p. 6  
Department of Indian And Northern Affairs Canada funding 

On page 6 of the Application, KPL states that its largest customer, the Ka: ‘yu: ;k’t’h/Ch:k:tles7et/h’ First 
Nations (KFCN) [or “KCFN”] , previously requested the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada 
(INAC) to provide funding to lower the cost of electricity for the KCFN, which was approved to a total of 
$3 million over numerous years. KCFN, KPL, and Synex Energy Resources (SERL) proposed that 85 percent 
of the grant be paid to KPL and applied as a CIAC. For each $850,000 of CIAC the electricity rate for the 
KFCN would be reduced by 6.8 cents/kWh. 
 
2.1 Please advise if KPL has had any discussions entering into any new, similar agreements with 

KFCN to help reduce the electricity rate for the KFCN. If not, why not? 

 
RESPONSE 
KPL has not had any discussions with the KCFN regarding new, similar agreements with KCFN to help reduce 
the electricity rate for the KCFN.  The previous agreement was initiated by the KCFN and the Department of 
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (“INAC”) in response to the construction of the KPL system and 
commencement of KPL operations.  At the time, the KCFN anticipated that capital funds could be sourced 
from INAC to offset the costs of purchasing electricity from KPL.  KPL’s role was to seek approval from the 
BCUC for the consideration of the KCFN funds as a contribution in aid of construction to the utility and the 
setting of a lower electricity rate for the KCFN in respect of the amounts of potential contributions. 
 
To the knowledge of KPL, KCFN has not recently approached INAC for funds to be provided to KPL to help 
reduce the electricity tariff rates for the KCFN.    KPL does expect that the KCFN have approached INAC and 
others to cover KCFN costs of electricity purchases/supply and for infrastructure costs for the KCFN electrical 
distribution system.  
 
 

 
C. REVENUE REQUIREMENTS 

 Reference: REVENUE REQUIREMENTS 
Exhibit B-1, Application, pp. 3–4, 6, 8 
TEST YEARS 

On page 8 of the Application, KPL states that the test year for rate determination is July 1, 2020 to  
June 30, 2021. KPL also states: 

2.0 

3.0 
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Test Year A represents the forecast year with the accounting and other changes as 
proposed this RRA (2020) except not including for any amortization of the Deferred 
Depreciation or any increases in the Basic Charge or Energy Charge in the tariff 
schedules. 

Test Year B represents the forecast year with all of the proposed charges in this RRA 
(2020) included being the proposed accounting for depreciation, deferred depreciation, 
addition of a long term maintenance asset category and changes in the KPL tariff rates. 

3.1 Please confirm that both Test Year A and Test Year B do not contain any actual results for 2020 
or 2021. If not confirmed, please state how many months of actuals are included in Test Year A 
and Test Year B. 

RESPONSE 
Confirmed.  Test Year A and Test Year B do not include any actual results from Fiscal 2021 (July 1, 2020 to June 
30, 2021) 
 

3.2 Since the Test Year forecast was prepared, please discuss whether the actual results would 
cause KPL to consider requesting a change to any components of the forecast. 

 
RESPONSE 
For expenditures, the BC Assessment for property taxes for calendar 2021 which was received in January 2021 
exceeded the forecast2.   The estimated property taxes for calendar 2021 are now forecast to be about 
$30,000 as opposed $20,000 as forecast in the application.  The large increase in property taxes is a result of 
earlier omission errors by BC Assessment such that property taxes in prior years are not representative.  KPL 
may consider requesting a change in the test year expense. 
 
The actual electricity sales since July 2021 are within anticipated ranges, particularly when the actual results 
are during the COVID-19 restrictions whereas the test year assumes no COVID-19 restrictions. 
 
There would be no effect from changes involving LTM expenditures or from the Deferred Depreciation 
account as both deferral accounts are expected to commence expensing on the date of the decision on the 
Application.  
 
 

3.2.1 If yes, please provide the impact on the requested rate increases, based on the updated 
actuals. 

RESPONSE 
The impact of higher property taxes would be an increase in about $10,000 to the operating costs of KPL. 
  
D. UTILITY RATE BASE 

 Reference: UTILITY RATE BASE 
Exhibit B-1, Application, p. 9 
Additions to Net Assets during the Test Year 

On page 9 of the Application, KPL states: 

During the Test Year, there is a forecast allowance of $50,000 for new powerline 
construction resulting from anticipated recommendations in the Powerline Maintenance 

 
2 Email correspondence between B Hampton, BC Assessment and G Sunell, KPL dated Jan 11, 2018 
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Plan required under Commission Order G-261-20. Most of the new construction will be 
needed to improve clearances under the existing powerline. 

 Also on page 9 of the Application, KPL states: 

During the Test Year, there is an allowance for $50,000 for the Long Term Maintenance 
asset. KPL is required under Commission Order G-261-20 to prepare a Powerline 
Maintenance Plan and a Vegetation Management Plan (the “Plans”) each approved by a 
qualified electrical engineer and a certified utility arborist, respectively. The estimated 
cost of initial preparation of the Plans based on preliminary quotations from third parties 
exceeds $35,000. In addition, there is a forecast allowance of $15,000 for removal of 
danger trees and related clearing which work is expected to be conducted on a multi-
year rotation basis (as compared to the prior and existing annual vegetation 
management clearing work). 

4.1 Please provide an update on the Powerline Maintenance Plan and Vegetation Management 
Plan, including expected cost and completion dates. 

RESPONSE 
Powerline Maintenance:   
The Powerline Maintenance Plan dated November 30, 2020 has been submitted to the BCUC3.  The Powerline 
Maintenance Plan included for completion of Priority 1 items by December 30, 2020, Priority 2 items by May 
30, 2021 and Priority 3 items by December 30, 2021.  KPL expects to meet these deadlines or later revised 
deadlines as approved by the BCUC.   The Completion Report covering the Priority 1 items was submitted to 
the BCUC on February 22, 20214.  The Powerline Maintenance Plan identified potential low powerline 
clearances at a number of locations.  The low clearance locations are to be investigated in 2021. 
 
The Powerline Maintenance costs to January 31, 2021 was $62,000 and all costs were allocated to the Long 
Term Maintenance account (“LTM Account”).   Excluding the low clearance issues and potential new 
transformer replacements, the LTM costs to be completed after January 31, 2021 are approximately 
estimated at $60,000 and include primarily the cost of two inspections by the electrical engineer.  The costs of 
resolving the low clearances and transformer replacements are unknown but are expected to exceed 
$100,000.  These costs will be allocated to capital assets, not the LTM Account, and will be reflected as an 
increase in powerline capital assets with long service lives. 

 
Vegetation Management:  
The Vegetation Management Plan dated December 9, 2021 has been submitted to the BCUC5.  The Vegetation 
Management Plan was in two parts, namely, Part 1 Vegetation Assessment and Part 2 Hazard Tree and 
Hotspot Assessment (“Danger Trees”).   Part 1 covered annual vegetation management which is currently 
included in the annual clearing as per the existing practices.   The costs of annual clearing are included in the 
forecast expense of Repairs and Maintenance.  Part 2 covered felling of accumulated Danger Trees.  The 
fellings are required in one of two time periods, within 6 months or progressively over four (4) years.   KPL 
expects to meet the deadlines for felling of Danger Trees. 
 
The Vegetation Management costs allocated to the LTM Account to January 31, 2021 are $7,035.  The LTM 
work to be completed in 2021 is approximately $10,000, however, the extent of the work largely depends on 
the occurrence of future planned outages by BC Hydro or KPL.  The felling of Danger Trees is co-ordinated with 
other planned outages which significantly lowers the overall costs.    The future LTM costs over the next 4 
years are uncertain but are expected to exceed $30,000.  The estimated costs depend highly on the timing and 

 
3 Kyuquot Power Ltd. – Investigation into the Safety and Reliability of the KPL System Exhibit D-16 Appendix 3B 
4 Kyuquot Power Ltd. – Investigation into the Safety and Reliability of the KPL System Exhibit D-27 
5 Kyuquot Power Ltd. – Investigation into the Safety and Reliability of the KPL System Exhibit D-16 Appendix 3A 
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duration of the work.    The future costs of annual inspections by Asplundh Canada ULC (“Asplundh”) are to be 
allocated to annual maintenance costs not LTM Account. 
 

4.2 Please explain if KPL has included any contingency amounts to allow for further 
recommendations from the Powerline Maintenance Plan. 

 
RESPONSE 
KPL is responding to the directives of the BCUC with regard to the Powerline Maintenance Plan.  The costs to 
be incurred are highly dependent on the timing and extent of the BCUC Orders.  Accordingly, KPL does not 
have an overall estimate of the costs of the Powerline Maintenances Plan.  Also refer to BCUC IR 4.1 
Powerline Maintenance.  The majority of the future costs are anticipated to be allocated to capital assets with 
long service lives, not the LTM Account. 

 
4.2.1 Please explain how KPL plans to account for any amounts in excess of $50,000 if the 

recommendations from the Powerline Maintenance Plan result in spend that is in excess 
of $50,000. 

RESPONSE 
The expenditures from the recommendations in the Powerline Maintenance Plan will result in expenditures in 
excess of $50,000.   KPL anticipates that the LTM costs to be incurred in fiscal years 2021 and 2022 will 
commence depreciating effective on the date of the Decision.  Depending on the timing of the expenditures 
incurred, KPL may request amendment of the $50,000 estimate in the Application prior to the BCUC Decision 
on the Application.  Further, the financial impact may result in KPL filing another RRA during fiscal 2022. 

 Reference: UTILITY RATE BASE 
Exhibit B-1, Appendix 2, pp. 2, 8; Appendix 1B, Schedule 4; Appendix 2C 
Amortization of Deferred Depreciation Asset 

On page 2 of Appendix 2 to the Application, KPL quotes the following from BCUC Order G-103-18: 

KPL is directed to file its next revenue requirements application by December 1, 2020. 
This application is to include a depreciation study for its distribution plant assets, which 
includes, but is not limited to, a plan for the recovery of its total deferred depreciation 
expense over the remaining useful life of the assets.  

On page 8 of Appendix 2 to the Application, KPL states it monitored recent BCUC proceedings in regard 
to depreciation rates applied to electrical distribution utilities, specifically the British Columbia Hydro 
and Power Authority (BC Hydro) F2020-F2021 Revenue Requirement Application and the Boralex Ocean 
Falls Limited Partnership (Boralex) Application for Rates and Terms and Conditions for Service to  
BC Hydro. KPL states that both of BC Hydro and Boralex confirmed that a depreciation study by 
recognized experts was not considered necessary or cost effective for the current proceeding, and a 
depreciation study by recognized experts has thus not been proposed.  

KPL then uses Boralex, Alectra, and BC Hydro to derive depreciation rates for each of its asset 
categories. 

5.1 Did KPL obtain any quotes for conducting a depreciation study by recognized experts? If yes, 
please provide details, including quoted costs. If not, please explain why not. 

 
RESPONSE 
No.  The cost of a depreciation study on powerline assets were expected to far exceed the value to KPL, based 
on past experience and understandings. 

 

5.0 
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5.2 Please discuss if KPL has conducted any internal engineering assessments on the expected 
remaining life of its assets. If yes, please provide a copy of the assessments. If no, please explain 
why not. 

RESPONSE 
KPL has in the past conducted literature reviews of the anticipated life of the assets.  The reviews are 
required, amongst other needs, for the financial auditors for KPL.  The assets are long life assets with more 
than 50% of expected life remaining and have not been subjected to engineering assessments of their 
remaining life.  Further, KPL has not experienced any “end of service life” occurrences. 

 
 
5.3 Please discuss in further detail how comparable KPL’s operating conditions are to Boralex, 

Alectra, and BC Hydro, the impact these operating conditions has on service life, and how KPL 
adjusted for these differences in deriving the proposed depreciation rates. 

RESPONSE 
KPL’s operating conditions are similar to Boralex, Alectra and BC Hydro.   The main parameters for pole life 
are the type of pole, pole treatment and such.   For cost reasons, pole suppliers in British Columbia provide 
poles meeting the current BC Hydro requirements.  KPL’s pole requirements (which were also the original 
Ocean Falls / Bella Bella requirements) were to BC Hydro specifications.  Similarly, the pole mounted 
transformers are a North American utility standard and the submarine cable suppliers utilize standard 
arrangements. 

 
Given that the both KPL and Boralex powerlines are coastal BC, as is many of BC Hydro’s submarine cables.   
KPL did not adjust the depreciations rates based on operating conditions. 

 
 
In Schedule 4 of Appendix 1B to the Application, KPL states that the depreciation rate for the Deferred 
Depreciation asset is four percent. 

5.4 Please provide the calculation demonstrating how the depreciation rate of four percent was 
determined, along with the explanations for any assumptions that KPL applied in determining 
the depreciation rate. 

RESPONSE 
The principal KPL powerline asset categories;  Overhead Line, Submarine Cable  and Distribution Line have 
service lives of 45 years, 32 years and 40 years, respectively.    As of June 30, 2021, the principal assets will 
been in service for 15 years. 
 
The rate of depreciation on the deferral account is expected to vary over the years in order to eliminate the 
deferral account as promptly as reasonable without causing undue rate increases.  This treatment is expected 
to be similar to the previous number of KPL Revenue Requirement Applications, which included gradual 
increases in the depreciation rate of the powerline assets.   The initial rate of 4% straight-line depreciation on 
the deferral rate was selected based on limiting rate increases but the depreciation duration being less than 
or equal to the average remaining service life of the assets of about 25 years. 
 

Schedule 4 of Appendix 1B to the Application states the balance of the Deferred Depreciation Asset 
account as $470,287 as at July 1, 2020. Under the Calculation of Deferred Depreciation in Appendix 2C, 
the balance of the Deferred Depreciation Asset account is shown as $458,892. 
 
5.5 Please explain the discrepancy between the balance shown in Schedule 4 of Appendix 1B and 

the balance shown in Appendix 2C. 

RESPONSE 
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The amount shown on Schedule 4 of Appendix 1B is in error.  In the table on Schedule 4, the entry under 
Transformers – Accumulated Depreciation Assets is shown as $33,075 whereas in Appendix 2C the same entry 
is $21,679.   The difference of $11,396 matches the subtraction of $470,287 less $458,892. 
 
Upon further review, the Transformer – Accumulated Depreciation Assets as shown in Appendix 2C uses a 
Transformer Service life of 32 years.   In Appendix 2, Table 6-2, the proposed Transformer Service Life is 40 
years.   Using the 40-year Service Life, the Transformer Accumulated Depreciation Asset at June 30, 2020 
calculates as $17, 343 and the resultant balance of the Deferred Depreciation Asset account calculates as 
$454,556. 
 
The Deferred Depreciation Asset account balance as at July 1, 2020 should be $454,556 

 

 Reference: UTILITY RATE BASE  
Exhibit B-1, Application, p. 10 
Amortization of Long Term Maintenance Asset 

On page 10 of the Application, KPL states: 

The LTM asset is to [sic] costs associated with the preparation of the Plans described 
elsewhere in this Section 3.2 and for vegetation maintenance costs expected to be 
incurred on a less frequent than annual basis. The Plans are expected to have a service 
life of 4 years which corresponds to the service life of the annual vegetation 
management carried out over the past 10 years. The approach over the past 10 years is 
to partition the powerline into 4 sections of about equal length and to manage the 
vegetation in one section each year on a rotating basis. The four year rotation 
approximates the growth period for new trees and bushes to reach interference levels 
with the powerline. The proposed amortization rate for the LTM asset is 25% per annum 
straight-line. 

6.1 Please confirm if the Long Term Maintenance Asset is considered an asset for financial reporting 
purposes. 

RESPONSE 
Confirmed. 

6.1.1 If confirmed, please explain how it is amortized for financial reporting purposes. 

RESPONSE 
The asset is created by a maintenance activity that improves the assets but that improvement has a shorter 
service life than the service life of the underlying asset.  The service life of the Long Term Maintenance Asset, 
for financial reporting purposes, is proposed at 4 years and is subject to confirmation of the auditors of Synex 
International Inc.. 
 

6.1.2 If not confirmed, please discuss if these costs should be recorded in a regulatory 
deferral account instead. 

RESPONSE 
Refer to KPL’s response to BCUC IR1 6.1 
 

6.2 Please discuss in detail why KPL has chosen to capitalize vegetation management costs instead 
of expensing them each year. 

RESPONSE 
KPL expenses the annual cost of vegetation management.  In November 2020, under the directive of the 
BCUC, a Vegetation Management Plan was prepared by Asplundh.  Asplundh recommendations are in two 

6.0 
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parts.  Part 1 recommended annual vegetation maintenance in the same manner as KPL’s existing vegetation 
management and Part 2 recommended the removal of Danger Trees over a four year period.  KPL forecasts 
that it will complete the Danger Tree removals at irregular intervals over the next four years after which 
subsequent nominal Danger Trees will be identified annually and included in the annual vegetation 
management plan.  KPL has proposed to capitalize the Danger Tree removal over the next four years and to 
depreciate the account at 25% per annum with depreciation commencing at the time of the Decision on this 
application. 
 

6.3 Please provide a copy of KPL’s capitalization policy. 

 
RESPONSE 
Refer to BCUC IR 6.2 
 

6.4 Please provide the forecast amount for vegetation management for the test period, and 
compare to the actuals for the past three years. 

RESPONSE 
The vegetation management costs are included in the Repairs and Maintenance category.   The annual 
payments to local contractors for vegetation management (clearing contracts) for fiscal years 2018, 2019 and 
2017 were $11,401, $5,400 and $6,625 respectively.   The forecast for clearing contracts for the test year is not 
separately identified in the Application.  However, as the Repairs and Maintenance forecast for the test year 
is consistent with historical results, the forecast includes similar costs for clearing contracts as in prior years. 
 

6.4.1 Are vegetation management costs expected to be the same for each of the three years 
subsequent to the test year, or will the expected costs for the next four years vary? 
Please explain. 

RESPONSE 
The vegetation management costs for the three years after the test year should be similar to the historical 
costs as the work plan is unchanged.   The work plan includes for slashing about one-quarter of the powerline 
length annually.    The vegetation management costs to be incurred for the Danger Tree removals are to be 
included in the LTM Account and depreciated separately. 

 
E. CAPITAL STRUCTURE, FINANCIAL COSTS AND INCOME TAXES 

 Reference: CAPITAL STRUCTURE, FINANCIAL COSTS AND INCOME TAXES 
Exhibit B-1, Application, pp. 10–11  
Financial Costs 

On pages 10-11 of the Application, KPL states: 

KPL has arranged Credit Agreements with the Canadian Western Bank (CWB). The 
original Credit Agreement was reviewed and accepted under Commission Order  
G-132-06. As accepted under Commission Order G-105-13, the Credit Agreement was 
amended effective July 31, 2013 to fix the interest rate payable to CWB at 4.88% until 
expiry of the fixed interest rate term of July 31, 2016. Commission Order G-158-14 
accepted a continuation of the terms of Commission G-137-09, including an interest rate 
on the notional debt equal to the CWB interest rate plus 0.50% for the loan guarantee of 
Synex International Inc., Synex Energy Resources Ltd., and Sigma Engineering Ltd. (the 
“Affiliated Companies”). The Commission Order G-97-16 accepted KPL’s application on 
June 23, 2016, to amend the lending agreement to fix the interest rate payable to CWB 
at a rate not to exceed 5.04% with a ten year amortization period. The interest rate 
payable to CWB was 4.67% with a term ending July 13, 2020. 

7.0 
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Effective July 13, 2020, the fixed rate term of the Credit Agreement expired.  The Credit 
Agreement provides for a floating interest rate 2.0% above the CWB Prime Commercial 
Rate (currently 2.5%) in the absence of a fixed interest rate. The current CWB interest 
rate is 4.50%, which is lower than the previously fixed rate of 4.67%. Due to the ongoing 
coronavirus pandemic, the current CWB Prime Commercial Rate is not expected to vary 
significantly. According, the KPL interest rate for the Test Years is 5.0% (4.5% plus 0.5%) 
on notional debt of 60% of Rate Base. 

7.1 Please confirm if KPL has entered into a new agreement with CWB for the floating interest of 2.0 
percent above the CWB Prime Commercial Rate. 

RESPONSE 
Not confirmed.  The new debt financing of KPL is to be coincident with the new debt financing on the power 
plants of Synex Energy Resources Ltd., the parent company of KPL.   A News Release of Synex International 
Inc. dated March 4, 20216 states “The Company [Synex International Inc.] continues to work towards the 
refinancing of its power plant assets, which, once completed, is expected to provide stronger cashflow as a 
result of reduced interest expenses and longer amortization periods.  The Company expects to complete the 
refinancing in April 2021. “.  For the interim period from July 15, 2021 to date, the interest rate disclosed in 
the quarterly financial filings of Synex International Inc.7 state the current interest rate as “4.67% 
compounded monthly”.   The current CWB Prime Commercial Rate plus 2%, as included in the Application, is 
4.50%, compounded monthly. 
  

7.1.1 If confirmed, please confirm that BCUC approval is required for the new agreement, and 
provide details to the financing approvals sought. 

RESPONSE 
Refer to BCUC IR 7.1 
 

7.2 What is the current fixed interest rate available from CWB, if KPL were to enter into another 
fixed rate agreement? 

RESPONSE 
The current fixed interest rate is not available. 
 

7.3 Please explain if KPL has explored debt rates with other lenders. If not, why not? 

RESPONSE 
Refer to BCUC IR 7.1 
 

7.4 Please clarify whether KPL plans to enter into another fixed rate term with CWB or any other 
lenders?  

RESPONSE 
Refer to BCUC IR 7.1 

On page 11 of the Application, KPL states: 

The proposed rate of return after taxes on notional debt is 9.50%, which is calculated as 
the low-risk benchmark utility rate of 8.75% plus a risk premium of 75 basis points above 
the low-risk benchmark. This rate of return is equivalent to the recent Commission 
Decision and Order G-270-20 in regards to the Application by Boralex Ocean Falls Limited 

 
6 SEDAR – Synex International Inc.  Mar 4 2021 News Release - English 
7 SEDAR – Synex International Inc.  Feb 10 2021  Interim financial statements/report 
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Partnership Application for Approval of Rates and Terms and Conditions for Service. 

KPL further states: “KPL has been approved for a notional capital structure of 60% debt and 40% equity. 
KPL proposes to continue this notional structure.” 

 
7.5 Please provide the calculated earned return in dollars, using the proposed return on equity 

(ROE) of 9.50 percent for the test period July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021. 

RESPONSE 
The earned return on notional equity for the test year is $51,206 as shown in Appendix 1 Schedule 1 of the 
Application.  The test year is not directly equal to the period July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021. 
  

7.6 Please provide, in table format, the actual earned return for KPL for each of the past 5 years. 

RESPONSE 
The earned return on notional equity for the past 5 years is as follows; 
 
   

Fiscal Year 
ended June 30 

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Return on 
Notional Equity 

$79,469 $63,462 $84,516 $22,113 $ 9,396 

 
 

7.7 Please provide a detailed comparison of the risk profile of KPL compared to the risk profile of 
Boralex, and discuss why an ROE of 9.50 percent (8.75 percent plus a risk premium of 75 basis 
points above the low-risk benchmark) is applicable to KPL. 

RESPONSE 
KPL and Boralex both operate electrical utilities in rural BC.  A comparison of the utilities is as follows; 
 

 KPL Boralex8 Other comments Risk Comparison 

Physical Plant     

a) Generation Purchases from BC 
Hydro 

Older storage 
hydro-electric plant 

Boralex has 
additional capacity 
available at limited 
cost 

Operating risk 
higher for Boralex 
but considerable 
spare capacity for 
short term 
equipment failures 
 
Electricity supply 
cost higher for KPL 
 
KPL has significant 
cost for additional 
capacity 

b) Powerline 44km of single 
phase 14.4 kV 
wood pole 
construction 

45km of three 
phase 25 kV wood 
pole construction 

 KPL access to 50% 
of length beside 
permitted access 
road 
Off-site KPL 

 
8 Boralex LP Application dated September 30, 2019 to BCUC for Rates and Terms and Conditions Exhibit B-1 
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contractors can 
access by road and 
water taxi.  Off-site 
Boralex contractors 
require air travel 
plus road/water 
taxi  

 8 km of one single 
phase 14.4kv 
submarine cable 

1.6 km and 225m 
of four single phase 
14.4kV submarine 
cable 

All submarine 
cables are located 
in salt water 
channels 

KPL has no 
redundancy in case 
of cable failure 
Boralex can 
operate by 
abandoning one 
cable in case of 
single cable failure 

     

c) Rate Base 
Assets 

$1.5million (RRA 
2020) 

$12.8million (in 
Application but not 
accepted) 

  

d) Planned 
Capital 
Upgrade in 
Test Year 

$100,000 $7.4million   

     

Utility Customers     

a) Related 
Parties 

None None Both utilities are 
stand-alone (not 
serving a facility 
owned by a related 
company) 

 

b) Annual 
electricity 
sales 

1,800 MWH 
$460,000 

23,000 MWH 
$3.3 million 

 Boralex data for 
2019 

c) No and size 
of 
customers 
by kWh 

Houpsitas (74%) 
School District 
(10%) 
18 Commercial 
(13%) 
22 Residential (3%) 

BC Hydro (56%) 
Industrial (40%) 
Retail (4%) 

 Boralex data for 
2019.  There are 2 
industrial accounts 
and unstated 
number of retail 
accounts. 

d) Customer 
Location 

All customers 
except 2 at end of 
powerline 

BC Hydro serves 
Bella Bella at end 
of powerline 

  

 
The business risks are considered higher for KPL.  KPL is subject to risk of extended failure due to single 
submarine cable.   Further, the operating cost vs revenue ratio is lower for KPL which provides greater 
variance in event of high operating cost events.  For revenues, Boralex receives 81% from BC Hydro whereas 
KPL receives 61% from KCFN Houpsitas and 15% from School District 84 (the school students are essentially 
from Houpsitas) 
 
 

7.8 As an alternative to setting an allowed percentage ROE and deemed capital structure for KPL, 
please discuss the pros and cons of allowing a fixed return (e.g. $XXX per year) to provide a fair 
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compensation to the utility. Is KPL aware of any regulated public utilities in Canada that are 
compensated under this approach? Please provide examples, and explain whether this approach 
is appropriate for KPL. 

RESPONSE 
KPL is a very small, high risk utility.   The existing notional capital structure is 60% debt and 40% equity.  The 
actual bank debt ratio for KPL at about 40% is significantly below the notional structure.   Further, KPL is not 
able to secure debt without parent company guarantees. 
 
KPL has done limited capital improvements since commencement and no significant capital improvements are 
planned.  The Gross Plant as shown on Appendix 1 Schedule 3 was $3.784 million at June 30, 2008 and $3.956 
million at June 30, 2020.   The Contribution in aid of Construction (“CIAC”) of $2.55 million was fully received 
by KPL by June 30, 2012. 
 
For Fiscal 2013 and later, the allowable earned return of KPL has been relatively stable with only minor 
variations in the debt interest rate and equity return rate.  The actual return to KPL, excluding the notional 
structure, is the total return on debt and equity less the actual KPL debt costs.   The actual return to KPL has 
been more variable than the allowable earned return of KPL due to changes in KPL bank debt. 
 
KPL is not aware of other regulated public utilities in Canada utilizing a fixed return approach and is unable to 
provide examples.  For KPL, use of a fixed notional structure provides a “fixed” return, albeit subject to 
changes due to prevailing interest rates and allowable returns on equity. 
         

7.9 As an alternative to setting an allowed percentage ROE and deemed capital structure for KPL, 
please discuss the pros and cons of setting an allowed return on rate base to provide a fair 
compensation to the utility. Please explain whether this approach is appropriate for KPL. 

RESPONSE 
Under the existing notional capital structure for KPL, KPL receives an allowed return on rate base subject to 
changes in debt interest rates and equity return rates.    For ease of presentation, KPL would consider a 
simplified approach of setting an allowed return on rate base, subject to the inclusion of debt interest rates 
and equity return rates appropriate to KPL. 
 
KPL is a very small utility and would be very concerned with the setting of “industry standard” debt interest 
rates since KPL’s actual debt rates are much higher than larger utilities.   KPL believes that the current use of a 
75 basis point increase in ROE for a “high risk” utility does not fully account for the increased risk of the very 
small size of KPL.   KPL has not challenged the fairness of the 75 basis point increase in the past as the cost of 
challenging the determination by the BCUC would more than offset the gain from a potential increase.   For 
example, the estimated cost of RRA 2020 of $15,000 has been controlled in order to avoid rate impacts to the 
KPL customers. 
 
 

7.10 As an alternative to setting an allowed percentage ROE and deemed capital structure for KPL, 
please discuss the pros and cons of setting an allowed return on other factors, such as using a 
proxy of X percentage over the revenue requirement or operating costs, to represent a fair 
compensation to the utility. 

 
RESPONSE 
The revenue requirement of KPL of $469,367 as shown in Appendix 1 for Test Year B can be broken down into 
the following four components; 
 

a) $155,521 Operating expense excluding electricity purchases from BC Hydro 
b) $158,092 Electricity purchases from BC Hydro 
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c) $  63,328 Depreciation and amortization 
d) $  92,425 Return on Rate Base (includes interest on debt and return on equity) 

 
The combination of Depreciation and amortization and Return on Rate Base equals $155,753 which 
approximates the available KPL cashflow excluding KPL debt service costs. 
 
KPL is uncertain of the details of the alternatives of using a percentage of revenue requirement or operating 
costs and cannot comment on the applicability.   As a very small utility, KPL is hesitant to engage significant 
time, effort and costs in creating an alternative model for ROE regulation. 

 
7.11 On January 18, 2021, the BCUC issued a notice initiating a Generic Cost of Capital (GCOC) 

proceeding for all public utilities.9 Please discuss the pros and cons of separating out the Cost of 
Capital component in this Application pending GCOC review. 

RESPONSE 
BCUC Generic Cost of Capital Exhibit A-1 (the “Notice to Utilities”) includes the statement “By this letter, the 
BCUC advises … will be initiated in the spring of 2021 for rate setting effective January 1, 2022.”   This 
Application by KPL is anticipated to complete well before January 1, 2022.  KPL believes that the time, effort 
and cost of separating the Cost of Capital component in this Application need not be incurred at this time. 

 Reference: CAPITAL STRUCTURE, FINANCIAL COSTS AND INCOME TAXES 
Exhibit B-1, Appendix 1, Schedule 4 
Income Taxes 

In Schedule 4 of Appendix 1 to the Application, KPL shows income tax expense of $0 both historically, and 
in the Test Years. This appears to be due to the line item “Timing Diff.” 
 
8.1 Please explain what makes up the timing differences, and why they result in a taxable income  

of $0. 

RESPONSE 
Refer to Appendix 1G Income Tax Return (2019).   The initial corporate financing arrangement of KPL included 
for Synex Energy Resources Ltd., the parent company, to purchase the shares of KPL for $1 and to finance the 
remainder by intercompany lending at intercompany lending rates (which are below normal market rates). 
This corporate structure remains in effect.  When available, KPL supplements the intercompany loan with 
financing through bank lending. 
 
The income tax returns for KPL reflect lower earnings than the notional Return on Equity shown in Appendix 
1.   In addition, the income tax returns substitute Capital Cost Allowance in place of Depreciation.  KPL for rate 
setting purposes did not apply depreciation for a number of years.   For income tax purposes, KPL has utilized 
sufficient CCA in order to reduce taxes payable to “Nil”.   The item termed “timing diff” adjusts for these two 
factors. 
 

8.2 Does KPL account for income taxes on a cash basis? 

 
RESPONSE 
KPL does not account for income taxes on a cash basis, however reconciliation of future income tax liabilities 
between revenue rate applications and financial statements have been too prospective for analysis.   During 
the period, in addition to the issue of intercompany debt rationalization, KPL has changed from Canadian 
GAAP to International Financial Reporting Standards. 
 

 
9 BCUC Generic Cost of Capital proceeding  

8.0 

https://www.bcuc.com/ApplicationView.aspx?ApplicationId=849
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8.3 Please explain if KPL expects to pay any income tax in the future. If so, when? If not, why not? 

 
RESPONSE 
Refer to Appendix 1G Income Tax Return (2019).  As per Schedule 8 in 1G, the CCA claimed is $72,801 whereas 
the maximum CCA available is $105,043.   The unused available CCA in 2019 was $32,242.   In addition, the 
interest rate on intercompany loans from Synex Energy Resources Ltd. to KPL is expected to be increased on 
an “ability to pay” basis,  at the time KPL’s cashflow increases. 
 
KPL filed its income tax return for 2020 in late December 202010.  That return included for taxes payable of 
$Nil and included al loss carry forward of $77,043 to be applied against future income taxes.   KPL does not 
expect to have taxes payable for the foreseeable future. 

 
F. OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR THE TEST YEAR A AND B 

 Reference: OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR THE TEST YEAR A AND B 
Exhibit B-1, Application, pp. 11–12 
Accounting, Bank Charges, Communications, Contract Services – Legal, Contract 
Services – External, Delivery, Insurance, Office & Miscellaneous and Travel & 
Promotion Expenses 

On page 11 of the Application, KPL states that these expenses were forecast for the Test Years by using 
the average of the past seven years of expense data. KPL also states that all expenses were adjusted to 
include the accumulated Canadian Consumer Price Index (CCPI) for the year of the incurred expense, and 
each expense for the Test Years was calculated based on the average of the past seven years after CCPI 
adjustment, and the average was then increased by the forecast annual inflation rate for the Test Years 
of 1.16 percent. 
 
9.1 Please discuss in detail if KPL considered adjusting these expenses to reflect any additional 

expenses that may result from any work necessary to be performed under the Powerline 
Maintenance Plan and the Vegetation Management Plan. 

 
RESPONSE 
KPL has included provision for the additional expenses that may occur from work to be performed under the 
Powerline Maintenance Plan and the Vegetation Management Plan (the “Plans”) to be included in an asset 
account titled the LTM Account and to be depreciated over 4 years commencing on the Decision regarding this 
Application.  This Application includes for a forecast LTM depreciation of $12,500 in the Test Year (using the ½ 
year rule on first year depreciation). 
 
The additional work to be performed under the Plans is the review by third-party qualified professionals and 
the work to be performed to rectify deficiencies (or in some cases due to the change in standards resulting 
from the change in qualified professionals). 
 
Refer to BCUC IR1 4.1 and 4.2.    Depending on the timing of the expenditures incurred, KPL may request 
amendment of the $50,000 estimate in the Application prior to the BCUC Decision on the Application. 
 

9.2 Please discuss if KPL considered any alternate forecasting methods, outline those methods, and 
explain why they were rejected. Further, please discuss the reason for choosing the current 
forecasting method. 

RESPONSE 

 
10 KPL – T2 Corporate Income Tax Return 

9.0 
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KPL forecast methodology was to use historical costs as the basis for the forecast costs of these categories.  
The duties and expected work effort in these categories have been unchanged for a number of years.   
Generally, the costs are incurred intermittently during the year, negating the timing aspect of a further 
breakdown and analysis the costs.   Finally, the expenditures in each cost category are limited such that 
further refining would not be expected to appreciably change the forecast cost. 
    

9.3 Please explain why KPL believes the past seven years is a better indicator of the future rather 
than the past two or three years? 

 
RESPONSE 
Reference Supplementary Appendix 1B Schedule 2 Operating Expense Forecast (the “Tables”).   The data in 
the Tables shows measured annual variation.  The factors causing variation can include uneven revenue 
growth, changes in personnel, fluctuating weather patterns and such.  For the revenue projections, which are 
subject to greater growth rates than these expenditure categories, the historical period used was a 
combination of 5 year, 6 year and 7 year periods.  Expenses are less subject to growth anomalies and the 
longer 7 year historical period was chosen.  Each category was reviewed individually to confirm that the 7 
year period was appropriate.   

 
9.4 Please explain why KPL adjusted historical expense to include the accumulated CCPI for the year 

of the incurred expense, and then increased the average by the forecast average inflation rate. 
In KPL’s view, does this equate to double counting inflation? Why or why not? 

 
RESPONSE 
In KPL’s view this does not equate to double counting inflation.   The use of the CCPI was related to 
determining the expense value for a year to date period ending prior to the time of submission of the 
Application.   The application of the forecast average inflation rate extends the applicable time to the test 
year period (being the following year after submission of the Application)  
 

 Reference: OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR THE TEST YEAR A AND B 
Exhibit B-1, Application, p. 11 
Contract Services – SXI, Contract Services – SEL, Contract Services – External and 
Printing 

On page 11 of the Application, KPL states that these expenses were forecast for the Test Years by using 
the seven years of historical expense data and excluding the highest and lowest expense years. All 
expenses were adjusted to include the accumulated CCPI for the year of the incurred expense, and each 
expense for the Test Years was calculated based on the average of the selected five data years after CCPI 
adjustment, and the average was then increased by the forecast annual inflation rate for the Test Years 
of 1.16 percent. 
 
10.1 Please explain in detail the type of contract services offered by SXI and SEL, and provide a 

detailed explanation of how these charges are determined. 

 
RESPONSE 
The services provided by SXI and SEL include operations management, purchasing, billing, recording, 
accounting and related services required to maintain and operate the utility but excluding the work of 
contractors such as electrical services, vegetation clearing, site representation and meter reading. 
 
The charges are determined by applying intercompany hourly billing rates to the hours listed on timesheets 
submitted by SXI and SEL personnel. 

10.0 
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10.1.1 If charges are determined using a transfer pricing policy or contract, please provide a 

copy of the transfer pricing policy or contract between KPL and SXI and SEL. 

RESPONSE 
The charges are determined from internal intercompany billing rates.  The intercompany billing rates are 
determined based primarily on direct salary, benefits and office space costs, all without markup.  The 
approximate rate by category in fiscal 2020 is Controller: $125/hr; Accounting: $64; Administrative $50 
 

10.1.2 Over the past 7 years, what is the average number of hours per month that SXI and SEL 
staff have worked on KPL related matters? 

RESPONSE 
 

Fiscal Year 
ended June 30 

SXI 
Average hours per 
month for year 

SEL 
Average hours per 
month for year 

Total SXI and SEL 
Average hours per 
month for year 

2015 36.1 5.7 41.8 

2016 38.8 5.1 43.9 

2017 43.5 7.5 51.0 

2018 46.0 38.4 84.5 

2019 45.6 38.0 83.6 

2020 66.0 5.0 71.0 

 
 

10.2 Please explain why KPL choose to exclude highest and lowest expense years for these expense 
categories, but included all seven years of data for other expense categories. 

RESPONSE 
These expense categories had values with occasional amounts either much higher or lower than average.  The 
variance in particular years may be a result of unusually high or low external events, such as weather caused 
outages.   In order to reduce the annual variability, the potential outlier values were eliminated by deleting 
the highest and lowest annual value in the last seven years.   Other expense categories did not have the 
magnitude of “outliers” as present in these categories. 
 

10.3 Please discuss in detail if KPL considered adjusting these expenses to reflect any additional 
expenses that may result from any work necessary to be performed under the Powerline 
Maintenance Plan and the Vegetation Management Plan. 

RESPONSE 
Refer to KPL’s response to BCUC IR1 4.1  and 9.1.   The additional expenses for work performed under the 
Powerline Maintenance Plan and Vegetation Management Plan are proposed to be included in the LTM 
category. 

 Reference: OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR THE TEST YEAR A AND B 
Exhibit B-1, Application, p. 12 
Contract Services – KCFN 

On page 12 of the Application, KPL states that Contract Services - KCFN covers the monthly meter 
reading and related expenses provided by the local representative, and that in October 2020, the 
agreement with the local representative was renewed at a monthly cost of $430. 
 
11.1 Please discuss if KPL explored pursuing an agreement with any parties other than the local 

representative. 

11.0 
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RESPONSE 
KPL has utilized the services of this local representative since commencement of operation in May 2006.  KPL 
did not pursue a change in personnel. 
 

11.2 Please confirm that the cost for this account for July 1, 2019 to June 30, 2020 was $4,800, or 
$400 monthly, as presented in Appendix 1B, Schedule 2. 

RESPONSE 
Confirmed 

11.2.1 If confirmed, please explain the reasons why the increase of 7.5 percent in the contract 
was justified. 

RESPONSE 
The service contract was last renewed on March 15, 2015.   The 7.5 percent increase is considered a “cost of 
living” adjustment. 
  

11.2.2 If not confirmed, please provide the monthly cost prior to the renewal of the contract, 
and explain any increase. 

 
RESPONSE 
Refer to BCUC IR 11.2 

 Reference: OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR THE TEST YEAR A AND B 
Exhibit B-1, Application, p. 12 
Repairs and Maintenance 

On page 12 of the Application, KPL describes the methodology used to forecast Repairs and 
Maintenance expense for the Test Years. 
 
12.1 Please discuss in detail if KPL considered adjusting these expenses to reflect any additional 

expenses that may result from any necessary work to be performed under the Powerline 
Maintenance Plan and the Vegetation Management Plan. 

 
RESPONSE 
KPL is not considering adjusting these expenses as the related expenditures are captured under the proposed 
LTM account. 
 
The work being completed under the Powerline Maintenance Plan and the Vegetation Management Plan is 
not expected to increase or decrease the number of unplanned outages on the KPL System as compared to 
the historical number of outages 
 

 Reference: OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR THE TEST YEAR A AND B 
Exhibit B-1, Application, p. 12; Appendix 1, Schedule 2 
Rent 

On page 12 of the Application, KPL states that the use of rental area for storage was discontinued in 
2019, and accordingly, the forecast allowance for rent is $0 for the Test Years. In Schedule 2 of  
Appendix 1, the line item “Rent” shows an amount of $1,465 for both Test Year A and Test Year B. 
 
13.1 Please explain the discrepancy between the application and Schedule 2 of Appendix 1. 

 

12.0 

13.0 
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RESPONSE 
The statement that the rental arrangement for the spare submarine cable ceased in 2019 is correct.  The 
amount of $1,465 is a forecast for new storage rental costs based on the requirement for KPL to remove all of 
its inventory from KCFN lands.  The KCFN did not formerly charge any rental storage charges to KPL.  These 
storage charges have not yet been incurred.  Page 12 of the Application failed to include commentary on 
these projected inventory storage fees. 
   

 
G. NET REVENUE 

 Reference: NET REVENUE 
Exhibit B-1, Application, pp. 12–16 
Electricity Sales and Cost of Electricity from BC Hydro 

On pages 12-16 of the Application, KPL explains the methodology and presents the forecasts for 
electricity sales, and cost of electricity from BC Hydro. 
 
14.1 For each of the methods A through F explored for electricity sales as described, please provide 

the impact on the revenue requirement and resulting requested rate increase if only that 
specific method was used as opposed to the chosen methodology. For example, what would be 
the impact on the revenue requirement and resulting requested rate increase if only method A 
was used, if only method B was used, etc.? 

RESPONSE 
The impact based on the methodogy is shown in Table 14.1 below based on maintaining the Energy Sales 
Revenue of $463,549 shown on Schedule 2 of RRA 2020; 
 
     TABLE 14.1 
 

Method RRA A B C D E F 

        

1101 kWh 1283.0 1245.1 1323.6 1266.1 1300.2 1272.1 1293.7 

1102 kWh 456.5 488.1 466.5 435.7 460.4 454.0 446.2 

Total kWh 1739.5 1733.2 1790.1 1701.8 1760.6 1726.1 1739.9 

        

1101 Rev $282,318 $269,793 $278,357 $290,561 $280,827 $283,316 $286,417 

1102 Rev $181,231 $193,756 $185,192 $172,988 $182,722 $180,233 $177,132 

Total Rev $463,549 $463,549 $463,549 $463,549 $463,549 $463,549 $463,549 

        

1102 Tariff $0.2200 $0.2167 $0.2103 $0.2295 $0.2160 $0.2227 $0.2214 

 
 

14.2 Please discuss if KPL performed any additional scenario analysis with respect to electricity sales 
and the cost of electricity from BC Hydro. If not, please explain why not. 

RESPONSE 
KPL did not perform any additional computations of the cost of electricity from BC Hydro based on varying the 
forecast electricity sales.   The cost of electricity from BC Hydro was determined as the average cost from BC 
Hydro per kwh of sales of KPL of $0.09091 multiplied by the forecast of electricity sales of KPL. 
 
The value of cost per kWh for KPL sales was calculated as $0.09091/kWh, $0.09178/kWh and $0.08707/kWh 
for the fiscal years 2021, 2019 and 2018 (2020 was not calculated due to malfunction of the BC Hydro meter).  
The changes in value approximate the increases and decrease (in April 2020) of the BC Hydro tariff.   Further, a 

14.0 
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1% change in the actual cost vs forecast cost results in a $1,581 change in the cost of electricity which amount 
is not material.  In addition, additional analysis would involve higher level statistical analysis which may have 
higher degrees of uncertainty. 
 

14.3 Does KPL expect any customer load additions, or loss of customer load over the Test Years? 
Please explain. 

RESPONSE 
The number of customers of KPL has remained relatively constant over the past number of years.  KPL, after 
reasonable enquiry, is not aware of any new connection requests, although one customer may decide to split 
one existing service into two services.  The forecast increase in annual electricity sales is anticipated to be 
from increased demand of the KCFN distribution system at Houpsitas and from other customers increasing 
their electricity usage. 
 

14.4 Please provide the impact on the revenue requirement and resulting requested rate increases or 
the following scenarios: 

(i) Increase in electricity sales of 10 percent; 
(ii) Decrease in electricity sales of 10 percent; 
(iii) Increase in cost of electricity of 10 percent; and 
(iv) Decrease in cost of electricity of 10 percent. 

 
RESPONSE 
For an increase or decrease in electricity sales, the sales revenue and cost of electricity are assumed to be the 
only affected financial categories.  For an increase or decrease in electricity sales, it is assumed to occur at 
equal percentage on both the tariff schedules (eg 10% increase/decrease in electricity sales to both  Schedule 
1101 and Schedule 1102 customers).   For consistency with the Application, it is assumed that the Schedule 
1102 Tariff would absorb all of the rate impacts and the Tariff Schedule 1101 would be unchanged. 
 
The four scenarios are shown on Table 14.4.  Refer to Schedule 2 of RRA 2020. 
 
     TABLE 14.4 
 

 Schedule 2 
Data 

Electricity Sales 
increase 

Electricity Sales 
decrease 

BCH rate 
increase 

BCH rate 
decrease 

Increase/Decrease  10% (10)% 10% (10)% 

1101 kWh 1283.0 1411.3 1154.7 1283.0 1283.0 

1102 kwh 456.5 502.1 410.8 456.5 456.5 

BCH Costs $158,092 $173,901 $142,283 $173,901 $142,283 

      

1101 Revenue $436,482 $479,291 $447,673 $479,291 $447,673 

1102 Revenue $282,263 $279,950 $284,575 $298,072 $266,453 

Total Revenue $181,220 $199,342 $163,098 $181,220 $181,220 

      

1102 Tariff $ 0.2200 $0.1984 $0.2464 $0.2323 $0.2077 

Change 1102 in $  ($0.0216) $0.0264 $0.0123 $(0.0123) 

Change 1102 in %  (9.48)% 12.02% 5.60% (5.60)% 

 
 

 
H. PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO RATE SCHEDULES 

 Reference: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO RATE SCHEDULES 15.0 
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Exhibit B-1, Application, p. 18; BC Hydro 2015 Rate Design Application Decision, 
January 20, 2017, p. iv 
Effect of Changes to Schedule 1101 and 1102 

On page 18 of the Application, KPL states: 

KPL is proposing to meet the increased revenue requirement of this application through 
an increase in the Energy Charge for Schedule 1102 after allowing for the increased 
revenue resulting from the increases in the Monthly Basic Charge for the Schedules. KPL 
is proposing that the Energy Charge for Schedule 1102 be increased to $0.2202 per kWh 
from the current $0.193 per kWh and the Energy Charge for 1101 be unchanged from 
the current $0.397 per kWh. 

Also on page 18 of the Application, KPL states that: 

Based on the average annual consumption of 2,473 kWh in Test Years for a residential 
account, the annual electricity bill (including basic and energy) will rise from $1,078 to 
$1,090. The proposed annual increase of $12.00 per account calculates as an average 
annual increase of 1.1% per account. 

KPL then explains: “Based on the forecast energy consumption of 1,283,000 kWh in the Test Years, the 
annual electricity bill for the Schedule 1102 account will rise from $247,847 to $282,625. The proposed 
annual increase of $34,778 calculates as annual increase of 14.0%.” 
 
15.1 Please discuss in detail if KPL considered any alternatives to limit rate shock (which normally 

describes an increase of greater than 10 percent) to customers on Schedule 1102. 

 
RESPONSE 
KPL did not consider alternatives to limit rate shock to customers on Schedule 1102.  There is only one 
customer on Schedule 1102, namely KCFN.   KPL understands that KCFN provides electricity to users within 
Houpsitas at rates that do not necessarily correlate to KPL tariff rates or rate changes.    Additionally, the cost 
of electricity billed by KPL to KCFN has varied considerably over the past few years.   As such, the definition of 
rate shock (in percent) to the budgets of KCFN should be considered higher than 10 percent.    The changes in 
annual billings of KPL to the KCFN under Schedule 1102 is as follows; 
 

Fiscal Year ended 
June 30 

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Total Billings $201,703 $221,905 $232,969 $226,948 $240,033 

% Increase (decrease)  10.0% 5.0% (2.6)% 5.8% 

 
An increase of 14% for Schedule 1102 will have budgetary impact for the KCFN, however there has been an 
average annual increase of 4.8% since July 2016 due to increased energy consumption. 
 
 

15.1.1 Did KPL consider increasing the energy charge for customers on Schedule 1101 in order 
to minimize rate shock on for customers on Schedule 1102? If not, why not? 

RESPONSE 
KPL did consider increasing the energy charge for customers on Schedule 1101 to minimize rate shock, 
however KPL believes that the “fairness” and “affordability” of the tariff supersede the “rate shock” aspects. 
 

15.1.2 Did KPL consider implementing the rate change over a period of two or three years in 
order to limit the immediate rate impact for customers? If not, why not? 
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RESPONSE 
KPL believes that the increased costs of implementing rate changes over a period of two or three years are 
excessive for the size of the KPL utility.   The increased costs, which would be recovered through higher tariffs 
include the creation of deferred accounts, adjudication on applicable rates of return on the deferred account, 
adjudication on the depreciation of the deferred accounts and related costs.  The cost of this Application 
would increase in order to resolve all of the issues.  The sole benefit to the customer is the ability to “pay 
later” in order to ease current budgetary constraints. 
 
For the past number of years, the Schedule 1102 tariff has been “unfair” in that the charges are less than the 
operating costs of the utility.   Delaying the “catch-up” of this inequity on the basis of rate shock does not 
seem appropriate. 
 

15.1.3 Please calculate what the annual rate increases would be to Schedule 1102 customers if 
the rate increase was implemented over a period of two years, instead of one year. 
Please also provide the resulting bill impact for each year. 

 
RESPONSE 
A calculation of the annual rate increases to Schedule 1102 customers is very approximate due to the 
uncertainty of approvals of the deferred revenue account and the additional costs of the creation and 
administration of the deferral account as well as the interest costs to be applied to the deferral account. 
 
For the purpose of analysis, it is assumed that 50% of the proposed increase is delayed for one year (the 
Revenue Deferral account) and 25% of the proposed increase is delayed for two years.   The Revenue Deferral 
Account totals $25,980 at the end of two years.   Further, the Revenue Deferral Account can be increased by 
$5,000 to cover the assumed costs of application, adjudication and accounting set-up.   The recurring annual 
cost of the Revenue Deferral Account include for carrying charges of 6.9% (equates to the rate of return on 
rate base) on the mid-year balance and $300 for accounting/reporting costs. 
 
The tariff rate payable for the 5 years under each scenario is shown in the following table; 
 

 Schedule 2 Data 
Test Year 

Test Year with 50%  
Delay in Revenue 
Increase 

Test Year plus 1 
(only additional 
ROE/actting)  

Test year plus 2 
(only additional 
ROE/actting) 

     

1102 kWh 1283.0 1283.0 1283.0 1283.0 

1102 Tariff 
Increases 

$0.027 $0.0135 $0.0074 
Total Inc $0.0209  

$0.0074 
Total Inc $0.0283 

Total Increase per 
Year in Tariff 

$34,641 $18,815 $9,554 $9,554 

1102 $increase $34,641 $17,320 $8,660 $8,660 

ROE on Deferred  $598 $894 $894 

Accting/Reporting  $300 None added None added 

     

Deferral Account  $22,320 $30,980 $30,980 

 
At Test Year plus 3, the Tariff has increased $0.0283 per kWh as compared to the original increase of $0.027 
per kWh.  In addition, there is a Deferral account of $30,980 which is decreased over 3 years would add an 
additional $0.00805 per kWh.   In very approximate terms, for the staged 3 year delay in payments, which 
saves an average increase of about $0.00943 per kwh/year causes the next 3 years to have an increase of 
about $0.01088 per kWh/year (an increase of 15.3%). 
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The calculations are very subjective with overriding critical assumptions.  The key issue is that the costs of 
delaying payments, i.e. the “carrying costs”, are very high due to administration costs. 
  

15.2 Given that a revenue requirement determines a rate change based on the cost of service, and a 
rate design is the allocation between rate classes, please clarify whether KPL is asking for 
approval of a revised rate design in addition to changes to the revenue requirement. 

 
RESPONSE 
KPL is not asking for approval of a revised rate design.  The existing rate design is based on “just” and 
“reasonable” principles.  Also refer to KPL Response to BCUC IR1 15.3 

 
On page 18 of the Application, KPL states: 

The current customers under Schedule 1101 includes 23 residential and 19 commercial 
customers. The average monthly kWh consumption of the residential customers during 
Fiscal 2020 was 199 kWh reflecting consumption limited to electricity for essential use 
only. The residential customers have limited capacity to reduce their electrical 
consumption and are particularly vulnerable to electricity affordability. The largest non-
residential customer, School District 84, has largely curtailed community use of the 
school facilities in order to reduce its electrical billings. The cost of electrical service to 
the School District is a significant component of the operating costs of the facility. 
Accordingly, KPL, on the basis of affordability and related concerns is proposing to not 
increase the Energy Charge under Schedule 1101. 

During BC Hydro’s 2015 Rate Design Application proceeding, an intervener group asked the BCUC “to 
implement a strategy to assist low income ratepayers who are having increasing difficulty paying their 
electricity bills in an environment where electricity rates continue to rise while many people’s incomes 
have stagnated.”11  
 
In the BCUC’s final decision for the BC Hydro 2015 Rate Design Application, the BCUC stated that “low-
income rates that are unsupported by an economic or cost of service justification are unjust, 
unreasonable and unduly discriminatory and are therefore not in accordance with section 59 of the 
UCA.” The BCUC also found no evidence that the UCA provides the BCUC with the jurisdiction to 
approve a low-income rate in the absence of an economic or a cost of service basis reason.12  

 
15.3 Given the BCUC’s determination in the BC Hydro 2015 Rate Design Application Decision, please 

discuss what considerations this Panel must make in order to approve an increase in the Energy 
Charge under Schedule 1102, but not Schedule 1101. 

 
RESPONSE 
The Application by KPL for an increase in the energy charge under Schedule 1102 but not Schedule 1101 is not 
based on “low income” criteria.  KPL does not have access to or monitor income levels of its customers.  KPL’s 
Application is based on consideration of both “just” and “reasonable” criteria. 
 
 Rate Criteria for KPL Energy Charges 
The current energy charge under Schedule 1101 is $0.3970 per kWh.  KPL believes this rate to be the 
maximum rate before a number of its customers will commence significantly decreasing their energy use.  The 
significant decrease in energy use will occur due to the customers switching to self-generation via utilizing 

 
11 BCH-2015-Rate Design Application Decision dated January 20, 2017.pdf, page iv. 
12 Ibid 

https://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2017/DOC_48618_01-20-2017_G-5-17_BCH-2015-RDA-Decision-WEB.pdf
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diesel, propane and/or solar generation or by substitution of electrical heating load, including hot water and 
related uses by consuming propane or other fuels.    Should electricity consumption by Schedule 1101 
customers decrease, KPL will need further rate increases to meet its revenue requirements.  A downward 
spiral of Schedule 1101 customer electricity consumption will mean significant increases in the energy rates of 
the Schedule 1102 customer. 
 
The last energy rate increases for KPL customers was on August 20, 2012.  At that time, KPL had been able to 
limit the rate increase by deferring depreciation on its powerline assets.   In 2014, KPL applied to commence 
depreciation of the powerline assets at 1% per annum.  The 1% depreciation rate was set based on level 
necessary to avoid increasing the KPL’s electricity rates.  In 2017, KPL applied to increase the depreciation rate 
of the powerline assets to 2.1% per annum.  As in 2014, the 2.1% depreciation rate was set based on the 
maximum level necessary to avoid increasing the KPL’s energy rates.    KPL has consistently demonstrated its 
belief that to maintain reasonable rates, the Schedule 1102 rate is at a maximum, being $0.397 per kWh. 
 
Many of the Schedule 1101 customers already own and maintain standby generation.  The Health Clinic 
operated by the Vancouver Island Health Authority (“VIHA”) did not connect to the KPL powerline until 
January 2010.  From May 2006 to January 2010, VIHA repeatedly advised KPL that it could not afford the KPL 
electricity rates.   As a second example of the reasonable rates issue, KPL understands that School District 84 
is contemplating using a solar array to offset some of its existing electricity purchases from KPL13.   The 
Kyuquot area is not ideally suited for solar generation but may be affordable at the current Schedule 1102 
energy rates or by the provision of third party non-repayable grants.  Lastly, a portion of the increased 
revenue requirements in this Application relate to work efforts to potentially decrease the number and length 
of future outages.   The Schedule 1101 customers have not participated in the Safety and Reliability hearing, 
except for a few letters of comment.  The letters of comment stressed the overriding concern of the cost of 
electricity14. 
 
KPL believes that affordable electrical energy for Schedule 1101 customers is in the best interest of all 
customers.  Accordingly, it is more beneficial for both the Schedule 1101 and 1102 customers that the 
increase in revenue requirements in this Application be borne by the Schedule 1102 customer.  
 
Fairness Criteria for KPL Energy Charges 
This criterion relates to the equivalency of rates amongst customer classes.  KPL has two customer classes, 
namely Schedule 1101 and Schedule 1102.   Schedule 1102 is KCFN - Houpsitas and Schedule 1101 is all 
customers except KCFN - Houpsitas.  The electrical energy rates were equal prior to the KCFN providing a CIAC 
in the eventual amount of $2.55 million to be applied against the KPL powerline costs.  Appendix 2, 
Distribution Plant Depreciation Study of this Application includes the information on the allocation of the 
CIAC to certain KPL Powerline assets as well as calculations as to the service life and depreciation rates 
applicable to the CIAC.  The CIAC payments commenced in 2008 and ended in 2012. 
 
Schedule 1101 and Schedule 1102 have an energy charge of $0.397 per kwh and $0.193 per kwh respectively.   
In 2008, the KPL and KCFN agreed that the CIAC would fairly equate to a discount of $0.204 per kWh from the 
Schedule 1101 energy rate.   The agreement was based on the anticipated energy use of KCFN-Houpsitas. The 
credit per kWh based on the CIAC was approved by the BCUC.   During the period from 2008 to 2012 (when 
the last tranche of the CIAC was received by KPL), KPL’s rate structure did not provide for depreciation of the 
KPL powerline assets or CIAC. 
 
As the powerline assets age, the ongoing depreciation of the KPL powerline assets and CIAC should result in 
ongoing decreases in the difference between the Schedule 1101 and 1102 rates such that at the end of the 
service life of the assets, there is no difference between the energy charge for the two Schedules. 

 
13 Email from Greg Sunell, KPL to Deane Johnson, School District 84 dated Mon Jan 25, 2021 (4:31pm) 
14 Kyuquot Power Ltd. – Investigation into the Safety and Reliability of the KPL System Exhibits E-2 and E-4 
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The calculation of the appropriate difference between the energy charges of Schedule 1101 and Schedule 
1102 becomes an approximation over time depending on the level of depreciation as well as consideration of 
the difference between forecast and actual energy mix between the two Schedules.  For KPL, the depreciation 
of the assets has been varied over time and this Application includes for accounting of the variances through a 
Deferred Depreciation Account.  The Deferred Depreciation Account is expected to initially decrease at 4% per 
annum but to have varying rates of decrease over time.  The intended allocation of the benefit of deferred 
depreciation between Schedule 1101 and 1102 is uncertain. 
 
KPL is providing the following information which provides an approximation of the reasonable differential for 
the Test Year in this application; 
 

KPL operates a very small system with a limited number of customers.  With regard to cost of service, 
KPL does not allocate expenses to different customer groups.   

 
With reference to the Application, for the test year, the breakdown of revenue requirements are as 
follows; 

 
 

 Total in 
$ 

Cost per kWh of sales 

Operating expense excluding 
electricity purchases from BC Hydro 

$155,521 $0.08940 

Electricity purchases from BC Hydro $158,092 $0.09091 

Depeciation and amortization $63,328 $0.03641 

Return on Rate Base (includes return 
on debt and equity) 

$92,425 $0.05313 

Total Revenue Requirement $469,366 $0.2698 

 
For equality, with no adjustment for the CIAC, both Schedule 1101 and Schedule 1102 would have an 
energy charge of $0.26892.  This value would be an upper limit for Schedule 1102. 
 
The fiscal 2020 the difference between Schedule 1101 and Schedule 1102 could be calculated as the 
revenue requirements saving for the components shown in the following table which allows for the 
Test Year electrical consumption by Schedule 1102 of 1,283.0 MWh  
  

 

 Total in $ Cost per kWh of sales 

CIAC Depreciation and Amortization $(68,636) $(0.0534) 

Net CIAC Balance $(1,724,407)  

Return on CIAC Balance (includes 
return on debt and equity) at 6.90% 

$(118,984) $(0.0927) 

Net CIAC Deferred Depreciation 
Balance  

$(547,857)  

Return on Net CIAC Deferred 
Depreciation Balance at 6.90% 

$(37,082) $(0.0295) 

Calculated Total Difference between 
Schedule 1102 and Schedule 1101 

 $(0.1756) 

 
The total differential of $0.1756 per kWh applied to the Schedule 1101 rate of $0.3970 per kWh 
calculates the Schedule 1102 energy charge as $0.2214 kWh.  This calculation should be a lower limit  
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for Schedule 1102 as it uses CIAC balances for fiscal 2020 (not test year) and apportions the benefit of 
the deferred depreciation more equally than could be expected under the BCUC orders.  However, the 
calculation does mostly account for the rising electrical consumption of KCFN-Houpsitas.  

 
Under the just and reasonable rates criteria, the Schedule 1102 energy charge for the Test Year should be 
between $0.2214 per kWh and $0.2698 per kWh.    This Application proposes that Schedule 1101 be 
unchanged and that Schedule 1102 energy charge to be $0.2202 per kWh, subject to final adjustments. 
 
The KPL proposal meets the just and reasonable criteria for electricity rates of all of its customers. 
 
 
 

15.4 Please explain, and provide supporting calculations, showing the proportion of costs allocated to 
(and recovered revenues) for each of Schedule 1102 and Schedule 1101. 

RESPONSE 
Please refer to KPL’s response to BCUC IR 15.3. 
 

15.5 Considering sections 59-60 of the UCA, please discuss whether the BCUC has discretion over 
affordability as consideration to approving rates and rate design for customer classes. 

RESPONSE 
Please refer to KPL’s response to BCUC IR 15.3. 

 
In consideration of rates and rate design, regulators are often guided by certain principles, including: 
fairness in allocating costs among customer groups, reflective of the cost of service, customer 
understandability and acceptance, ability to promote efficient price signals and discourage wasteful 
usage, stability of rates for customers, stability of revenues for the utility.  
 

 
15.6 Please provide a brief description on how the proposed rates and rate design for Schedule 1101 

and Schedule 1102 have considered each of the above stated principles. 

RESPONSE 
Please refer to KPL’s response to BCUC IR 15.3. 

 
 

I. OTHER 

 Reference: OTHER 
Exhibit B-1, Appendix 1, Appendix 1B 
Excel Schedules 

KPL provides Appendices 1 and 1B as part of the Application in pdf form. 
 
16.1 Please provide Appendices 1 and 1B in excel format, with formulas intact. 

RESPONSE 
Confirmed.   To be provided as a separate document. 

 Reference: OTHER 
BCUC Order G-50-20; KPL Investigation into the Safety and Reliability of the KPL 
System proceeding, Exhibit A2-6  

16.0 

17.0 
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System Stabilization Plan 

Directive 5 of BCUC Order G-50-20 states: 

Within 7 days of issuance of this Order, KPL is directed to provide the BCUC with its KPL System 
stabilization plan (Plan). That document shall include: 
 
(a) A high-level technical assessment of the current KPL system by a qualified engineer; 
(b) Identified areas of risk to maintaining the KPL System in a stable, operational state for the 

next 3 months; 
(c) Action items to address the risks identified in Directive 5(b); 
(d) A proposed strategy to form a working group with impacted ratepayers, to develop a long-

term plan to achieve stability of the KPL System; and 
(e) A proposed time frame to complete a full safety and condition assessment report 

(Assessment Report) of the KPL System by a qualified professional engineer. That Assessment 
Report shall identify any safety hazards or maintenance concerns on all portions of KPL’s 
distribution line, including submarine cables. It shall also include a recommended 
maintenance plan for future routine maintenance of the KPL System. 

 
KPL’s System Stabilization Plan is included as Exhibit A2-6 in the KPL Investigation into the Safety and 
Reliability of the KPL System proceeding15 (a separate proceeding before the BCUC).  
 
17.1 Please provide an update on the progress the System Stabilization Plan. 

 
RESPONSE 
KPL submitted a Final Argument regarding the BCUC’s Investigation into the Safety and Reliability of the 
Kyuquot Power Ltd. System on March 8, 2021.  The Intervener Final Argument was submitted on March 8, 
2021.  The KPL Reply Argument was submitted March 15, 2021.    The System Stabilization Plan was an early 
document in the proceeding and has been addressed. 
 

17.1.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that the expected costs to complete all items 
recommended within the System Stabilization Plan have been included in the forecast 
for the Test Years. If confirmed, please specify where in the financial schedules these 
costs can be found. 

RESPONSE 
Please refer to KPL’s response to BCUC IR 17.1.   The submissions to the proceeding included the Line 
Maintenance Plan and the Vegetation Management Plan (the “Plans”).  Work is continuing with respect to 
both Plans.  The final costs of individual work items cannot be determined until each work item is completed.  
The forecasts of capital and related expenditures included in this Application are ballpark approximations 
only.  
 

17.2 Please provide a comparison of system reliability before and after the implementation of 
measures recommended within the System Stabilization Plan. Does KPL see any further room for 
improvement? Please discuss. 

RESPONSE 
KPL is not expecting to be able to measure any change in reliability from the ongoing work in the Plans.   The 
number and duration of outages for KPL customers have not measurably increased or decreased since 
commencement of operations in 2006 and there is no expectation of measurable future increases/decreases.   
Changes in reliability may occur in the future but it will be difficult to assess whether if is attributable to the 
Plans.  For example, future periods could coincide with less/more intense winter storms resulting in less/more 

 
15 KPL Investigation into the Safety and Reliability of the KPL System proceeding  

https://www.bcuc.com/ApplicationView.aspx?ApplicationId=763
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outages.  Further, KPL will be unable to assess whether future periods have less or more intense winter 
storms due to their infrequent nature. 



Expenses

								SUPPLEMENTARY APPENDIX 1B

								SCHEDULE 2: OPERATING EXPENSE FORECAST

								RECORDED VALUES FOR YEARS ENDING JUNE 30

								2006/07		2007/08		2008/09		2009/10		2010/11		2011/2012		2012/2013		2013/2014		2014/2015		2015/2016		2016/2017		2017/2018		2018/2019		2019/2020

				Accounting				0		20,382		10,278		13,499		12,000		12,450		2,795		12,000		12,300		5,215		10,183		10,318		10,200		13,100

				Bank Charges and Interest				0		2,273		1,097		1,071		1,004		1,016		556		2,378		1,255		3,309		4,368		640		721		764

				Communications				1,095		1,058		740		725		358		312		295		201		6		7		13		13		10

				Contract Services - SEL				48,363		35,607		23,466		31,031		29,225		8,822		8,260		7,686		4,234		3,016		7,006		16,498		36,218		3,679

				Contract Services - SXI				33,364		27,025		24,284		27,898		34,010		37,559		43,219		44,424		38,055		44,005		47,715		50,371		48,820		56,015

				Contract Services - Legal				276		232		245		307		347		239		350		781		939		713		400		442

				Contract Services - KFCN and other				0		4100		1231		240		0		15,522		4,124		4,200		4,200		3,150		5,150		4,800		4,800		4,800

				Contract Services - External																		1,831		753		0		0						737

				Delivery				421		245		92		1,385		110		50		130		30		14		34		49		95		150		21

				Insurance				25,018		24,792		22,219		19,125		22,376		20,730		13,235		10,807		7,933		8,543		8,116		7,838		8,120		11,454

				Office & Miscellaneous				620		801		4,247		732		714		362		348		764		312		280		265		275		374		324

				Printing				696		358		239		1,360		330		647		536		1,002		455		384		304		975		735		427

				Property Taxes				1,637		1,593		1,726		1,717		1,908		2,351		2380		1956		4,620		5,263		5,281		5,064		5,233		21,896

				Rent				1,230		1,445		1,365		1,260		1,260		1050		1593		1348		1,348		1,348		980		1,575		2,246		0

				Repairs & Maintenance				82,538		28,276		11,879		12,874		35,746		35316		28833		31400		42,522		19,557		47,637		21,900		52,827		79,820

				Salaries and Benefits																				9		2		0

				Travel & Promotion				2,384		1,097		0		0		2,955		0		1079		0		632		0		1,078		1,736		2,808		960

				Total				197,642		149,284		103,108		113,224		142,343		136,426		107,733		120,808		119,587		94,826		138,545		122,539		173,260		193,998

				Total w/o Repairs/Maintenance				115,104		121,008		91,229		100,350		106,597		101,110		78,900		89,408		77,065		75,269		90,908		100,639		120,434		114,178

												WITH CCPI

								2006/07		2007/08		2008/09		2009/10		2010/11		2011/2012		2012/2013		2013/2014		2014/2015		2015/2016		2016/2017		2017/2018		2018/2019		2019/2020		Test Year

				Accounting				0		24,750		12,337		15,992		13,889		14,087		3,136		13,301		13,436		5,607		10,786		10,761		10,399		13,100		11,184		*average past 7 years with test year inflation

				Bank Charges				0		2,760		1,317		1,269		1,162		1,150		624		2,636		1,371		3,557		4,627		668		735		764		2,075		*average past 7 years with test year inflation

				Communications				0		1,285		888		859		414		353		331		223		7		8		14		14		11		0		9		*average past 7 years with test year inflation

				Contract Services - SEL				0		43,237		28,167		36,761		33,826		9,982		9,269		8,519		4,625		3,243		7,421		17,206		36,923		3,679		8,386		**average past 7 years excl high/low with test year inflation

				Contract Services -SXI				0		32,816		29,149		33,050		39,365		42,496		48,497		49,239		41,570		47,310		50,539		52,534		49,771		56,015		50,457		**average past 7 years excl high/low with test year inflation

				Contract Services - Legal				0		282		294		364		402		270		393		866		1,026		767		424		461		0		0		512		*average past 7 years with test year inflation

				Contract Services - KFCN				0		4,979		1,478		284		0		17,562		4,627		4,655		4,588		3,387		5,455		5,006		4,894		4,800		4,738		*average past 7 years with test year inflation

				Contract Services - External																		2,030		823		0		0		0		0		737		519		*average past 7 years with test year inflation

				Delivery				0		298		110		1,641		127		57		146		33		15		37		52		99		153		21		59		*average past 7 years with test year inflation

				Insurance				0		30,105		26,671		22,657		25,899		23,455		14,851		11,978		8,666		9,185		8,596		8,175		8,278		11,454		9,586		*average past 7 years with test year inflation

				Office & Miscellaneous				0		973		5,098		867		826		410		390		847		341		301		281		287		381		324		399		*average past 7 years with test year inflation

				Printing				0		435		287		1,611		382		732		601		1,111		497		413		322		1,016		749		427		647		**average past 7 years excl high/low with test year inflation

				Property Taxes				0		1,934		2,072		2,034		2,208		2,660		2,671		2,168		5,047		5,658		5,594		5,281		5,335		21,896		20,000		**amount based on estimate by BC Assessment

				Rent				0		1,755		1,638		1,493		1,458		1,188		1,788		1,494		1,473		1,449		1,038		1,643		2,290		0		1,465		**rental arrangement ceased in 2020.

				Repairs & Maintenance				0		34,335		14,259		15,251		41,374		39,958		32,354		34,804		46,450		21,026		50,457		22,840		53,856		79,820		44,407		**BME Power Outage Expense estimate

				Salaries and Benefits														0						10		2		0		0		0		0				calculation (below) with test year

				Travel & Promotion				0		1,332		0		0		3,420		0		1,211		0		690		0		1,142		1,810		2,863		960		1,079		*average past 7 years with test year inflation

				Total				0		181,273		123,766		134,133		164,754		154,359		120,888		133,903		130,633		101,948		146,745		127,802		176,637		193,998		155,521

				Total w/o Repairs/Maintenance						146,938		109,507		118,882		123,380		114,400		88,534		99,099		84,184		80,922		96,288		104,961		122,781		114,178		111,114		Average of past 5 years=				91,117

																																						** Note that test year  inflation based on Canada CPI values

																						57,758		46,195		50,552		57,959		69,740		86,694		59,694		65,290

				POWER OUTAGE EXPENSE FORECAST CALCULATION:

				Power Out		Days		Expense		w/ CCPI		Cost/Day Out				DERIVATION OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS MINUS BASELINE  MAINTENANCE EXPENSE (BME):

																BME		-5000		-6000		-7000		-8000		-9000		-10000		-11000		-12000

				2007/08		8.9		28,276		34,335		2956				2007/08		3,292		3,180		3,068		2,956		2,843		2,731		2,619		2,507

				2008/09		2.9		11,879		14,259		2196				2008/09		3,249		2,898		2,547		2,196		1,845		1,494		1,144		793

				2009/10		8.3		12,874		15,251		877				2009/10		1,240		1,119		998		877		756		635		514		393

				2010/11		12.8		35,746		41,374		2599				2010/11		2,833		2,755		2,677		2,599		2,521		2,443		2,366		2,288

				2011/12		14.2		35,316		39,958		2254				2011/12		2,465		2,395		2,324		2,254		2,183		2,113		2,042		1,972

				2012/13		9.4		28,833		32,354		2596				2012/13		2,916		2,810		2,703		2,596		2,490		2,383		2,277		2,170

				2013/14		6.2		31,400		34,804		4358				2013/14		4,846		4,684		4,521		4,358		4,196		4,033		3,871		3,708

				2014/15		7.2		42,522		46,450		5318				2014/15		5,733		5,595		5,456		5,318		5,180		5,041		4,903		4,765

				2015/16		10.2		19,557		21,026		1278				2015/16		1,573		1,475		1,376		1,278		1,180		1,082		984		886

				2016/17		15.0		47,637		50,457		2836				2016/17		3,037		2,970		2,903		2,836		2,769		2,703		2,636		2,569

				2017/18		4.0		21,900		22,840		3710				2017/18		4,460		4,210		3,960		3,710		3,460		3,210		2,960		2,710

				2018/19		4.0		52,827		53,856		11464				2018/19		12,214		11,964		11,714		11,464		11,214		10,964		10,714		10,464

				2019/20		15.0		79,820		79,820		4798				2019/20		4,998		4,931		4,864		4,798		4,731		4,664		4,597		4,530

				Average		9.07		34,507		37,445		3,634				Average		4,066		3,922		3,778		3,634		3,490		3,346		3,202		3,058

				STDEV		4		18,418		18,011		2,683				STDEV		2,780		2,745		2,713		2,683		2,656		2,631		2,610		2,591

														Average - high and low				3,582		3,446		3,309		3,173		3,036		2,900		2,763		2,627

														STDEV - high and low				1,256		1,241		1,233		1,231		1,235		1,246		1,263		1,286

				Avg $/day out		4,204		* Calculated based on last 7 years less the high and low adjusting for CCPI; removing the BME ($8,000);

				Mean Days		8.5		* Calculated by taking the average last 7 years less the high and low

						35,768		*the average $/day multiplied by mean number of days with power outage

				Estimate		43,768		*estimate for repairs and maintenance (power outage expense plus BME)

				Compare		41,681		the average of last 7 Years less the high and low

								Core CCPI		Annual %				Cum CPI

						31/Dec/19		136.0		1.949%		19-20		1.000				Core CCPI Annual % for July 1/19 to June 30/20								0.66%

						31/Dec/18		133.4		2.301%		18-20		1.019

						31/Dec/17		130.4		1.558%		17-20		1.043				Estimated Test Year Inflation								1.160%

						31/Dec/16		128.4		1.502%		16-20		1.059				by average of June 19-June 20 and last 7 years

						31/Dec/15		126.5		1.606%		15-20		1.075

						31/Dec/14		124.5		1.467%		14-20		1.092

						31/Dec/13		122.7		1.238%		13-20		1.108

						31/Dec/12		121.2		0.832%		12-20		1.122

						31/Dec/11		120.2		2.298%		11-20		1.131

						31/Dec/10		117.5		2.352%		10-20		1.157

						31/Dec/09		114.8		1.324%		09-20		1.185

						31/Dec/08		113.3		1.161%		08-20		1.200

						31/Dec/07		112.0		2.377%		07-20		1.214

						31/Dec/06		109.4		1.673%

						31/Dec/05		107.6
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BCH Rate 2017

				SUPPLEMENTARY APPENDIX 1B

				SCHEDULE 3: BC HYDRO RATE FORECAST

		Rate Description:

														kWh purchased from BC Hydro divided by the total kWh sales

		Basic Charge:

		24.46 cents per day								2013/14		2014/15		2015/16		2016/17		2017/18		2018/19		2019/20		Average last 6-years

		plus

		Demand charge: $12.22 per kW of Billing Demand								1.093		1.050		1.074		1.060		1.073		1.102				1.075

		plus

		Energy Charge

		6.00 c per kWh

		Discounts

		1. A discount of 1.5% will be applied to the above charges

		if a customers supply of electricity is metered at a primary voltage

		2. A discount of 25 c per billing period per kW of billing demand will be												Forecast Test Year by month as predicted in Appendix B Schedule 1

		applied to the above charges is a customer supplies transformation												Houpsitas		Schools		Residential		Comm exc A		Lge Com A		TOTAL (MWh)		TOTAL (kWh)

		3. If a customer is entitled to both of above discounts, the discount for										Jul		69.5		5.0		6.6		27.8		9.1		118.1		118,062				9.1148392313

		metering at a primary voltage will be applied first										Aug		74.9		4.7		6.9		27.3		10.4		124.2		124,210				10.38

												Sep		68.6		10.5		4.7		15.2		6.4		105.3		105,342				6.36

		Rate Rider										Oct		100.2		15.5		4.3		11.1		4.7		135.8		135,826				4.70

		0% is applied to the total charges										Nov		114.5		21.0		4.8		11.9		3.2		155.5		155,539				3.25

												Dec		136.3		17.6		4.9		10.7		3.2		172.7		172,650				3.23

		Monthly minimum										Jan		143.6		21.1		5.0		12.0		2.9		184.5		184,523				2.88

		50% of the highest demand charge billed in any billing period wholly										Feb		138.1		17.9		5.1		11.0		4.1		176.2		176,207				4.11

		within an on-peak period during the immediately preceding 11 billing periods.										Mar		94.3		17.8		3.6		9.7		3.3		128.7		128,695				3.26

		For the purpose of this provision an on-peak period commences on										Apr		139.6		21.0		4.2		9.2		4.0		178.0		178,048				4.02

		November 1 in any year and terminates on March 31 of the following year.										May		100.8		14.0		3.2		7.3		2.9		128.1		128,114				2.90

												Jun		102.7		11.8		3.6		9.8		4.4		132.3		132,268				4.37

		Test Forecast Year sales kWh										Total		1,283.0		177.9		56.9		163.0		58.6		1,739.5		1,739,485

		Forecast Test year 2020/21 was determined in Appendix D Schedule 1

		Calculation of BC Hydro kWh cost  per kWh of sales using  BC Hydro rates (Current) and Test Year (2020/21)

		Month		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Annual

		BC Hydro Energy charge forecast

		KPL Sales kWh Test Year (2020/21)		118,062		124,210		105,342		135,826		155,539		172,650		184,523		176,207		128,695		178,048		128,114		132,268		1,739,485

		BCH Energy Sales Kwh Test Year		126,931		133,541		113,256		146,030		167,223		185,620		198,385		189,444		138,363		191,423		137,739		142,204		1,870,158

		BC Hydro Demand charge forecast

		Monthly Maximum in kW energy purchased

		2010/11		194		196				224				584		289		304		280		277		254		241

		2011/12		276		276		276		272		297		295		314		297		265		262		244		265

		2012/13		253		253		215		265		287		287		269		292		278		272		272		252

		2013/14		225		246		252		244		292		292		292		269		262		288		239		222

		2014/15		219		222		292		295		295		343		342		330		356		289		212		260

		2015/16		272		238		280		291		331		331		279		279		279		279		241		285

		2016/17		233		259		262		279		279		328		279		325		309		280		241		273

		2017/18		255		237		237		315		328		412		420		324		320		281		241		273

		2018/19		315		266		237		266		349		447		379		379		310		327		317		285

		2019/20		301		269		318		334		423		489		475

		Total kWh of KPL Sales

		2013/14		98,282		114,129		81,432		110,079		125,292		136,831		133,824		134,069		124,469		128,020		98,611		94,471		1,379,509

		2014/15		100,339		97,306		91,684		114,495		132,770		149,692		167,278		177,897		118,141		145,024		104,225		99,476		1,498,327

		2015/16		92,980		102,507		111,030		102,097		140,953		124,965		153,057		130,861		128,506		118,016		112,240		118,246		1,435,458

		2016/17		111,801		116,754		123,106		120,182		123,751		125,746		145,957		167,002		151,799		142,109		128,994		125,444		1,582,645

		2017/18		109,926		126,996		106,057		126,209		148,479		164,708		166,639		164,293		136,666		155,803		106,727		131,787		1,644,290

		2018/19		119,327		123,172		118,130		126,441		146,215		140,937		173,957		150,736		151,465		168,703		117,088		122,413		1,658,584

		2019/20		119,824		124,918		97,005		121,525		150,591		165,106		176,953		168,872		123,078		149,545		114,656		140,174		1,652,247

		Average kW of  KPL Sales

		2013/14		132.1		153.4		113.1		148.0		174.0		183.9		179.9		199.5		167.3		177.8		132.5		131.2		157.5

		2014/15		134.9		130.8		127.3		153.9		184.4		201.2		224.8		264.7		158.8		201.4		140.1		138.2		171.0

		2015/16		125.0		137.8		154.2		137.2		195.8		168.0		205.7		188.0		172.7		163.9		150.9		164.2		163.9

		2016/17		150.3		156.9		171.0		161.5		171.9		169.0		196.2		248.5		204.0		197.4		173.4		174.2		180.7

		2017/18		147.8		170.7		142.5		169.6		199.6		221.4		224.0		220.8		183.7		209.4		143.5		177.1		187.7

		2018/19		160.4		165.6		158.8		169.9		196.5		189.4		233.8		202.6		203.6		226.8		157.4		164.5		189.3

		2019/20		161.1		167.9		130.4		163.3		202.4		221.9		237.8		227.0		165.4		201.0		154.1		188.4		188.6

		Maximum kW/Average kW Ratio

		2013/14		1.70		1.60		2.23		1.65		1.68		1.59		1.62		1.35		1.57		1.62		1.80		1.69

		2014/15		1.62		1.70		2.29		1.92		1.60		1.70		1.52		1.25		2.24		1.43		1.51		1.88

		2015/16		2.18		1.73		1.82		2.12		1.69		1.97		1.36		1.48		1.62		1.70		1.60		1.74

		2016/17		1.55		1.65		1.53		1.73		1.62		1.94		1.42		1.31		1.51		1.42		1.39		1.57

		2017/18		1.73		1.39		1.66		1.86		1.64		1.86		1.88		1.47		1.74		1.34		1.68		1.54

		2018/19		1.96		1.61		1.49		1.57		1.78		2.36		1.62		1.87		1.52		1.44		2.01		1.73

		2019/20		1.87		1.60		2.44		2.04		2.09		2.20		2.00

		Average Ratio		1.80		1.61		1.92		1.84		1.73		1.95		1.63		1.45		1.70		1.49		1.67		1.69

		KPL Sales in kWh for the Test Year		118,062		124,210		105,342		135,826		155,539		172,650		184,523		176,207		128,695		178,048		128,114		132,268

		KPL Sales in average kW of Test Year		158.7		166.9		146.3		182.6		216.0		232.1		248.0		253.2		173.0		247.3		172.2		183.7

		BCH Demand forecast in kW for Test Year		286		269		281		336		373		452		404		368		294		369		287		311

		BC Hydro Charges (Test Year 2017/2018)		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Annual

		Basic Charge		$   8		$   8		$   8		$   8		$   8		$   8		$   8		$   7		$   8		$   8		$   8		$   8		$   97

		Energy Charge from BC Hydro		$   7,616		$   8,012		$   6,795		$   8,762		$   10,033		$   11,137		$   11,903		$   11,367		$   8,302		$   11,485		$   8,264		$   8,532		$   112,209

		Demand Charge from BC Hydro		$   3,494		$   3,286		$   3,439		$   4,105		$   4,564		$   5,521		$   4,943		$   4,499		$   3,594		$   4,512		$   3,507		$   3,797		$   49,260

		Discount 1		$   (167)		$   (169)		$   (154)		$   (193)		$   (219)		$   (250)		$   (253)		$   (238)		$   (178)		$   (240)		$   (177)		$   (185)		$   (2,422)

		Discount 2		$   (71)		$   (67)		$   (70)		$   (84)		$   (93)		$   (113)		$   (101)		$   (92)		$   (74)		$   (92)		$   (72)		$   (78)		$   (1,008)

		Rate Rider		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Total BCH Charges Test Year		$   10,880		$   11,070		$   10,018		$   12,598		$   14,293		$   16,303		$   16,500		$   15,543		$   11,652		$   15,673		$   11,531		$   12,075		$   158,137

		BCH cost per kWh of KPL sales		$   0.092		$   0.089		$   0.095		$   0.093		$   0.092		$   0.094		$   0.089		$   0.088		$   0.091		$   0.088		$   0.090		$   0.091		$   0.091

		Forecast Cost per kWh for KPL sales				$   0.091		per kWh or

						$   90.91		per MWh
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										BC Hydro billings to Kyuquot Power Ltd.

										Monthly Energy Usage in kilowatt-hours

				Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Annual

		2013/14		102,600		123,600		91,800		126,600		171,600		153,600		141,600		132,600		122,400		121,200		115,200		104,400		1,507,200

		2014/15		109,200		94,800		104,400		140,400		151,200		178,200		177,600		150,000		172,200		121,800		99,600		94,200		1,593,600		5.73%

		2015/16		117,000		104,400		109,800		137,400		136,800		157,200		151,200		128,400		154,800		115,798		109,200		139,450		1,561,448		-2.02%

		2016/17		113,400		123,600		140,400		138,000		137,400		152,400		156,600		179,400		147,600		141,600		141,000		124,800		1,696,200		8.63%

		2017/18		140,400		114,000		132,600		150,600		151,200		193,800		167,400		157,200		177,600		121,800		128,400		129,000		1,764,000		4.00%

		2018/19		139,200		123,600		146,400		143,400		166,800		184,200		145,800		192,000		154,800		164,400		125,400		142,200		1,828,200		3.64%

		2019/20		126,000		124,000		138,000		162,600		163,800		212,400		189,600

		Inc 19-15		30,000		28,800		42,000		3,000		15,600		6,000		(31,800)		42,000		(17,400)		42,600		25,800		48,000		234,600

		Avg % inc		6.87%		7.59%		10.06%		0.53%		2.58%		0.84%		-4.48%		7.00%		-2.53%		8.74%		6.48%		12.74%		3.68%		3.56%

										Monthly Peak Demand in kilowatts

				Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun

		2011/12		276		276		276		272		297		295		314		297		265		262		244		265

		2012/13		253		253		215		265		287		287		269		292		278		272		272		252

		2013/14		225		246		252		244		292		292		292		269		262		288		239		222

		2014/15		219		222		292		295		295		343		342		330		356		289		212		260

		2015/16		272		238		280		291		331		331		279		279		279		279		241		285

		2016/17		233		259		262		279		279		328		279		325		309		280		241		273

		2017/18		255		237		237		315		328		412		420		324		320		281		241		273

		2018/19		315		266		237		266		349		447		379		379		310		327		317		285

		2019/20		301		269		318		334		423		489		475

						303

								Calculation of BC Hydro bill for Period Feb 14/20 to Aug 13/20

										All Values exclude GST

				Energy in kWh 2019				145,800		192,000		154,800		164,400		125,400		142,200		126,000

				Energy in kWh 2020				189,600		0		175,200		0		129,600		142,200		639,000

				Demand in KW				475		379		310		327		317		285		301

								Jan 15 to		Feb 13 to		Mar 14 to		Apr 16 to		May 14 to		Jun 13 to		Jul 15 to

								Feb 12		Mar 13		Apr 15		May 13		Jun 12		Jul 14		Aug 12												Annual

		Basic Charge						$   7.67		$   7.41		$   8.73		$   7.41		$   7.67		$   7.94		$   7.67

		Energy Charge from BC Hydro						$   11,489.76		$   - 0		$   10,569.24		$   - 0		$   7,776.00		$   8,532.00		$   38,340.00

		Demand Charge from BC Hydro						$   5,861.50		$   4,676.86		$   3,808.49		$   3,995.94		$   3,873.74		$   3,482.70		$   3,678.22

		Discount 1						-$   260.38		-$   70.26		-$   215.80		-$   60.05		-$   174.86		-$   180.34		-$   630.39

		Discount 2						-$   118.75		-$   94.75		-$   77.50		-$   81.75		-$   79.25		-$   71.25		-$   75.25

		Rate Rider						$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0				Bill Sum				kwh Sum

																								Feb-Aug				Feb13-Aug12

		Total Estimated Bill						$   16,979.80		$   4,519.25		$   14,093.17		$   3,861.55		$   11,403.30		$   11,771.05		$   41,320.25		Estimated		$   86,969		2019		904,800		- 0

		Actual BCH Billing						$   16,979.87		$   2,910.75		$   14,093.21		$   2,718.27		$   11,403.56		$   11,771.57		$   45,391.19		BC Hydro		$   88,289		2020		1,086,000		- 0

																						Diff		-$   1,320				-   181,200

								Estimated Energy Consumption of KPL from BCH by Month in 2020

								Jan 15 to		Feb 13 to		Mar 14 to		Apr 16 to		May 14 to		Jun 13 to		Jul 15 to

								Feb 12		Mar 13		Apr 15		May 13		Jun 12		Jul 14		Aug 12

						904,800		174,999		230,451		185,801		197,324		150,513		170,678		151,233		1,086,000

						1,086,000






Depreciation

		SUPPLEMENTARY APPENDIX 1B

		SCHEDULE 4: DEPRECIATION FORECAST

				AS AT JUNE 30, 2020

										Orig Cost		Additions		Additions		Additions		Orig Cost		KCFN CIAC		Assets - CIAC		Depreciation		Depreciation		Accmulated		Accmulated		Net Assets

										Year Start		Fiscal 2018		Fiscal 2019		Fiscal 2019		Year End		Year End		Year End		Rate		Rate		Depreciation		Depreciation		Year End

										June 30, 2017								June 30, 2020		June 30, 2020		June 30, 2020		Assets		CIAC		Assets		CIAC		July 01, 2020

		Distribution Plant Assets

				Overhead Cables						2,107,426								2,107,426		(1,428,000)		679,426		2.222%		2.408%		654,537		(379,521)		404,410

				Submarine Cables						668,964								668,964		(459,000)		209,964		3.125%		3.507%		292,165		(177,227)		95,026

				Distributions						1,003,100								1,003,100		(663,000)		340,100		2.500%		2.738%		347,860		(200,209)		192,449

				Meters						12,165		2,812						14,977				14,977		4.000%				6,625				8,352

				Transformers						48,094		6,161		27,215				81,470				81,470		2.500%				33,075				48,395

		Other Assets

				Leases-Land of Occupation						80,230								80,230				80,230		5.140%				35,838				44,392

				Rate Hearings						15,536								15,536				15,536		25.000%				9,399				6,137

				Long Term Maintenance						- 0								- 0				0		25.000%								- 0

				Deferred Depreciation																												470,287

		Totals								3,935,515		8,973		27,215		- 0		3,971,703		(2,550,000)		1,421,703						1,379,499		(756,957)		1,269,448

		Depreciation Plant Assets only								3,839,749		8,973		27,215		- 0		3,875,937				1,325,937						1,334,262		(756,957)		748,632

				TEST YEAR

										Orig Cost		Additions		Orig Cost		KCFN CIAC		Assets-CIAC		Depreciation		Depreciation		Annual		Annual		Accmulated		Accmulated		Net Assets

										Year Start		Test Year		Year End		Year End		Year End		Rate		Rate		Depreciation		Depreciation		Depreciation		Depreciation		Year End

										July 01, 2020				Test Year		Test Year		Test Year		Assets		CIAC		Assets		CIAC		Assets		CIAC		June 30, 2021

				Overhead Cables						2,107,426		35,000		2,142,426		(1,428,000)		714,426		2.222%		2.408%		47,216		(34,386)		701,753		(413,907)		426,580

				Submarine Cables						668,964				668,964		(459,000)		209,964		3.125%		3.507%		20,905		(16,097)		313,070		(193,324)		90,218

				Distributions						1,003,100		15,000		1,018,100		(663,000)		355,100		2.500%		2.738%		25,265		(18,153)		373,125		(218,362)		200,337

				Meters						14,977				14,977				14,977		4.000%				599				7,224				7,753

				Transformers						81,470				81,470				81,470		2.500%				2,037				35,112				46,358

				Leases-Land of Occupation						80,230				80,230				80,230		5.140%				4,124				39,962				40,268

				Rate Hearings						15,536		15,000		30,536				30,536		25.000%				6,869				16,268				14,268

				Long Term Maintenance						- 0		50,000		50,000				50,000		25.000%				6,250				6,250				43,750

				Deferred Depreciation						470,287				470,287				470,287		4.000%				18,811				18,811				451,476

										4,441,990		115,000		4,556,990		(2,550,000)		2,006,990						132,076		(68,636)		1,511,576		(825,593)		1,321,008

										3,875,937		50,000		3,925,937				1,375,937						96,022		(68,636)		1,430,284		(825,593)		771,246

				Note 1		For depreciation calculation refer to attached table titled "Amortization of Rate Hearings"
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Rate Schedules 2020

				APPENDIX 1

				KYUQUOT POWER LTD. TEST YEAR SCHEDULES

		SCHEDULE 1										FOR YEAR ENDING JUNE 30

		CAPITAL STRUCTURE (MID YEAR)										KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL

												05/06		06/07		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		18/19		19/20		Test Year A		Test Year B		Notes for Test Years

		Notes Payable (Notional)												2,296,404.90		2,072,006		1,483,325		1,190,315		1,194,768		1,013,426		830,224		853,619		845,576		844,083		850,508		819,923		802,089		764,309		809,709		804,065.65

				Proportion										60%		60%		60%		60%		60%		60%		60%		60%		60%		60%		60%		60%		60%		60%		60%		60%

				Rate of Return										8.00%		7.88%		6.62%		5.47%		5.52%		5.50%		5.50%		5.38%		5.38%		5.38%		5.17%		5.17%		5.17%		5.17%		5.00%		5.00%

				Cost Component										4.80%		8.00%		6.63%		5.47%		5.52%		3.30%		3.30%		3.23%		3.23%		3.23%		3.10%		3.10%		3.10%		3.10%		3.00%		3.00%		*Notional Loans Embedded Cost

				Interest Amount										183,712		163,278		98,238		65,075		65,937		55,738		45,662		45,925		45,492		45,412		43,971		42,390		41,468		39,515		40,485		40,203

		Common Equity & Retained Earnings												1,530,937		1,381,337		988,883		793,543		796,512		675,618		553,483		569,079		563,717		562,722		567,005		546,616		534,726		509,539		539,806		536,044

				Proportion										40%		40%		40%		40%		40%		40%		40%		40%		40%		40%		40%		40%		40%		40%		40%		40%

				Rate of Return										-27.54%		0.89%		5.97%		8.73%		6.42%		8.30%		13.74%		14.07%		12.33%		14.12%		11.19%		15.46%		4.14%		1.84%		6.41%		9.55%

				Cost Component										-11.02%		0.36%		2.39%		3.49%		2.57%		3.32%		5.50%		5.63%		4.93%		5.65%		4.48%		6.18%		1.65%		0.74%		2.56%		3.82%

				After Tax Income										-   421,612		12,270		59,045		69,279		51,102		56,078		76,060		80,064		69,521		79,469		63,462		84,516		22,113		9,396		34,604		51,206

												------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------

		Mid Year Utility Base Rate												3,827,342		3,453,343		2,472,209		1,983,858		1,991,281		1,689,044		1,383,707		1,422,699		1,409,293		1,406,805		1,417,513		1,366,539		1,336,814		1,273,848		1,349,515		1,340,109

		Mid Year Return on Rate Base												-6.22		5.08		6.36		6.77		5.88		6.62		8.80		8.86		8.16		8.88		7.58		9.26		4.76		3.84		5.62		6.90

												===========		==========		============		============		===========		============		============		============		============		============		============		============		============		============		============		============		============

		**********		*************************************						**********		**********		**********		*************************************		*************************************		*************************************		*************************************		*************************************		*************************************				***********		***********		***********		***********		***********		***********		***********		***********

		SCHEDULE 2

		UTILITY INCOME AND EARNED RETURN										KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		Test Year		Test Year

																																												- 0

												05/06		06/07		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		18/19		19/20		20/21		20/21

				Non KCFN:																																								- 0

				Energy Sales in MWh												383.258		376		361		390		391		373		400		388		391		436		438		483		409		456		456

				Average Cents per kWh										35.00		35.00		35.00		36.34		37.58		37.05		39.05		39.70		39.65		39.70		39.70		39.70		39.70		39.70		39.70		39.70

				% Increase in Rates										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		3.8%		3.4%		-1.4%		5.4%		1.7%		-0.1%		0.1%		-0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				KCFN:

				Energy Sales in MWh								34		521		770.4		828		840.6		948		1085		1020		979		1111		1045		1147		1207		1175		1243		1283		1283

				Average Cents per kWh										0.00		32.30		22.94		20.37		20.85		19.52		18.88		19.30		19.30		19.30		19.30		19.30		19.30		19.30		19.30		22.02		6.90

				% Increase in Rates										na		na		-29.0%		-11.2%		2.4%		-6.4%		-3.3%		2.2%		-0.0%		0.0%		-0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		14.1%

				All Customers

				Energy Sales in MWh								34.0		707.0		1153.7		1204.4		1202.0		1341.7		1485		1392		1380		1499		1435		1583		1644		1659		1652		1739		1739

				Average Cents per kWh										0.00		33.20		26.71		25.17		25.66		24.02		24.28		25.22		24.57		24.85		24.92		24.73		25.24		24.35		24.65		26.66

				% Increase in Rates										na		na		-19.5%		-5.8%		1.9%		-6.4%		1.1%		3.9%		-2.6%		1.2%		0.3%		-0.8%		2.1%		-3.5%		-1.1%		7.0%

				Cent Increase

												==========		==========		============		==========		==========		============		==========		=============		=============		============		============		============		============		============		============		============		============

				UTILITY REVENUE

				Energy Sales										- 0		382,980		321,715		302,553		344,295		356,583		338,054		347,909		368,272		356,779		394,404		406,637		418,676		402,329		428,651		463,549

				Energy Sales - Commercial Adjustment										-8,329

				Monthly Service Fees										1,153		1,758		1,857		2,465		2983		3351		3683		3744		3747		3921		3936		3939		4108		4128		4128		4,644		*Test year B = $9.00 basic charge

				Connection Charges and NSF Fees										4,355		600		970		600		1,030		225		15		30		215		215		60		65		430		15		147		147		*Test years = Average past 7 years

				Interest & Other Income less Write-Off										2,860		3,261		1,507		1,220		794		(3,116)		445		1,181		299		3,412		(1,797)		1,336		1,424		1,337		1,027		1,027		*Test years = Average past 7 years

				Average BC Hydro Rate per MWh Sales										59.51		55.05		53.36		45.94		64.02		69.08		72.36		70.28		77.23		85.28		81.50		87.07		91.78		78.33		90.91		90.91		*See Supplementary Appendix 1B Schedule 4

				BC Hydro Charges										42,071		63,514		64,264		55,218		85,902		102,561		100,760		96,950		115,745		122,422		128,981		143,166		152,228		129,414		158,092		158,092

				Cost of Power Sales - Accrued										1,666		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

												-----------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		---------------------		---------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------

				GROSS MARGIN										-   40,366		325,085		261,785		251,620		263,200		254,482		241,437		255,914		256,787		241,905		267,622		268,811		272,410		278,395		275,861		311,275

				EXPENSES

				Depreciation								82		168		253		1,394		4,092		3,818		6,240		11,982		9,118		22,187		22,199		21,699		19,753		35,567		35,487		44,517		44,517		*See Supplementary Appendix 1B Schedule 4

				Recapture Deferred Depreciation																																								18,811		*See Supplementary Appendix 1B Schedule 4

				Interest on Long-Term Debt										183,712		163,278		98,238		65,075		65,937		55,738		45,662		45,925		45,492		45,412		43,916		42,002		41,468		39,515		41,219		41,219

				Selling, General and Administrative

				Accounting										0		20,382		10,278		13,449		12,000		12,450		2,795		12,000		12,300		5,215		10,183		10,318		10,200		13,100		11,184		11,184

				Bank Charges										0		2,273		1,097		1,071		1,004		1,016		556		2,378		1,255		3,309		4,368		640		721		764		2,075		2,075

				Communications										1,095		1,058		740		725		358		312		295		201		6		7		13		13		10				9		9

				Contract Services - SEL										81,727		66,964		49,226		31,031		29,225		8,822		8,260		7,686		4,234		3,016		7,006		16,498		36,218		3,679		8,386		8,386

				Contract Services - SXI																27,898		34,010		37,559		43,219		44,424		38,055		44,005		47,702		50,371		48,820		56,015		50,457		50,457

				Contract Services - Legal																307		347		239		350		781		939		713		400		442						512		512

				Contract Services - Houpsitas/Others										0		0		0		240		0		15,522		4,124		4,200		4,200		3,150		5,150		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,738		4,738

				Customer Services - Others														0		0		0		0		0		1,831		753		0		13						737		519		519

				Delivery										421		245		92		1,385		110		50		130		30		14		34		49		95		150		21		59		59

				Insurance										25,018		24,792		22,219		19,125		22,376		20,730		13,235		10,807		7,933		8,543		8,116		7,838		8,120		11,454		9,586		9,586

				Office & Miscellaneous										620		801		4,247		732		714		362		348		764		312		280		265		275		374		324		399		399

				Printing										696		358		239		1,360		330		647		536		1,002		455		384		304		975		735		427		647		647

				Property Taxes										1,637		1,593		1,726		1,717		1,908		2,351		2,380		1,956		4,620		5,263		5,281		5,064		5,233		21,896		20,000		20,000

				Rent										1,230		1,445		1,365		1,260		1,260		1,050		1,593		1,348		1,348		1,348		980		1,575		2,246		0		1,465		1,465

				Repairs & Maintenance										82,538		28,276		11,879		12,874		35,746		35,316		28,833		31,400		42,522		19,557		47,637		21,900		52,827		79,820		44,407		44,407

				Travel & Promotion (and salaries and benefits)										2,384		1,097		0		0		2,955		0		1,079		0		641		2		1,078		1,736		2,808		960		1,079		1,079

												-----------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		---------------------		---------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------

				TOTAL EXPENSES										381,246		312,815		202,740		182,341		212,098		198,404		165,377		175,850		187,266		162,437		204,160		184,295		250,297		268,999		241,257		260,069

				Utility income before Tax										-   421,612		12,270		59,045		69,279		51,102		56,078		76,060		80,064		69,521		79,469		63,462		84,516		22,113		9,396		34,604		51,206

				Income Tax Expense										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Add Long Term Interest										183,712		163,278		98,238		65,075		65,937		55,738		45,662		45,925		45,492		45,412		43,916		42,002		41,468		39,515		41,219		41,219

												-----------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		---------------------		---------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------

				EARNED RETURN										-   237,900		175,548		157,283		134,354		117,039		111,816		121,722		125,989		115,013		124,881		107,378		126,518		63,581		48,911		75,823		92,425

				UTILITY RATE BASE										3,827,342		3,453,343		2,472,209		1,983,858		1,991,281		1,689,044		1,383,707		1,422,699		1,409,293		1,406,805		1,417,513		1,366,539		1,336,814		1,273,848		1,349,515		1,340,109

				RETURN ON RATE BASE										-6.22		5.08		6.36		6.77		5.88		6.62		8.80		8.86		8.16		8.88		7.58		9.26		4.76		3.84		5.62		6.90		Return should be 6.90%

		SCHEDULE 2A

		CASHFLOW AND INCOME SUMMARY

				GROSS MARGIN										-   40,366		325,085		261,785		251,620		263,200		254,482		241,437		255,914		256,787		241,905		267,622		268,811		272,410		278,395		275,861		311,275

				OPERATING EXPENSES										197,366		149,284		103,108		113,174		142,343		136,426		107,733		120,807		119,587		94,826		138,545		122,540		173,262		193,997		155,521		155,521

				EBITDA										-   237,732		175,801		158,677		138,446		120,857		118,056		133,704		135,107		137,200		147,079		129,077		146,271		99,148		84,398		120,340		155,753

				INTEREST (DEBT AT 60%)										183,712		163,278		98,238		65,075		65,937		55,738		45,662		45,925		45,492		45,412		43,916		42,002		41,468		39,515		41,219		41,219

				INCOME TAXES										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				DEPRECIATION										168		253		1,394		4,092		3,818		6,240		11,982		9,118		22,187		22,199		21,699		19,753		35,567		35,487		44,517		63,328

				NET INCOME										-421,612		12,270		59,045		69,279		51,102		56,078		76,060		80,064		69,521		79,468.50		63,462.00		84,515.73		22,113.25		9,396.26		34,603.66		51,205.78

		**********		*************************************						**********		**********		**********		*************************************		*************************************		*************************************		*************************************		*************************************		*************************************				***********		***********		***********		***********		***********		***********		***********		***********

		SCHEDULE 3

		UTILITY RATE BASE										KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL

												05/06		06/07		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		18/19		19/20		Test Year A		Test Year B

				Gross Plant at Year Start										3,689,999		3,784,524		3,804,311		3,813,949		3,827,332		3,832,701		3,885,490		3,884,048		3,918,043		3,918,797		3,919,979		3,919,979		3,928,952		3,956,167		4,426,454		4,426,454

				Net Additions								3,689,999		94,525		19,787		9,638		13,383		5,369		52,789		3,196		33,995		754		1,182		- 0		8,973		27,215		- 0		50,000		50,000

				Disposals								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

												------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		----------------------		----------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------

				Gross Plant at Year End								3,689,999		3,784,524		3,804,311		3,813,949		3,827,332		3,832,701		3,885,490		3,888,686		3,918,043		3,918,797		3,919,979		3,919,979		3,928,952		3,956,167		3,956,167		4,476,454		4,476,454

				Rate Hearings								4,280		4,280		4,280		7,894		19,089		19,089		23,395		31,536		19,956		21,552		24,808		23,016		15,536		15,536		15,536		30,536		30,536		*Test Year = Rate Hrg + $15,000

				Long Term Maintenance																																						50,000		50,000		*Test Year = allowance $50,000

				CIAC		KCFN						0		0		(850,000)		(1,924,129)		(1,924,129)		(1,924,129)		(2,550,000)		(2,550,000)		(2,550,000)		(2,550,000)		(2,550,000)		(2,550,000)		(2,550,000)		(2,550,000)		(2,550,000)		(2,550,000)		(2,550,000)

						Other						0		0		-		(4,638)		(4,638)		(4,638)		(4,638)		(4,638)

												------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		-----------------------		-----------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------

				Net Plant at Year End								3,694,279		3,788,804		2,958,591		1,893,076		1,917,654		1,923,023		1,354,247		1,365,584		1,387,999		1,390,349		1,394,787		1,392,995		1,394,488		1,421,703		1,421,703		2,006,990		2,006,990

				Add: Work in Progress

				Less: Excess over Rbase										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Accum Depn								(82)		(168)		(253)		(1,394)		(4,092)		(7,910)		(14,150)		(26,132)		(15,982)		(38,168)		(59,759)		(81,458)		(81,254)		(116,821)		(152,308)		(667,059)		(685,870)		*Supp App B Sch 4

												------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		----------------------		----------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------

				Net Plant at Year End								3,694,197		3,788,636		2,958,338		1,891,682		1,913,562		1,915,113		1,340,097		1,339,452		1,372,017		1,352,181		1,336,820		1,311,537		1,313,234		1,304,882		1,269,395		1,339,931		1,321,120

				Adjustment to Test Year

				Net Plant at mid-Year								1,847,099		3,741,417		3,373,698		2,425,834		1,902,622		1,914,338		1,627,605		1,339,775		1,355,735		1,362,099		1,344,500		1,324,178		1,312,385		1,309,058		1,287,138		1,304,663		1,295,257

				Assets at Year End

				Cash and Cash Equivalent										14,536		26,040		10,198		52,607		3,897		38,800		31,638		40,557		16,278		33,415		34,241		21,749		14,939		7,848		22,438		22,438		Test Year=past 5 year average

				Accounts Receivable - Trade										58,231		55,636		62,389		32,375		81,766		34,403		31,129		27,310		29,570		53,263		76,324		54,237		35,026		39,825		51,735		51,735		Test Year=past 5 year average

				Accounts Receivable - Interco										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Test Year=past 5 year average

				Accounts Receivable - Other										24,081		22,871				22,986		28,679		31,296		24,050		22,956		23,194		2,303		2,808		3,357		2,272		5,564		3,261		3,261		Test Year=past 5 year average

				Prepaid Expenses										22,917		20,625		17,531		18,863		16,500		11,128		11,445		6,545		7,007		6,643		6,383		6,612		-9		-9		3,924		3,924		Test Year=past 5 year average

												-----------------		------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-----------------		-------------------		-----------------		---------------------		---------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------

														119,765		125,172		90,118		126,831		130,842		115,627		98,262		97,368		76,049		95,624		119,756		85,955		52,228		53,228		81,358		81,358

				Liabilities at Year End

				Accounts Payable - Trade										-810		7,091		8,112		7,185		8,526		10,820		21,041		703		568		9,476		942		5,829		2,944		84		3,855		3,855		Test Year=past 5 year average

				Accounts Payable - Interco										-4,457		3,972		4,525		3,950		7,426		7,097		7,839		3,258		3,796		4,859		6,472		6,898		8,075		52,553		15,772		15,772		Test Year=past 5 year average

				Accounts Payable - Payroll										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,200		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		- 0		Test Year=past 5 year average

				Accounts Payable - Other										-5,656		13,839		13,575		15,597		21,447		25,143		14,005		15,700		17,484		12,341		12,624		12,462		13,461		13,891		12,956		12,956		Test Year=past 5 year average

												-----------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		---------------------		---------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------

				Total										-10,923		24,902		26,212		26,732		37,399		43,060		42,885		23,861		21,848		26,676		20,038		25,189		24,480		66,528		32,582		32,582

				Current Assets at year end (Exc Prepaid Exp)										96,848		104,547		72,587		107,968		114,342		104,499		86,817		90,823		69,042		88,981		113,373		79,343		52,237		53,238		77,434		77,434

				Current Liab at year end										(10,923)		(24,902)		(26,212)		(26,732)		(37,399)		(43,060)		(42,885)		(23,861)		(21,848)		(26,676)		(20,038)		(25,189)		(24,480)		(66,528)		(32,582)		(32,582)

				Working Capital Requirement										85,925		79,645		46,375		81,236		76,943		61,439		43,932		66,964		47,194		62,305		93,335		54,153		27,756		(13,290)		44,852		44,852

												-----------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		---------------------		---------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------

				UTILITY RATE BASE - Mid Year										3,827,342		3,453,343		2,472,209		1,983,858		1,991,281		1,689,044		1,383,707		1,422,699		1,409,293		1,406,805		1,417,513		1,366,539		1,336,814		1,273,848		1,349,515		1,340,109

												==========		==========		============		==========		==========		============		==========		=============		=============		============		============		============		============		============		============		============		============

		**********		*************************************						**********		**********		**********		*************************************		*************************************		*************************************		*************************************		*************************************		*************************************				***********		***********		***********		***********		***********		***********		***********		***********

		SCHEDULE 4

		INCOME TAX EXPENSE										KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL

												05/06		06/07		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		18/19		19/20		Test Year A		Test Year B

				Util Income before Tax										-   421,612		12,270		59,045		69,279		137,004		56,078		76,060		80,064		69,521		79,468		63,462		84,516		22,113		9,396		34,604		70,017

												-----------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		---------------------		---------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------

				Accounting Income										-   421,612		12,270		59,045		69,279		137,004		56,078		76,060		80,064		69,521		79,468		63,462		84,516		22,113		9,396		34,604		70,017

				Less: Timing Diff										-   421,612		12,270		59,045		69,279		137,004		56,078		76,060		80,064		69,521		79,468		63,462		84,516		22,113		9,396		34,604		70,017

												-----------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		---------------------		---------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------

				TAXABLE INCOME										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Carry Forward Losses (previous years)										n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

												==========		==========		============		==========		==========		============		==========		=============		=============		============		============		============		============		============		============		============		============

				Income tax rate										34.12%		34.12%		34.12%		34.12%		34.12%		26.50%		25.00%		34.12%		34.12%		34.12%		34.12%		34.12%		34.12%		34.12%		34.12%		34.12%

				INCOME TAX EXPENSE										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

												==========		==========		============		==========		==========		============		==========		=============		=============		============		============		============		============		============		============		============		============

				After Tax Income										-   421,612		12,270		59,045		69,279		137,004		56,078		76,060		80,064		69,521		79,468		63,462		84,516		22,113		9,396		34,604		70,017

		SCHEDULE 4										KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL		KPL

		STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES

		(FOR INCOME TAX CALCULATION)

												05/06		06/07		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		18/19		19/20		Test Year A		Test Year B

				UTILITY REVENUE

				Sales - Power										-   8,329		382,980		321,715		302,553		344,295		356,583		338,054		347,909		368,272		356,779		394,404		406,637		418,676		402,329		428,651		463,549

				Other										8,368		5,619		4,334		4,285		4,807		460		4,143		4,955		4,261		7,548		2,199		5,340		5,962		5,480		5,303		5,819

												-----------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		---------------------		---------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------

				TOTAL REVENUES										39		388,599		326,049		306,838		349,102		357,043		342,197		352,864		372,533		364,327		396,603		411,977		424,638		407,809		433,954		469,367

												-----------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		---------------------		---------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------

				BC Hydro Charges										40,405		63,514		64,264		55,218		85,902		102,561		100,760		96,950		115,745		122,422		128,981		143,166		152,228		129,414		158,092		158,092

				EXPENSES

				Depreciation								82		168		253		1,394		4,092		3,818		6,240		11,982		9,118		22,187		22,199		21,699		19,753		35,567		35,487		44,517		44,517

				Interest on Long-Term Debt										183,712		163,278		98,238		65,075		65,937		55,738		45,662		45,925		45,492		45,412		43,916		42,002		41,468		39,515		41,219		41,219

				Selling, General and Administrative:

				Accounting										- 0		20,382		10,278		13,449		12,000		12,450		2,795		12,000		12,300		5,215		10,183		10,318		10,200		13,100		11,184		11,184

				Bank Charges										- 0		2,273		1,097		1,071		1,004		1,016		556		2,378		1,255		3,309		4,368		640		721		764		2,075		2,075

				Communications										1,095		1,058		740		725		358		312		295		201		6		7		13		13		10		- 0		9		9

				Contract Services - SEL										81,727		66,964		49,226		31,031		29,225		8,822		8,260		7,686		4,234		3,016		7,006		16,498		36,218		3,679		8,386		8,386

				Contract Services - SXI																27,898		34,010		37,559		43,219		44,424		38,055		44,005		47,702		50,371		48,820		56,015		50,457		50,457

				Contract Services - Legal																307		347		239		350		781		939		713		400		442		- 0		- 0		512		512

				Contract Services - Others, Houpsitas										- 0		- 0		- 0		240		- 0		15,522		4,124		4,200		4,200		3,150		5,150		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,738		4,738

				Customer Services - Houpsitas										- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,831		753		- 0		13		- 0		- 0		737		519		519

				Delivery										421		245		92		1,385		110		50		130		30		14		34		49		95		150		21		59		59

				Insurance										25,018		24,792		22,219		19,125		22,376		20,730		13,235		10,807		7,933		8,543		8,116		7,838		8,120		11,454		9,586		9,586

				Office & Miscellaneous										620		801		4,247		732		714		362		348		764		312		280		265		275		374		324		399		399

				Printing										696		358		239		1,360		330		647		536		1,002		455		384		304		975		735		427		647		647

				Property Taxes										1,637		1,593		1,726		1,717		1,908		2,351		2,380		1,956		4,620		5,263		5,281		5,064		5,233		21,896		20,000		20,000

				Rent										1,230		1,445		1,365		1,260		1,260		1,050		1,593		1,348		1,348		1,348		980		1,575		2,246		- 0		1,465		1,465

				Repairs & Maintenance										82,538		28,276		11,879		12,874		35,746		35,316		28,833		31,400		42,522		19,557		47,637		21,900		52,827		79,820		44,407		44,407

				Travel & Promotion (and salaries and benefits)										2,384		1,097		- 0		- 0		2,955		- 0		1,079		- 0		641		2		1,078		1,736		2,808		960		1,079		1,079

												-----------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		---------------------		---------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------

				TOTAL S, G & A										197,366		149,284		103,108		113,174		142,343		136,426		107,733		120,807		119,587		94,826		138,545		122,540		173,262		193,997		155,521		155,521

												-----------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		---------------------		---------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------

				TOTAL EXPENSES										421,651		376,329		267,004		237,559		212,098		300,965.21		266,137		272,800		303,012		284,858.79		333,140.67		327,461.00		402,525.00		398,413.00		399,349.91		399,349.91

												-----------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		------------------		--------------------		------------------		---------------------		---------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------		-------------------

				Utility income before Tax										-   421,612		12,270		59,045		69,279		137,004		56,078		76,060		80,064		69,521		79,468		63,462		84,516		22,113		9,396		34,604		70,017

				Carry Forward Losses (previous years)										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Income Tax Rate										34.12%		34.12%		34.12%		34.12%		34.12%		26.50%		25.00%		34.12%		34.12%		34.12%		34.12%		34.12%		34.12%		34.12%		34.12%		34.12%

				Income Tax Expense										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

												==========		==========		============		==========		==========		============		==========		=============		=============		============		============		============		============		============		============		============		============

				NET INCOME										-   421,612		12,270		59,045		69,279		137,004		56,078		76,060		80,064		69,521		79,468		63,462		84,516		22,113		9,396		34,604		70,017

												==========		==========		============		==========		==========		============		==========		=============		=============		============		============		============		============		============		============		============		============
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Energy Calculations

						SUPPLEMENTARY APPENDIX D

						SCHEDULE 1: ELECTRICAL LOAD FORECAST																																												REQUIRED FILES FOR COMPLETING SCHEDULE

																																																		1		Summary of kWh and Number of Accounts for KPL (Copies to: VML K46006 - 27/01

								KYUQUOT POWER LTD																																										2		Meter Readings at Kyuquot, BC

								SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED ELECTRICAL SALES FOR TEST YEAR

																																										Test Year Scenario 1 - Assumed no major changes to commercial customer base

		TOTAL FORECASTED SALES (MWh)																																								Test Year Scenario 2 - Assumed 50% decrease to largest commercial customer

																																Test Year Method C		Test Year Method D		Test Year Method F		Test Year Method G		Test Year Method H		Test Year Method I		Test Year Method J		Test Year Method K		Test Year Method L		Test Year Method M		Test Year Method N										Total average last 5 years						Total average last 6 years

								05/06		06/07		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		17/18		17/18		17/18		17/18		17/18		17/18		17/19		17/20		17/21		17/22

		Houpsitas						34		521		770		828		841		948		1,085		1,020		979		1,111		1,045		1,147		1,191		1,147		1,195		1,173		1,198		1,153		1,107		1,246		1,182		1,161		1,184

		Schools & Teacherages						- 0		51		203		193		179		168		175		159		168		156		164		175		184		176		182		178		179		177		167		172		179		175		176

		Residential						- 0		25		32		32		32		45		42		41		45		43		39		46		51		52		48		48		48		47		46		44		47		47		46

		Commercial								110		148		151		157		191		182		173		187		189		167		210		244		248		231		228		225		216		210		242		222		218		216

		Total						34		707		1,154		1,204		1,208		1,353		1,485		1,393		1,380		1,499		1,415		1,577		1,671		1,623		1,656		1,627		1,650		1,592		1,531		1,703		1,630		1,601		1,622

		% Increase by Year										63.17%		4.40%		0.33%		11.95%		9.74%		-6.20%		-0.93%		8.64%		-5.61%		11.48%		5.95%		2.94%		4.99%		3.15%		4.66%		0.94%		-2.90%		8.00%		3.34%		1.52%		2.87%

		Total less Houpsitas										383		376		368		405		399		373		400		388		370		430		480		476		461		454		452		439		424		457		448		440		438

				PART 1: Houpsitas (KCFN)																						Test Year

						Fisc Yr		Actual		%Inc

								MWh																				TEST Years:		Method C		Method D		Method E		Method F		Method G		Method H		Method I		Method J		Method K		Method L		Method M		Method N

						05/06		34						*Fisc yr = Fiscal year														Jul		68.3		71.1		90.59		73.64		74.2		79.4		65.9		68.7		90.59		72.77		73.45		77.86

						06/07		521						*Actual = MWh consumed that year														Aug		77.6		79.3		84.46		80.87		81.2		82.6		76.5		78.1		84.46		80.47		80.88		82.18

						07/08		770						% Incr = % change in energy consumption from previous year														Sep		88.2		84.7		93.78		94.87		92.8		95.2		85.8		82.4		93.78		93.99		92.07		94.29

						08/09		828		7.5				*AAI = adjusted annual increase														Oct		90.3		82.3		104.17		90.14		86.7		92.7		87.8		79.3		104.17		89.28		85.81		90.90

						09/10		841		1.5																		Nov		95.8		89.4		114.72		91.63		89.4		96.3		95.0		88.1		114.72		91.36		89.03		94.84

						10/11		948		12.8																		Dec		96.0		94.3		99.54		93.03		91.2		93.5		93.6		91.8		99.54		92.26		90.48		92.81

						11/12		1085		14.5																		Jan		114.0		117.3		116.92		108.95		110.1		110.1		110.1		113.5		116.92		107.69		109.06		109.19

						12/13		1020		-6.0																		Feb		142.2		134.6		139.51		135.68		132.2		132.9		128.4		121.9		139.51		131.16		128.48		129.79

						13/14		979		-4.0																		Mar		110.4		115.2		115.21		115.66		117.0		116.8		109.0		113.5		115.21		115.19		116.55		116.42

						14/15		1111		13.4																		Apr		123.1		106.8		106.13		116.58		110.3		109.5		118.0		100.8		106.13		114.96		108.52		108.02

						15/16		1045		-5.9																		May		96.8		92.5		91.87		103.56		101.2		100.4		94.7		90.5		91.87		102.82		100.55		99.86

		Forecast				16/17		1147		9.8																		Jun		88.3		79.8		88.84		89.96		86.4		88.9		87.6		78.4		88.84		89.74		85.93		88.31

				Average last 5 years						1.4												Test YearMW						TOTAL		1191.0		1147.2		1245.7		1194.6		1172.6		1198.4		1152.5		1107.1		1245.7		1181.7		1160.8		1184.5

																		Method A				1064

																		Method B				1060

																						% increase										% increase found from mean

				Method A- average Actual MWH from last 6 years including 16/17																		Method C - Average of last 5 years with outliers removed *(1+% increase)^3										Method I - Average of last 5 years with outliers removed *(1+% increase)^3

				Method B - average Actual MWh from last five years including (16/17)																		Method D - Average of last 6 years with outliers removed *(1+% increase)^3.5										Method J - Average of last 6 years with outliers removed *(1+% increase)^3.5

																						Method E - Average of last 7 years with outliers removed *(1+%increase)^4										Method K - Average of last 7 years with outliers removed *(1+% increase)^4

																						Method F - Average % increase per month (last 5 years) multiplied by (16/17)										Method L - Average % increase per month (last 5 years) multiplied by (16/17)

																						Method G - Average % increase per month (last 6 years)multiplied by (16/17)										Method M - Average % increase per month (last 6 years)multiplied by (16/17)

				Monthly Energy Consumption in MWh:																		Method H - Average % increase per month (last 7 years) multiplied by (16/17)										Method N - Average % increase per month (last 7 years) multiplied by (16/17)

						A		B		C		D		E		F		G		H		I		J		K 5-year		6-year		7-year (too low)

				KCFN		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18								Q1		Q3		IQR		Upper Bound		Lower Bound

				Jul		52.2		56.4		49.2		49.8		72.0		75.0		59.4		66.0		61.8		73.2		67.1		67.9		65.3				53.25		70.5		17.25		96.375		27.375

				Aug		50.4		63.0		53.4		53.4		61.8		66.0		67.8		64.8		64.2		77.4		68.0		67.0		65.1				55.5		65.7		10.20		81		40.2

				Sep		57.0		52.8		53.4		58.2		70.8		67.8		59.4		66.6		72.6		88.2		70.9		70.9		69.1				57.3		70.05		12.75		89.175		38.175

				Oct		62.4		57.6		63.0		63.0		89.4		75.6		80.4		84.6		70.8		86.4		79.6		81.2		78.6				63		83.55		20.55		114.375		32.175

				Nov		66.0		79.2		74.4		75.0		106.8		93.6		92.4		99.6		104.4		91.8		96.4		98.1		94.8				76.05		98.1		22.05		131.175		42.975

				Dec		66.0		82.8		90.6		90.0		102.6		93.0		98.4		114.0		92.4		92.4		94.1		98.8		94.8				90.15		97.05		6.90		107.4		79.8

				Jan		57.6		88.8		73.8		105.0		106.2		112.2		99.6		127.2		117.0		108.6		112.9		111.8		110.8				91.5		111.3		19.80		141		61.8

				Feb		84.0		80.4		87.0		105.0		114.0		106.8		97.8		138.0		100.8		126		113.9		113.9		112.6				89.7		112.2		22.50		145.95		55.95

				Mar		60.0		76.2		82.8		82.8		86.4		95.4		91.2		88.2		102.0		111		97.6		95.7		93.9				82.8		94.35		11.55		111.675		65.475

				Apr		81.6		72.0		73.2		103.8		102.0		81.0		93.0		109.8		90.0		107.4		96.2		97.2		98.1				81.15		103.35		22.20		136.65		47.85

				May		64.8		64.2		71.4		90.0		88.2		82.2		70.8		78.0		85.8		98.4		83.0		83.9		84.8				70.95		87.6		16.65		112.575		45.975

				Jun		68.4		54.6		68.4		72.0		85.2		71.4		69.0		73.8		82.8		85.8		76.6		78.0		77.1				68.55		80.55		12.00		98.55		50.55

				Annual TOTAL MWh		770.4		828.0		840.6		948.0		1,085.4		1020.0		979.2		1111		1045		1147		1056.2		1064.4		1045.0				867.45		1075.2		207.75		1386.825		555.825

				% Change				7.5		1.5		12.8		14.8		-6.0		-4.00		13.42		-5.94		9.76

				Increase per Year:

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		Average

						08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		TEST:17/18

				Jul		4.2		-7.2		0.6		22.2		3.0		-15.6		6.6		-4.2		11.4		3.4

				Aug		12.6		-9.6		0.0		8.4		4.2		1.8		-3.0		-0.6		13.2		4.0

				Sep		-4.2		0.6		4.8		12.6		-3.0		-8.4		7.2		6.0		15.6		5.0

				Oct		-4.8		5.4		0.0		26.4		-13.8		4.8		4.2		-13.8		15.6		-0.6

				Nov		13.2		-4.8		0.6		31.8		-13.2		-1.2		7.2		4.8		-12.6		-3.0

				Dec		16.8		7.8		-0.6		12.6		-9.6		5.4		15.6		-21.6		0.0		4.8

				Jan		31.2		-15.0		31.2		1.2		6.0		-12.6		27.6		-10.2		-8.4		0.6

				Feb		-3.6		6.6		18.0		9.0		-7.2		-9.0		40.2		-37.2		25.2		3.5

				Mar		16.2		6.6		0.0		3.6		9.0		-4.2		-3.0		13.8		9.0		4.7

				Apr		-9.6		1.2		30.6		-1.8		-21.0		12.0		16.8		-19.8		17.4		0.6

				May		-0.6		7.2		18.6		-1.8		-6.0		-11.4		7.2		7.8		12.6		1.4

				Jun		-13.8		13.8		3.6		13.2		-13.8		-2.4		4.8		9.0		3.0		2.3

				Change from previous year		57.60		12.60		107.40		137.40		(65.40)		(40.80)		131.40		(66.00)		102.00		33.1

				% Increase per Year:

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		Average 5 year		Average 6 year		Average 7 year

						08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		TEST:17/18		TEST:17/18		TEST:17/18				Q1		Q3		IQR		Upper Bound		Lower Bound

				Jul		8.05		-   12.77		1.22		44.58		4.17		-   20.80		11.11		-   6.36		18.45		0.01		0.01		0.09				-6.3636363636		11.1111111111		17.47		37.32		-   32.58

				Aug		25.00		-   15.24		- 0		15.73		6.80		2.73		-   4.42		-   0.93		20.56		0.04		0.05		0.07				-0.9259259259		15.7303370787		16.66		40.71		-   25.91

				Sep		-   7.37		1.14		8.99		21.65		-   4.24		-   12.39		12.12		9.01		21.49		0.08		0.05		0.08				-4.2372881356		12.1212121212		16.36		36.66		-   28.78

				Oct		-   7.69		9.37		- 0		41.90		-   15.44		6.35		5.22		-   16.31		22.03		0.04		0.00		0.07				-7.6923076923		9.375		17.07		34.98		-   33.29

				Nov		20.00		-   6.06		0.81		42.40		-   12.36		-   1.28		7.79		4.82		-   12.07		-   0.00		-   0.03		0.05				-6.0606060606		7.7922077922		13.85		28.57		-   26.84

				Dec		25.45		9.42		-   0.66		14.00		-   9.36		5.81		15.85		-   18.95		- 0		0.01		-   0.01		0.01				-0.6622516556		14		14.66		35.99		-   22.66

				Jan		54.17		-   16.89		42.28		1.14		5.65		-   11.23		27.71		-   8.02		-   7.18		0.00		0.01		0.01				-8.0188679245		27.7108433735		35.73		81.31		-   61.61

				Feb		-   4.29		8.21		20.69		8.57		-   6.32		-   8.43		41.10		-   26.96		25.00		0.08		0.05		0.05				-6.3157894737		20.6896551724		27.01		61.20		-   46.82

				Mar		27.00		8.66		- 0		4.35		10.42		-   4.40		-   3.29		15.65		8.82		0.04		0.05		0.05				0		10.4166666667		10.42		26.04		-   15.63

				Apr		-   11.76		1.67		41.80		-   1.73		-   20.59		14.81		18.06		-   18.03		19.33		0.09		0.03		0.02				-11.7647058824		18.064516129		29.83		62.81		-   56.51

				May		-   0.93		11.21		26.05		-   2.00		-   6.80		-   13.87		10.17		10.00		14.69		0.05		0.03		0.02				-2		11.214953271		13.21		31.04		-   21.82

				Jun		-   20.18		25.27		5.26		18.33		-   16.20		-   3.36		6.96		12.20		3.62		0.05		0.01		0.04				-3.3613445378		12.1951219512		15.56		35.53		-   26.70

				Change from previous year		7.48		1.52		12.78		14.49		-   6.03		-   4.00		13.42		-   5.94		9.76		0.03		0.01		0.04

																						Average increase in the year:		- 0		0.02		0.05

				% Increase per Year (difference/mean of the two):

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		Average 5 year		Average 6 year		Average 7 year

						08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		TEST:17/18		TEST:17/18		TEST:17/18

				Jul		7.73		-   13.64		1.21		36.45		4.08		-   23.21		10.53		-   6.57		16.89		-   0.01		0.00		0.06

				Aug		22.22		-   16.49		- 0		14.58		6.57		2.69		-   4.52		-   0.93		18.64		0.04		0.04		0.06

				Sep		-   7.65		1.13		8.60		19.53		-   4.33		-   13.21		11.43		8.62		19.40		0.07		0.04		0.07

				Oct		-   8.00		8.96		- 0		34.65		-   16.73		6.15		5.09		-   17.76		19.85		0.03		-   0.01		0.05

				Nov		18.18		-   6.25		0.80		34.98		-   13.17		-   1.29		7.50		4.71		-   12.84		-   0.00		-   0.03		0.03

				Dec		22.58		9.00		-   0.66		13.08		-   9.82		5.64		14.69		-   20.93		- 0		-   0.00		-   0.02		0.00

				Jan		42.62		-   18.45		34.90		1.14		5.49		-   11.90		24.34		-   8.35		-   7.45		-   0.01		0.00		0.01

				Feb		-   4.38		7.89		18.75		8.22		-   6.52		-   8.80		34.10		-   31.16		22.22		0.04		0.02		0.03

				Mar		23.79		8.30		- 0		4.26		9.90		-   4.50		-   3.34		14.51		8.45		0.04		0.05		0.05

				Apr		-   12.50		1.65		34.58		-   1.75		-   22.95		13.79		16.57		-   19.82		17.63		0.07		0.01		0.01

				May		-   0.93		10.62		23.05		-   2.02		-   7.04		-   14.90		9.68		9.52		13.68		0.04		0.02		0.01

				Jun		-   22.44		22.44		5.13		16.79		-   17.62		-   3.42		6.72		11.49		3.56		0.05		0.00		0.03

				Change from previous year		-   78.12		752.38		27.93		-   147.60		-   37.61		-   422.06		-   150.23		-   254.55		-   67.55		-   2.24		-   1.86		-   1.80

																						Average increase in the year:		- 0		-   0.13		-   0.11

				PART 2:Schools and Teacherages																												Test Year Forecast				169.7

						Fisc Yr		Actual		% Inc				*Actual = MWh consumed that year																TEST Years:		Method C		Method D		Method E		Method F		Method G		Method H		Method I		Method J		Method K		Method L		Method M		Method N

								MWh																						Jul		4.9		5.8		4.63		5.00		5.3		4.9		4.8		5.5		4.07		4.95		5.20		4.72

						05/06		0.0						*Fisc yr = Fiscal year																Aug		7.7		7.2		5.73		6.19		6.0		5.6		6.7		6.2		4.64		5.89		5.78		5.28

						06/07		51.0						% Inc = % change in energy consumption from previous year																Sep		13.8		14.4		13.29		14.27		14.3		13.8		11.8		12.5		11.48		13.58		13.75		13.34

						07/08		203.0		298.0																				Oct		18.8		17.9		20.29		18.49		18.1		18.8		18.1		17.2		19.27		18.27		17.93		18.53

						08/09		193.1		-4.9																				Nov		17.4		16.8		19.53		16.94		16.7		17.5		17.1		16.5		18.82		16.84		16.62		17.33

						09/10		179.9		-6.8																				Dec		17.8		16.9		16.92		16.90		16.6		16.6		17.6		16.7		16.70		16.84		16.56		16.56

						10/11		168.2		-6.5																				Jan		17.2		18.2		17.69		17.46		17.8		17.7		17.0		18.0		17.51		17.41		17.77		17.61

						11/12		174.9		4.0																				Feb		21.0		21.3		19.33		20.40		20.5		19.9		20.8		21.1		19.01		20.35		20.48		19.84

						12/13		159.0		-9.1																				Mar		18.2		16.9		17.87		17.92		17.4		17.6		17.7		16.4		17.29		17.75		17.23		17.49

						13/14		168.2		5.8																				Apr		19.6		15.9		16.81		17.34		16.0		16.2		18.8		14.4		15.31		17.10		15.55		15.78

						14/15		156.2		-7.1																				May		15.2		13.7		15.57		16.04		15.3		15.8		15.0		13.3		15.04		15.99		15.21		15.71

						15/16		164.0		5.0																				Jun		12.7		11.3		15.35		14.73		13.7		14.7		11.3		9.6		12.57		14.16		13.06		14.03

						16/17		174.7		6.5																				TOTAL		184.3		176.2		183.0		181.70		177.8		179.1		176.7		167.5		171.71		179.10		175.13		176.22

				Average last 5 years						0.2%												Test YearMW

																		Method A				175.0

																		Method B				164.4

				Method A - averaged the "% Inc" over the past 5 years from 2012/13 to 2016/17 then multiplied by Forecast Year 2016/17 (MWh)

				Method B - average Actual MWh from past 5 years including Forecast Year (2016/17)

				Monthly Energy Consumption in MWh:

						A		B		C		D		E		F		G		H		I		J		K-3 year		5-year		6-year		7-year

				School		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		17/18		17/18		17/18				Q1		Q3		IQR		Upper Bound		Lower Bound

				Jul		8.2		6.4		10.2		6.9		4.1		5.2		4.6		5.3		4.3		4.99		4.8753333333		4.9		4.7		5.1				4.71775		6.81475		2.10		9.96025		1.57225

				Aug		6.1		5.4		9.8		6.3		3.8		3.8		6.5		5.2		5.0		5.412		5.2036666667		5.2		4.9		5.1				5.04925		6.23075		1.18		8.003		3.277

				Sep		12.3		10.5		13.2		9.5		8.5		9.7		7.6		7		12.0		12.7		10.5733333333		9.8		9.6		9.6				8.76825		12.20625		3.44		17.36325		3.61125

				Oct		16.2		14.2		16.0		12.3		15.5		14.7		17.6		14.2		15.5		17.5		15.7357777778		15.9		15.8		15.3				14.32325		16.1635		1.84		18.923875		11.562875

				Nov		21.4		20.6		17.4		14.8		18.7		17.4		19.1		16		17.5		16.9		16.8183333333		17.4		17.6		17.2				17.05775		19.00875		1.95		21.93525		14.13125

				Dec		19.2		20.1		17.3		17.0		17.0		15.8		18.4		17		17.0		16.6		16.8537777778		17.0		17.0		17.0				16.917		18.1255		1.21		19.93825		15.10425

				Jan		19.0		23.0		15.6		20.4		19.1		20.4		17.8		18.6		19.0		18.0		18.5134444444		18.8		18.8		19.0				18.13875		20.0645		1.93		22.953125		15.250125

				Feb		24.8		23.3		18.7		20.0		17.0		18.0		18.8		20.9		19.2		19.9		19.9976666667		19.4		19.0		19.1				18.71575		20.68325		1.97		23.6345		15.7645

				Mar		17.7		20.6		14.9		15.0		16.5		14.8		17.5		14.5		15.6		17.1		15.74		15.9		16.0		15.9				14.9135		17.43825		2.52		21.225375		11.126375

				Apr		22.8		20.8		16.3		20.0		20.8		13.5		18.4		17.3		16.4		16.3		16.6504444444		16.4		17.1		17.5				16.3330833333		20.555		4.22		26.887875		10.0002083333

				May		17.8		16.7		15.8		15.0		17.7		14.1		13.6		12.8		13.5		15.6		13.9848888889		13.9		14.6		14.6				13.735		16.4645		2.73		20.55875		9.64075

				Jun		17.4		11.5		14.7		11.0		16.3		11.3		8.2		7.5		9.0		13.557		10.0226666667		9.9		11.0		11.0				9.48675		14.4375		4.95		21.863625		2.060625

				Annual TOTAL MWh		203.0		193.1		179.9		168.2		174.9		158.6		168.2		156.2		164.0		174.7		165.0		164.3		166.1		166.4				165.06625		178.661925		13.60		199.0554375		144.6727375

				% Change				-4.9		-6.8		-6.5		4.0		-9.3		6.0		-7.1		5.0		6.5		-5.5

				Increase per Year:

								B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		K-J		*year minus previous year

								08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18

				Jul				-1.8		3.8		-3.3		-2.9		1.1		-0.5		0.7		-0.964		0.654		-0.115

				Aug				-0.8		4.5		-3.6		-2.4		-0.1		2.7		-1.3		-0.2		0.413		-0.208

				Sep				-1.8		2.7		-3.7		-1.0		1.2		-2.2		-0.6		5.0		0.774		-2.174

				Oct				-2.0		1.8		-3.7		3.2		-0.8		2.9		-3.4		1.3		1.993		-1.764

				Nov				-0.7		-3.2		-2.6		3.9		-1.3		1.7		-3.1		1.5		-0.561		-0.129

				Dec				0.8		-2.8		-0.3		-0.0		-1.2		2.6		-1.5		0.1		-0.411		0.229

				Jan				4.0		-7.4		4.8		-1.3		1.3		-2.6		0.8		0.4		-0.970		0.528

				Feb				-1.5		-4.6		1.3		-3.0		1.0		0.8		2.1		-1.7		0.637		0.133

				Mar				2.9		-5.8		0.2		1.5		-1.8		2.8		-3.0		1.1		1.510		-1.375

				Apr				-1.9		-4.6		3.7		0.8		-7.3		5.0		-1.2		-0.9		-0.056		0.331

				May				-1.1		-0.8		-0.9		2.7		-3.6		-0.5		-0.8		0.7		2.077		-1.613

				Jun				-5.9		3.2		-3.8		5.3		-5.0		-3.2		-0.6		1.5		4.563		-3.534

				% Increase per Year:

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		Average 5 year		Average 6 year		Average 7 year

						08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		TEST:17/18		TEST:17/18		TEST:17/18

				Jul		-   22.16		59.70		-   32.14		-   41.63		27.29		-   10.38		14.55		-   18.19		15.08		0.00		0.06		-   0.02

				Aug		-   12.29		82.91		-   36.40		-   39.03		-   1.70		73.01		-   19.91		-   3.87		8.26		0.14		0.11		0.03

				Sep		-   14.78		26.18		-   27.74		-   10.86		14.16		-   22.28		-   7.28		71.04		6.46		0.12		0.12		0.09

				Oct		-   12.54		12.46		-   23.08		26.05		-   5.07		19.98		-   19.45		9.21		12.85		0.06		0.04		0.07

				Nov		-   3.36		-   15.74		-   15.03		26.28		-   6.76		9.92		-   16.34		9.42		-   3.20		-   0.00		-   0.01		0.03

				Dec		4.28		-   13.87		-   1.51		-   0.25		-   6.89		16.53		-   8.20		0.81		-   2.41		0.02		-   0.00		-   0.00

				Jan		21.05		-   32.19		30.88		-   6.19		6.90		-   12.76		4.32		1.91		-   5.12		-   0.03		-   0.01		-   0.02

				Feb		-   6.01		-   19.82		7.14		-   15.07		5.88		4.19		11.35		-   8.00		3.31		0.03		0.03		0.00

				Mar		16.27		-   27.90		1.06		10.03		-   10.71		18.80		-   17.36		7.62		9.68		0.05		0.02		0.03

				Apr		-   8.38		-   21.90		22.59		3.97		-   35.18		36.89		-   6.29		-   5.11		-   0.34		0.06		-   0.02		-   0.01

				May		-   6.26		-   4.98		-   5.59		18.30		-   20.20		-   3.63		-   5.67		5.33		15.36		0.03		-   0.02		0.02

				Jun		-   34.02		28.18		-   25.57		48.43		-   30.48		-   27.96		-   7.78		19.65		50.73		0.09		0.01		0.09

				Change from previous year		-   4.87		-   6.81		-   6.54		4.00		-   9.29		6.00		-   7.10		5.01		6.48		0.03		0.00		0.01

																						Average increase in the year:		- 0		0.03		0.02

				% Increase per Year (difference/mean of the two):

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		Average 5 year		Average 6 year		Average 7 year

						08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		TEST:17/18		TEST:17/18		TEST:17/18

				Jul		-   24.92		45.98		-   38.29		-   52.58		24.02		-   10.95		13.56		-   20.01		14.03		-   0.01		0.04		-   0.05

				Aug		-   13.09		58.61		-   44.50		-   48.49		-   1.72		53.48		-   22.12		-   3.94		7.93		0.09		0.07		-   0.02

				Sep		-   15.95		23.15		-   32.20		-   11.49		13.23		-   25.07		-   7.56		52.42		6.26		0.07		0.08		0.05

				Oct		-   13.38		11.73		-   26.09		23.05		-   5.20		18.17		-   21.55		8.80		12.07		0.04		0.02		0.06

				Nov		-   3.41		-   17.09		-   16.25		23.23		-   6.99		9.45		-   17.79		9.00		-   3.26		-   0.01		-   0.02		0.02

				Dec		4.19		-   14.90		-   1.52		-   0.25		-   7.14		15.26		-   8.55		0.80		-   2.44		0.01		-   0.00		-   0.00

				Jan		19.05		-   38.37		26.75		-   6.39		6.67		-   13.63		4.23		1.89		-   5.25		-   0.03		-   0.01		-   0.02

				Feb		-   6.20		-   22.00		6.89		-   16.30		5.72		4.10		10.74		-   8.33		3.26		0.02		0.03		-   0.00

				Mar		15.05		-   32.42		1.06		9.55		-   11.31		17.19		-   19.01		7.34		9.23		0.04		0.01		0.02

				Apr		-   8.75		-   24.59		20.30		3.89		-   42.68		31.15		-   6.50		-   5.24		-   0.34		0.05		-   0.05		-   0.03

				May		-   6.47		-   5.11		-   5.75		16.77		-   22.47		-   3.69		-   5.83		5.20		14.27		0.02		-   0.03		0.01

				Jun		-   40.99		24.70		-   29.31		38.99		-   35.96		-   32.50		-   8.09		17.89		40.47		0.04		-   0.04		0.03

				Change from previous year		- 0		-   154.67		-   216.27		-   241.00		-   193.43		-   36.24		-   79.96		-   332.97		6.27		-   1.11		-   1.27		-   1.46

																						Average increase in the year:		- 0		-   0.09		-   0.11

				PART 3: Residential (RES)																		Average of Method A and B										Test Year Forecast MW				44.3

						Fisc Yr		Actual		% Incr																		TEST Years:		Method C		Method D		Method E		Method F		Method G		Method H		Method I		Method J		Method K		Method L		Method M		Method N

						05/06		0.0						*Fisc yr = Fiscal year														Jul		5.5		4.8		6.5		5.37		5.11		5.6		5.4		4.7		5.98		5.35		5.07		5.45

						06/07		25.0						*Actual = MWh consumed that year														Aug		5.5		5.3		5.7		5.52		5.45		5.6		5.3		5.2		5.55		5.48		5.41		5.52

						07/08		32.2						% Incr = % change in energy consumption from previous year														Sep		4.6		4.8		4.2		4.75		4.78		4.5		4.3		4.5		3.84		4.64		4.68		4.45

						08/09		32.2		0.1				*AAI = adjusted annual increase														Oct		3.1		2.8		3.8		3.16		3.00		3.3		3.0		2.6		3.38		3.13		2.95		3.19

						09/10		32.1		-0.3																		Nov		3.5		3.1		4.0		3.66		3.45		3.7		3.4		2.9		3.61		3.61		3.39		3.60

						10/11		45.5		41.4																		Dec		3.4		3.6		3.0		2.93		3.00		2.9		3.2		3.4		2.79		2.87		2.95		2.79

						11/12		42.2		-7.3																		Jan		5.0		6.1		5.1		4.34		4.61		4.4		4.5		5.2		4.26		4.17		4.41		4.17

						12/13		40.6		-3.9																		Feb		5.4		4.9		5.0		4.87		4.59		4.6		4.1		3.7		3.84		4.43		4.23		4.27

						13/14		45.2		11.5																		Mar		4.2		6.2		4.6		3.88		4.34		3.9		3.3		4.4		2.84		3.57		3.93		3.44

						14/15		43.4		-4.1																		Apr		4.2		4.0		3.2		3.29		3.23		3.0		3.5		3.4		2.41		3.09		3.07		2.76

						15/16		39.4		-9.2																		May		3.2		2.9		2.2		2.95		2.84		2.6		3.0		2.7		1.87		2.87		2.76		2.53

						16/17		45.5		15.5																		Jun		3.8		4.0		3.6		3.70		3.77		3.6		3.8		3.9		3.45		3.68		3.75		3.60

				Average last 5 years						0.4%												Test YearMW						TOTAL		51.5		52.5		50.9		48.41		48.2		47.5		46.7		46.5		43.82		46.90		46.61		45.78

																		Method A				45.7

																		Method B				42.8

				Method A - average of past five years 2012/13-2016/17 % increase multiplied by Forecast Year 16/17 (MWh)

				Method B - average Actual MWh from last five years including Forecast Year (16/17)

				Monthly Energy Consumption in MWh:

						A		B		C		D		E		F		G		H		I		J		3-year		5-year		6-year		7-year

				RES		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		17/18		17/18		17/18				Q1		Q3		IQR		Upper Bound		Lower Bound

				Jul		4.3		4.3		4.5		4.5		6.7		5.2		4.9		5.5		5.7		5.312		5.49		5.3		5.5		5.4				4.4765		5.453		0.98		6.91775		3.01175

				Aug		4.8		5.1		5.0		5.8		6.3		5.9		6.0		4.8		5.5		5.556		5.29		5.5		5.7		5.7				5.02175		5.85		0.83		7.092375		3.779375

				Sep		3.2		2.7		3.1		4.5		3.4		3.8		3.1		3.2		4.613		4.5		4.09		3.8		3.8		3.9				3.14475		4.2815		1.14		5.986625		1.439625

				Oct		2.2		1.7		3.3		2.7		4.0		3.1		2.5		3		3.1		3.116		3.09		3.0		3.1		3.1				2.52925		3.13775		0.61		4.0505		1.6165

				Nov		2.3		1.8		1.3		2.8		4.0		3.0		3.3		2.8		2.7		3.5		3.01		3.1		3.2		3.1				2.4105		3.1885		0.78		4.3555		1.2435

				Dec		1.6		2.1		1.4		3.0		2.3		2.7		3.5		3.5		2.6		2.8		2.98		3.0		2.9		2.9				2.117		2.97675		0.86		4.266375		0.827375

				Jan		1.7		2.1		1.5		2.7		2.1		3.0		4.1		4.5		3.0		3.9		3.80		3.7		3.4		3.3				2.093		3.6985		1.61		6.10675		-0.31525

				Feb		3.0		2.0		2.1		2.9		3.2		2.8		4.1		2.6		2.2		4.1		2.95		3.1		3.2		3.1				2.30825		3.1595		0.85		4.436375		1.031375

				Mar		1.6		2.8		2.1		3.2		1.5		2.8		3.9		2.1		2.0		3.4		2.51		2.8		2.6		2.7				2.0405		3.118		1.08		4.73425		0.42425

				Apr		2.2		2.4		2.3		4.2		2.3		2.4		3.4		4.0		2.2		2.9		3.03		3.0		2.9		3.1				2.301		3.27675		0.98		4.740375		0.837375

				May		2.2		2.6		2.4		5.0		3.0		2.5		2.9		3.3		2.2		2.8		2.75		2.7		2.8		2.8				2.434		2.96775		0.53		3.768375		1.633375

				Jun		3.1		2.9		3.1		4.1		3.3		3.6		3.7		4.2		3.5		3.67		3.79		3.7		3.7		3.7				3.144		3.691		0.55		4.5115		2.3235

				Annual		32.2		32.2		32.1		45.5		42.2		40.6		45.2		43.4		39.4		45.5		42.8		42.8		42.7		42.8				34.03475		44.78325		10.75		60.906		17.912

				Change (%)				0.1		-0.3		41.4		6.9		-3.8		11.5		-4.1		-9.2		15.5		-6.0

				# of Accounts				17		18		21		21		21		21		23		24		25		25

																				** two accounts added in Feburary 2015

				Increase per Year:

								B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		K-J

								08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18

				Jul				-0.08		0.21		0.05		2.17		-1.5		-0.3		0.6		0.2		-0.3		0.2

				Aug				0.24		-0.05		0.77		0.57		-0.5		0.1		-1.2		0.7		0.1		-0.3

				Sep				-0.51		0.45		1.35		-1.05		0.3		-0.7		0.1		1.4		-0.2		-0.4

				Oct				-0.51		1.66		-0.63		1.35		-1.0		-0.6		0.5		0.1		-0.0		-0.0

				Nov				-0.53		-0.49		1.53		1.13		-1.0		0.3		-0.5		-0.1		0.7		-0.5

				Dec				0.45		-0.69		1.66		-0.74		0.4		0.8		-0.0		-0.9		0.2		0.2

				Jan				0.39		-0.63		1.16		-0.58		1.0		1.0		0.4		-1.5		0.9		-0.1

				Feb				-0.99		0.14		0.75		0.31		-0.5		1.3		-1.5		-0.4		1.8		-1.1

				Mar				1.16		-0.68		1.15		-1.70		1.3		1.1		-1.8		-0.1		1.4		-0.9

				Apr				0.20		-0.06		1.90		-1.94		0.1		1.0		0.6		-1.8		0.7		0.1

				May				0.36		-0.15		2.59		-2.00		-0.5		0.4		0.4		-1.1		0.6		-0.0

				Jun				-0.16		0.18		1.04		-0.84		0.3		0.1		0.5		-0.6		0.1		0.1

				% Increase per Year:

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		Average 5 year		Average 6 year		Average 7 year

						08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		TEST:17/18		TEST:17/18		TEST:17/18

				Jul		-   1.87		4.91		1.12		48.16		-   22.98		-   4.93		12.31		2.87		-   6.12		0.01		-   0.04		0.05

				Aug		5.02		-   1.01		15.29		9.94		-   7.47		2.20		-   20.05		14.58		1.02		-   0.01		-   0.02		0.00

				Sep		-   15.87		16.95		43.04		-   23.44		9.83		-   18.21		3.86		44.16		-   3.47		0.07		0.07		0.02

				Oct		-   23.52		99.46		-   18.94		50.30		-   24.62		-   18.85		21.21		4.83		-   0.92		0.02		-   0.04		0.05

				Nov		-   22.82		-   27.48		118.71		40.22		-   24.56		9.33		-   14.06		-   2.18		27.05		0.05		-   0.01		0.06

				Dec		27.55		-   33.50		120.95		-   24.41		16.43		31.72		-   0.26		-   25.63		8.57		0.04		0.06		0.01

				Jan		22.43		-   29.40		76.98		-   21.77		45.80		34.34		10.40		-   33.82		31.63		0.11		0.18		0.11

				Feb		-   32.98		6.97		35.01		10.83		-   14.19		48.30		-   36.43		-   14.96		83.31		0.20		0.13		0.13

				Mar		72.99		-   24.66		55.52		-   52.59		82.42		38.45		-   45.65		-   3.38		67.37		0.14		0.28		0.14

				Apr		8.87		-   2.47		81.41		-   45.91		2.62		44.43		16.88		-   44.69		33.32		0.12		0.11		0.01

				May		16.49		-   6.02		107.78		-   40.12		-   15.48		14.80		12.82		-   33.12		27.82		0.06		0.01		-   0.06

				Jun		-   5.12		6.18		33.76		-   20.21		9.88		1.99		12.28		-   14.76		3.70		0.01		0.03		-   0.01

				Change from previous year		0.09		-   0.42		41.77		-   34.57		-   10.62		15.28		-   15.62		-   5.10		24.71		0.05		0.02		-   0.04

																						Average increase in the year:		0.07		0.06		0.04

				% Increase per Year (difference/mean of the two):

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		Average 5 year		Average 6 year		Average 7 year

						08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		TEST:17/18		TEST:17/18		TEST:17/18

				Jul		-   1.89		4.79		1.11		38.81		-   25.97		-   5.06		11.60		2.83		-   6.31		0.01		-   0.05		0.03

				Aug		4.90		-   1.01		14.21		9.47		-   7.76		2.17		-   22.29		13.59		1.01		-   0.01		-   0.03		-   0.01

				Sep		-   17.23		15.63		35.42		-   26.55		9.37		-   20.04		3.79		36.17		-   3.53		0.04		0.05		-   0.00

				Oct		-   26.65		66.43		-   20.92		40.19		-   28.07		-   20.81		19.18		4.72		-   0.93		0.01		-   0.05		0.02

				Nov		-   25.75		-   31.85		74.49		33.49		-   27.99		8.91		-   15.12		-   2.20		23.83		0.04		-   0.03		0.03

				Dec		24.22		-   40.23		75.37		-   27.81		15.19		27.38		-   0.26		-   29.40		8.22		0.01		0.04		-   0.01

				Jan		20.17		-   34.47		55.58		-   24.43		37.26		29.31		9.89		-   40.71		27.31		0.06		0.13		0.06

				Feb		-   39.49		6.74		29.79		10.27		-   15.27		38.90		-   44.54		-   16.17		58.81		0.09		0.04		0.05

				Mar		53.47		-   28.12		43.46		-   71.35		58.37		32.25		-   59.15		-   3.44		50.40		0.05		0.16		0.01

				Apr		8.49		-   2.50		57.86		-   59.60		2.59		36.35		15.57		-   57.56		28.56		0.06		0.05		-   0.06

				May		15.24		-   6.21		70.04		-   50.18		-   16.78		13.78		12.05		-   39.69		24.42		0.03		-   0.01		-   0.09

				Jun		-   5.25		6.00		28.89		-   22.49		9.41		1.97		11.57		-   15.94		3.63		0.00		0.02		-   0.02

				Change from previous year		- 0		-   214.65		480.00		-   180.08		-   139.00		-   77.91		530.56		-   235.02		784.75		2.51		1.73		1.14

																						Average increase in the year:		- 0		0.16		0.09

				PART 4: Commercial (COM)																												Test Year Forecast MWh				178.8

						Fisc Yr		Actual		% Incr																				TEST Years:		Method C		Method D		Method E		Method F		Method G		Method H		Method I		Method J		Method K		Method L		Method M		Method N

						05/06								*Fisc yr = Fiscal year																Jul		25.9		26.0		31.4		27.14		26.97		28.5		24.7		24.8		31.37		26.72		26.63		27.97

						06/07								*Actual = MWh consumed that year																Aug		27.6		31.0		32.2		27.83		28.87		29.2		25.7		28.8		32.18		27.17		28.28		28.64

						07/08								% Incr = % change in energy consumption from previous year																Sep		20.6		17.6		18.2		19.88		18.70		18.8		19.9		16.7		18.23		19.65		18.42		18.55

						08/09		151.08		2.03				*AAI = adjusted annual increase																Oct		14.9		12.3		14.3		13.74		12.78		13.3		14.4		11.5		14.25		13.58		12.53		13.01

						09/10		149.32		-1.17																				Nov		15.9		12.7		12.7		12.86		11.86		11.8		14.7		11.3		12.67		12.54		11.46		11.47

						10/11		180.11		20.62																				Dec		22.5		18.5		17.6		16.59		15.40		15.0		18.1		14.6		17.56		15.44		14.40		14.21

						11/12		182.15		1.13																				Jan		18.5		16.6		16.2		17.05		16.32		16.1		16.6		14.9		16.19		16.45		15.80		15.64

						12/13		173.22		-4.90																				Feb		22.1		17.9		20.6		20.03		18.14		18.6		18.2		13.8		20.55		18.75		16.81		17.42

						13/14		186.91		7.90																				Mar		18.7		34.4		24.7		19.51		22.65		20.0		15.6		23.6		24.71		18.35		20.35		17.37

						14/15		188.56		0.88																				Apr		24.7		23.3		18.7		19.75		19.06		17.5		18.0		17.2		18.66		17.78		17.48		15.94

						15/16		166.62		-11.64																				May		11.9		16.6		13.6		12.64		14.04		13.1		11.0		14.2		13.56		12.29		13.42		12.43

						16/17		210.26		26.19																				Jun		20.9		20.5		22.0		23.97		23.40		23.7		19.0		18.8		22.02		23.25		22.81		23.15

										3.7%												Test Year Scenario 1								TOTAL		244.2		247.5		242.0		230.99		228.2		225.4		215.9		210.2		242.0		222.0		218.4		215.8

																		Method A				166.6

																		Method B				178.8																With 50% of large user:						24.06		24.32		28.76		23.42		23.34		24.52

																		Method A				188																						25.04		28.25		29.44		23.67		24.63		24.95

																		Method B				188																						19.31		16.29		16.94		17.32		16.23		16.35

																																												14.21		11.41		13.01		12.79		11.81		12.26

				Method A- average Actual MWH from last 6 years including Forecast Year (16/17																																								14.50		11.14		11.20		11.58		10.58		10.59

				Method B - average Actual MWh from last five years including Forecast Year (16/17)																																								17.82		14.41		13.79		14.16		13.21		13.03

																																												16.19		14.59		14.29		14.76		14.18		14.04

																																												17.71		13.48		15.58		16.82		15.08		15.63

																																												16.69		25.36		14.94		17.05		18.92		16.15

																																												17.69		16.92		12.72		16.53		16.25		14.82

																																												10.78		13.95		10.91		11.27		12.30		11.39

																																												18.67		18.46		19.91		21.53		21.12		21.43

																												using 50% large user														TOTAL		212.65		208.57		201.49		200.89		197.66		195.15

																										large use 50%		5-year		6-year		7-year		5-year		6-year		7-year

				COM		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		16/17		17/18		17/18		17/18		17/18		17/18		17/18				Q1		Q3		IQR		Upper Bound		Lower Bound

				Jul		21.75		22.13		20.96		23.08		30.40		29.36		29.36		23.6		21.2		27.232		23.8665		25.5		26.3		25.8		26.1		26.9		26.3				21.84225		28.8265		6.98		39.302875		11.365875

				Aug		21.90		25.86		24.06		27.00		29.06		33.83		33.83		22.5		27.8		28.386		24.7215		28.5		28.6		28.4		29.3		29.2		28.9				24.5095		28.89225		4.38		35.466375		17.935375

				Sep		13.93		11.32		11.93		13.29		14.48		11.4		11.40		14.9		17.4		17.706		15.608		14.1		14.2		14.1		14.6		14.5		14.4				11.53225		14.794		3.26		19.686625		6.639625

				Oct		7.19		6.81		8.24		9.51		12.06		8.66		9.58		12.7		12.2		12.451		11.733		11.0		11.1		10.9		11.1		11.3		11.0				8.34275		12.137		3.79		17.828375		2.651375

				Nov		8.62		7.30		7.23		11.87		11.84		8.06		10.51		14.4		12.6		11.524		10.6385		11.2		11.3		11.4		11.4		11.5		11.5				8.20075		11.864		3.66		17.358875		2.705875

				Dec		7.44		12.00		10.38		11.90		11.37		8.73		16.51		15.338		11.6		13.895		12.7415		13.0		12.7		12.6		13.2		12.9		12.8				10.62775		13.421		2.79		17.610875		6.437875

				Jan		7.91		11.46		8.14		14.35		13.79		11.94		12.32		17.1		11.9		15.452		13.8655		13.4		13.5		13.6		13.7		13.8		13.8				11.5695		14.20875		2.64		18.167625		7.610625

				Feb		10.51		11.15		10.44		15.24		18.62		11.52		13.41		16.5		10.2		17.084		15.327		13.4		14.3		14.4		13.7		14.6		14.7				10.67175		16.18475		5.51		24.45425		2.40225

				Mar		10.43		11.26		10.57		11.87		4.79		10.25		11.86		13.4		9.3		16.447		15.29		12.0		12.0		12.0		11.2		11.2		11.3				10.29375		11.868		1.57		14.229375		7.932375

				Apr		11.07		10.16		11.67		12.76		7.93		8.36		13.21		14		8.2		15.465		14.3725		11.6		11.0		11.3		11.9		11.2		11.4				8.8095		13.09625		4.29		19.526375		2.379375

				May		9.61		8.21		10.15		10.80		7.31		11.79		11.30		10.12		8.3		12.20		11.1825		10.5		10.0		10.1		10.7		10.2		10.3				8.633		11.17675		2.54		14.992375		4.817375

				Jun		17.72		13.43		15.54		18.44		20.52		19.32		13.62		14.01		15.9		22.417		20.7555		16.7		17.4		17.5		17.1		17.6		17.8				14.39075		19.1005		4.71		26.165125		7.326125

				Annual		148.08		151.08		149.32		180.11		182.15		173.22		186.91		188.56		166.62		210.26		190.102		181.1		182.5		182.1		184.1		184.8		184.2				154.96575		185.7205		30.75		231.852625		108.833625

				Change (%)				2.03		-1.17		20.62		1.13		-4.90		7.90		0.88		-11.64		26.19

				# of Accounts				12		13		14		16		16		14		14		14		13

				Increase per Year:																																												Stamp pacific				KCFN Lot 13/14				KCFN Fair Harbour				Kyuquot Inn				rugged point

								B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I																						2017		40310				35043				33489				11923				16348

								08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		Avg/ Mth																				2016		16962				34566				28468				7773				13427

				Jul				0.39		-1.17		2.12		7.31		-1.04		-0.00		-5.76		-2.41		6.05		0.61

				Aug				3.95		-1.80		2.94		2.07		4.77		0.00		-11.33		5.31		0.58		0.72

				Sep				-2.61		0.61		1.37		1.18		-3.08		0.00		3.50		2.48		0.33		0.42						*Nov 2008 Interfor connected

				Oct				-0.38		1.42		1.28		2.54		-3.40		0.91		3.13		-0.54		0.29		0.58						* Fisheries and Oceans Canada connected Sept 09

				Nov				-1.32		-0.07		4.64		-0.03		-3.78		2.45		3.89		-1.80		-1.08		0.32						*Otters edge Guest house disconnected Nov 2010

				Dec				4.56		-1.62		1.52		-0.53		-2.64		7.78		-1.17		-3.76		2.32		0.72						*commercial includes Chamiss Bay

				Jan				3.54		-3.31		6.21		-0.56		-1.85		0.38		4.78		-5.19		3.54		0.84						*average past 3 years

				Feb				0.64		-0.71		4.80		3.38		-7.10		1.89		3.09		-6.32		6.90		0.73

				Mar				0.83		-0.69		1.30		-7.08		5.46		1.61		1.54		-4.07		7.12		0.67

				Apr				-0.91		1.51		1.08		-4.83		0.43		4.85		0.79		-5.77		7.24		0.49

				May				-1.40		1.94		0.65		-3.49		4.48		-0.49		-1.19		-1.81		3.89		0.29

				Jun				-4.29		2.12		2.90		2.07		-1.20		-5.70		0.39		1.93		6.48		0.52

				% Increase per Year:

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		Average 5 year		Average 6 year		Average 7 year

						08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		TEST:17/18		TEST:17/18		TEST:17/18

				Jul		1.79		-   5.29		10.12		31.68		-   3.41		-   0.01		-   19.61		-   10.23		28.54		-   0.00		-   0.01		0.04

				Aug		18.05		-   6.95		12.20		7.65		16.41		0.01		-   33.49		23.59		2.08		-   0.02		0.02		0.03

				Sep		-   18.74		5.35		11.46		8.90		-   21.25		0.01		30.69		16.63		1.89		0.12		0.06		0.06

				Oct		-   5.22		20.88		15.48		26.75		-   28.17		10.57		32.64		-   4.22		2.36		0.10		0.03		0.07

				Nov		-   15.31		-   0.94		64.11		-   0.27		-   31.93		30.38		37.03		-   12.47		-   8.58		0.12		0.03		0.02

				Dec		61.30		-   13.50		14.67		-   4.44		-   23.25		89.14		-   7.11		-   24.50		19.99		0.19		0.11		0.08

				Jan		44.74		-   28.91		76.21		-   3.91		-   13.40		3.17		38.81		-   30.33		29.71		0.10		0.06		0.04

				Feb		6.04		-   6.36		45.98		22.17		-   38.12		16.41		23.04		-   38.28		67.75		0.17		0.06		0.09

				Mar		7.98		-   6.09		12.29		-   59.66		114.03		15.70		12.99		-   30.38		76.30		0.19		0.38		0.21

				Apr		-   8.21		14.90		9.28		-   37.84		5.45		58.01		5.98		-   41.23		87.96		0.28		0.23		0.13

				May		-   14.60		23.65		6.36		-   32.28		61.24		-   4.13		-   10.50		-   17.89		46.86		0.04		0.15		0.07

				Jun		-   24.23		15.77		18.66		11.24		-   5.83		-   29.49		2.83		13.79		40.64		0.07		0.04		0.06

				Change from previous year		2.03		-   1.17		21.79		-   19.49		-   6.04		12.81		-   7.02		-   12.52		37.83		0.08		0.05		0.01

																						Average increase in the year:		0.11		0.09		0.07

				% Increase per Year (difference/mean of the two):

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		Average 5 year		Average 6 year		Average 7 year

						08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		TEST:17/18		TEST:17/18		TEST:17/18

				Jul		1.77		-   5.43		9.63		27.34		-   3.47		-   0.01		-   21.75		-   10.78		24.97		-   0.02		-   0.02		0.03

				Aug		16.56		-   7.20		11.50		7.37		15.17		0.01		-   40.23		21.10		2.06		-   0.04		-   0.00		0.01

				Sep		-   20.68		5.21		10.84		8.52		-   23.77		0.01		26.61		15.35		1.87		0.11		0.04		0.05

				Oct		-   5.36		18.91		14.37		23.59		-   32.79		10.04		28.06		-   4.31		2.33		0.09		0.01		0.04

				Nov		-   16.58		-   0.95		48.55		-   0.27		-   37.99		26.38		31.24		-   13.29		-   8.96		0.09		-   0.01		-   0.00

				Dec		46.92		-   14.48		13.67		-   4.54		-   26.30		61.66		-   7.37		-   27.92		18.17		0.11		0.04		0.02

				Jan		36.56		-   33.80		55.18		-   3.99		-   14.37		3.12		32.50		-   35.76		25.87		0.06		0.02		0.01

				Feb		5.86		-   6.57		37.39		19.96		-   47.10		15.16		20.66		-   47.34		50.61		0.10		-   0.02		0.02

				Mar		7.67		-   6.28		11.58		-   85.02		72.62		14.56		12.20		-   35.82		55.23		0.12		0.24		0.06

				Apr		-   8.57		13.87		8.87		-   46.68		5.30		44.97		5.81		-   51.93		61.09		0.15		0.13		0.03

				May		-   15.75		21.15		6.17		-   38.50		46.89		-   4.22		-   11.08		-   19.65		37.96		0.01		0.10		0.02

				Jun		-   27.57		14.62		17.07		10.64		-   6.00		-   34.59		2.79		12.90		33.78		0.04		0.02		0.03

				Change from previous year		- 0		-   149.31		36.99		-   28.52		-   157.65		376.82		-   106.76		401.82		519.81		2.98		2.07		1.68

																						Average increase in the year:		- 0		0.20		0.15

		TABLE OF LARGEST COMMERCIAL CUSTOMER (MWh)

		Customer		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17

		Jul		10		11		10.81		8.69		11.95		11.85		13.84		5.609		4.951		8.139

		Aug		10.06		12.98		11.86		12.40		11.99		12.83		14.46		6.454		9.903		6.914

		Sep		5.17		4.73		5.15		3.55		3.88		1.99		2.48		5.188		4.437		0.89

		Oct		0.52		1.55		1.90		1.74		1.80		0.12		1.80		4.26		2.99		0.84

		Nov		0.80		1.85		1.84		1.93		1.72		0.07		1.91		4.715		2.55		0.991

		Dec		0.76		1.74		2.06		1.73		1.58		0.18		1.85		4.301		1.61		1.367

		Jan		0.80		1.84		1.73		2.27		1.76		0.03		1.87		5.256		1.36		1.552

		Feb		2.14		1.73		2.01		2.14		1.73		0.48		1.82		5.282		0.77		1.887

		Mar		3.67		1.62		2.27		1.60		1.32		0.92		3.23		4.575		0.72		1.401

		Apr		4.17		1.87		2.33		2.40		0.31		1.06		4.13		4.524		0.89		2.358

		May		3.95		1.94		1.99		2.03		0.00		2.34		3.51		2.51		0.77		2.195

		Jun		11.21		4.14		4.51		6.23		7.52		7.35		4.03		2.81		3.64		6.509

		total		53.24		47.09		48.46		46.71		45.56		39.23		54.93		55.48		34.57		35.04

		50%		26.62		23.55		24.23		23.36		22.78		19.61		27.47		27.74		17.28		17.52

																												Monthly Energy Consumption in MWh less 50% of Largest Commercial Customer

		50% of Energy Consumption for Largest Commercial Customer in MWh:																												A						B		C		D		E		F		G		H		I		J

				A		B		C		D		E		F		G		H		I		J						COM		07/08						08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17

		Customer		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17						Jul		16.75						16.58		15.56		18.74		24.42		17.51		22.44		20.80		18.7105		23.1625

		Jul		5.00		5.55		5.41		4.35		5.98		5.927		6.92		2.80		2.48		4.07						Aug		16.87						19.37		18.13		20.80		23.07		21.00		26.60		19.27		22.86		24.93

		Aug		5.03		6.49		5.93		6.20		6.00		6.4155		7.23		3.23		4.95		3.46						Sep		11.35						8.96		9.35		11.52		12.54		9.41		10.16		12.31		15.16		17.26

		Sep		2.59		2.37		2.58		1.78		1.94		0.9965		1.24		2.59		2.22		0.44						Oct		6.93						6.04		7.29		8.64		11.16		8.54		8.67		10.57		10.67		12.03

		Oct		0.26		0.78		0.95		0.87		0.90		0.061		0.90		2.13		1.50		0.42						Nov		8.22						6.38		6.31		10.91		10.98		7.99		9.55		12.04		11.33		11.03

		Nov		0.40		0.93		0.92		0.97		0.86		0.0335		0.96		2.36		1.27		0.50						Dec		7.06						11.13		9.35		11.04		10.58		8.56		15.59		13.19		10.78		13.21

		Dec		0.38		0.87		1.03		0.87		0.79		0.0875		0.92		2.15		0.80		0.68						Jan		7.51						10.54		7.28		13.21		12.91		11.91		11.38		14.47		11.23		14.68

		Jan		0.40		0.92		0.87		1.14		0.88		0.0155		0.94		2.63		0.68		0.78						Feb		9.44						10.28		9.43		14.17		17.75		11.04		12.50		13.86		9.80		16.14

		Feb		1.07		0.87		1.01		1.07		0.87		0.2405		0.91		2.64		0.38		0.94						Mar		8.59						10.45		9.44		11.07		4.13		9.33		10.24		11.11		8.97		15.75

		Mar		1.84		0.81		1.14		0.80		0.66		0.4595		1.62		2.29		0.36		0.70						Apr		8.98						9.22		10.51		11.56		7.77		7.30		11.14		11.74		7.79		14.29

		Apr		2.09		0.94		1.17		1.20		0.16		0.532		2.07		2.26		0.44		1.18						May		7.64						7.24		9.16		9.78		7.31		9.45		9.55		8.86		7.92		11.10

		May		1.98		0.97		1.00		1.02		0.00		1.1715		1.76		1.26		0.38		1.10						Jun		12.11						11.36		13.29		15.33		16.76		11.97		11.61		12.60		14.12		19.16

		Jun		5.61		2.07		2.26		3.12		3.76		3.674		2.02		1.40		1.82		3.25						Annual		121.46						127.54		125.09		156.76		159.37		133.992		159.44		160.82		149.34		192.74

		Annual		26.62		23.55		24.23		23.36		22.78		19.614		27.47		27.74		17.28		17.52						Change (%)								5.00		-1.92		25.32		1.67		-15.93		18.99		0.86		-7.14		29.06

		Change (%)				-11.55		2.91		-3.61		-2.46		-13.90		40.04		0.99		-37.70		1.38
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Energy Consumption

						SUPPLEMENTARY APPENDIX B

						SCHEDULE 1: ELECTRICAL LOAD FORECAST

								KYUQUOT POWER LTD

								SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED ELECTRICAL SALES FOR TEST YEAR

		TOTAL FORECASTED SALES (MWh)

																																TEST YEAR

								05/06		06/07		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18

		Houpsitas						34.0		521.0		770.4		828.0		840.6		948.0		1,085.4		1,020.0		979.2		1,110.6		1,044.6		1,146.6		1166

		Schools & Teacherages						0.0		51.0		203.0		193.1		179.9		168.2		174.9		158.6		168.2		156.2		164.0		174.7		175

		Residential						0.0		25.0		32.2		32.2		32.1		45.5		42.2		40.6		45.2		43.4		39.4		45.5		46

		Commercial								110.0		148.1		151.1		149.3		180.1		182.2		173.2		186.9		188.6		166.6		210.3		199

		Total						34.0		707.0		1,153.7		1,204.4		1,202.0		1,341.7		1,484.6		1,392.4		1,379.5		1,498.8		1,414.7		1,577.0		1586

		% Increase by Year										63.2		4.4		(0.2)		11.6		10.6		(6.2)		(0.9)		8.6		(5.6)		11.5		0.01

		Total less Houpsitas										383.3		376.4		361.4		393.7		399.2		372.4		400.3		388.2		370.1		430.4		420

				Summary of methodology																Formula

				Method A -5-year average actual energy multiplied by the 5-year average % increase, compounded																5-year average*(1+ 5-year % increase)^3

				Method B - 6-year average actual energy multiplied by the 6-year average % increase, compounded																6-year average*(1+ 6-year % increase)^3.5

				Method C - 7-year average actual energy multiplied by the 7-year average % increase, compounded																7-year average *(1+ 7-year % increase)^4

				Method D - Actual energy from 2016/2017 multiplied by the 5-year average % increase																(16/17)*(1+ 5-year % increase)

				Method E - Actual energy from 2016/2017 multiplied by the 6-year average % increase																(16/17)*(1+ 6-year % increase)

				Method F - Actual energy from 2016/2017 multiplied by the 7-year average % increase																(16/17)*(1+ 7-year % increase)

				** The % increase was determined by calculating the difference in the years and dividing it by the mean of those two years.

				The Average % increase was determined for each month, then used in the equations

				Outliers were assessed using IQR for the monthly energy consumption in mWh, but they were not removed because few outliers were determined and had little effect

				PART 1: Houpsitas (KCFN)																										Forecast Test Year		1166

				Historical Annual Energy in MWh

				Fisc yr		Actual		%Inc		*Fisc yr = Fiscal year

						MWh				*Actual = MWh sales that year

				05/06		34.0				% Incr = % change in energy consumption from previous year

				06/07		521.0

				07/08		770.0

				08/09		828.0		7.5

				09/10		840.6		1.5

				10/11		948.0		12.8

				11/12		1085.4		14.5

				12/13		1020.0		(6.0)

				13/14		979.2		(4.0)

				14/15		1110.6		13.4

				15/16		1044.6		(5.9)

				16/17		1146.6		9.8

				Average last 5 years		1060		1.4

				Monthly Energy in MWh by Year:																						Average

						A		B		C		D		E		F		G		H		I		J		F to J		E to J		D to J

				KCFN		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		5-year		6-year		7-year

				Jul		52.2		56.4		49.2		49.8		72.0		75.0		59.4		66.0		61.8		73.2		67.1		67.9		65.3

				Aug		50.4		63.0		53.4		53.4		61.8		66.0		67.8		64.8		64.2		77.4		68.0		67.0		65.1

				Sep		57.0		52.8		53.4		58.2		70.8		67.8		59.4		66.6		72.6		88.2		70.9		70.9		69.1

				Oct		62.4		57.6		63.0		63.0		89.4		75.6		80.4		84.6		70.8		86.4		79.6		81.2		78.6

				Nov		66.0		79.2		74.4		75.0		106.8		93.6		92.4		99.6		104.4		91.8		96.4		98.1		94.8

				Dec		66.0		82.8		90.6		90.0		102.6		93.0		98.4		114.0		92.4		92.4		98.0		98.8		97.5

				Jan		57.6		88.8		73.8		105.0		106.2		112.2		99.6		127.2		117.0		108.6		112.9		111.8		110.8

				Feb		84.0		80.4		87.0		105.0		114.0		106.8		97.8		138.0		100.8		126.0		113.9		113.9		112.6

				Mar		60.0		76.2		82.8		82.8		86.4		95.4		91.2		88.2		102.0		111.0		97.6		95.7		93.9

				Apr		81.6		72.0		73.2		103.8		102.0		81.0		93.0		109.8		90.0		107.4		96.2		97.2		98.1

				May		64.8		64.2		71.4		90.0		88.2		82.2		70.8		78.0		85.8		98.4		83.0		83.9		84.8

				Jun		68.4		54.6		68.4		72.0		85.2		71.4		69.0		73.8		82.8		85.8		76.6		78.0		77.1

				Annual TOTAL MWh		770.4		828.0		840.6		948.0		1,085.4		1,020.0		979.2		1,110.6		1,044.6		1,146.6		1,060.2		1,064.4		1,047.8

				% Change from previous year				7.5		1.5		12.8		14.5		(6.0)		(4.0)		13.4		(5.9)		9.8		(7.5)		(7.2)		(8.6)

				% Increase of Monthly Energy by Year																				Average

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		G-F to J-I		F-E to J-I		E-D to J-I

				KCFN		08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		5-year		6-year		7-year

				Jul		7.7		(13.6)		1.2		36.5		4.1		(23.2)		10.5		(6.6)		16.9		(0.6)		0.3		6.4

				Aug		22.2		(16.5)		0.0		14.6		6.6		2.7		(4.5)		(0.9)		18.6		4.0		4.5		6.2

				Sep		(7.7)		1.1		8.6		19.5		(4.3)		(13.2)		11.4		8.6		19.4		6.6		4.4		6.9

				Oct		(8.0)		9.0		0.0		34.6		(16.7)		6.2		5.1		(17.8)		19.8		3.3		(0.7)		5.2

				Nov		18.2		(6.3)		0.8		35.0		(13.2)		(1.3)		7.5		4.7		(12.8)		(0.5)		(3.0)		3.3

				Dec		22.6		9.0		(0.7)		13.1		(9.8)		5.6		14.7		(20.9)		0.0		(0.1)		(2.1)		0.4

				Jan		42.6		(18.5)		34.9		1.1		5.5		(11.9)		24.3		(8.4)		(7.4)		(0.8)		0.4		0.5

				Feb		(4.4)		7.9		18.8		8.2		(6.5)		(8.8)		34.1		(31.2)		22.2		4.1		2.0		3.0

				Mar		23.8		8.3		0.0		4.3		9.9		(4.5)		(3.3)		14.5		8.5		3.8		5.0		4.9

				Apr		(12.5)		1.7		34.6		(1.7)		(23.0)		13.8		16.6		(19.8)		17.6		7.0		1.0		0.6

				May		(0.9)		10.6		23.0		(2.0)		(7.0)		(14.9)		9.7		9.5		13.7		4.5		2.2		1.5

				Jun		(22.4)		22.4		5.1		16.8		(17.6)		(3.4)		6.7		11.5		3.6		4.6		0.1		2.9

				Methodology of predicted energy in MWh

				Months		Method A		Method B		Method C		Method D		Method E		Method F

				Jul		65.9		68.7		83.6		72.8		73.5		77.9

				Aug		76.5		78.1		82.7		80.5		80.9		82.2

				Sep		85.8		82.4		90.2		94.0		92.1		94.3

				Oct		87.8		79.3		96.3		89.3		85.8		90.9

				Nov		95.0		88.1		108.0		91.4		89.0		94.8

				Dec		97.6		91.8		99.3		92.3		90.5		92.8

				Jan		110.1		113.5		113.3		107.7		109.1		109.2

				Feb		128.4		121.9		126.8		131.2		128.5		129.8

				Mar		109.0		113.5		113.6		115.2		116.6		116.4

				Apr		118.0		100.8		100.4		115.0		108.5		108.0

				May		94.7		90.5		89.9		102.8		100.6		99.9

				Jun		87.6		78.4		86.6		89.7		85.9		88.3

				TOTAL		1156.5		1107.1		1190.7		1181.7		1160.8		1184.5

				Chart of Results

				Forecast Test Year:

				Method:		((Average D, E, F) + (A))/2

				Reasoning:		Remove highest and lowest years of methodology and average the remaining methods.

						The method using the 2016/2017 actual energy is equally weighted to the average of the methods using the 5 to 7-year average actual energy.

				Forecast Test Year:		1166.1

				PART 2:Schools and Teacherages																										Forecast Test Year		174.9

				Historical Annual Energy in MWh

				Fisc Yr		Actual		% Inc		*Fisc yr = Fiscal year

						MWh				*Actual = MWh sales that year

				05/06		0.0				% Inc = % change in energy consumption from previous year

				06/07		51.0

				07/08		203.0

				08/09		193.1		(4.9)

				09/10		179.9		(6.8)

				10/11		168.2		(6.5)

				11/12		174.9		4.0

				12/13		159.0		(9.1)

				13/14		168.2		5.8

				14/15		156.2		(7.1)

				15/16		164.0		5.0

				16/17		174.7		6.5

				Average last 5 years		164.4		0.2

				Monthly Energy in MWh by Year:																						Average

						A		B		C		D		E		F		G		H		I		J		F to J		E to J		D to J

				School		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		5-year		6-year		7-year

				Jul		8.2		6.4		10.2		6.9		4.1		5.2		4.6		5.3		4.3		5.0		4.9		4.7		5.1

				Aug		6.1		5.4		9.8		6.3		3.8		3.8		6.5		5.2		5.0		5.4		5.2		4.9		5.1

				Sep		12.3		10.5		13.2		9.5		8.5		9.7		7.6		7.0		12.0		12.7		9.8		9.6		9.6

				Oct		16.2		14.2		16.0		12.3		15.5		14.7		17.6		14.2		15.5		17.5		15.9		15.8		15.3

				Nov		21.4		20.6		17.4		14.8		18.7		17.4		19.1		16.0		17.5		16.9		17.4		17.6		17.2

				Dec		19.2		20.1		17.3		17.0		17.0		15.8		18.4		16.9		17.0		16.6		17.0		17.0		17.0

				Jan		19.0		23.0		15.6		20.4		19.1		20.4		17.8		18.6		19.0		18.0		18.8		18.8		19.0

				Feb		24.8		23.3		18.7		20.0		17.0		18.0		18.8		20.9		19.2		19.9		19.4		19.0		19.1

				Mar		17.7		20.6		14.9		15.0		16.5		14.8		17.5		14.5		15.6		17.1		15.9		16.0		15.9

				Apr		22.8		20.8		16.3		20.0		20.8		13.5		18.4		17.3		16.4		16.3		16.4		17.1		17.5

				May		17.8		16.7		15.8		15.0		17.7		14.1		13.6		12.8		13.5		15.6		13.9		14.6		14.6

				Jun		17.4		11.5		14.7		11.0		16.3		11.3		8.2		7.5		9.0		13.6		9.9		11.0		11.0

				Annual TOTAL MWh		203.0		193.1		179.9		168.2		174.9		158.6		168.2		156.2		164.0		174.7		164.3		166.1		166.4

				% Change from previous year				(4.9)		(6.8)		(6.5)		4.0		(9.3)		6.0		(7.1)		5.0		6.5		(5.9)		(4.9)		(4.7)

				% Increase of Monthly Energy by Year																				Average

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		G-F to J-I		F-E to J-I		E-D to J-I

				School		08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		5-year		6-year		7-year

				Jul		(24.9)		46.0		(38.3)		(52.6)		24.0		(10.9)		13.6		(20.0)		14.0		(0.8)		4.1		(5.3)

				Aug		(13.1)		58.6		(44.5)		(48.5)		(1.7)		53.5		(22.1)		(3.9)		7.9		8.8		6.7		(2.5)

				Sep		(16.0)		23.2		(32.2)		(11.5)		13.2		(25.1)		(7.6)		52.4		6.3		6.5		7.9		4.6

				Oct		(13.4)		11.7		(26.1)		23.1		(5.2)		18.2		(21.5)		8.8		12.1		4.4		2.5		5.9

				Nov		(3.4)		(17.1)		(16.2)		23.2		(7.0)		9.5		(17.8)		9.0		(3.3)		(0.6)		(1.9)		2.3

				Dec		4.2		(14.9)		(1.5)		(0.3)		(7.1)		15.3		(8.6)		0.8		(2.4)		1.3		(0.4)		(0.4)

				Jan		19.0		(38.4)		26.7		(6.4)		6.7		(13.6)		4.2		1.9		(5.3)		(3.2)		(1.2)		(2.1)

				Feb		(6.2)		(22.0)		6.9		(16.3)		5.7		4.1		10.7		(8.3)		3.3		2.4		3.1		(0.1)

				Mar		15.0		(32.4)		1.1		9.6		(11.3)		17.2		(19.0)		7.3		9.2		3.7		0.7		2.2

				Apr		(8.7)		(24.6)		20.3		3.9		(42.7)		31.1		(6.5)		(5.2)		(0.3)		4.8		(4.7)		(3.3)

				May		(6.5)		(5.1)		(5.8)		16.8		(22.5)		(3.7)		(5.8)		5.2		14.3		2.5		(2.5)		0.7

				Jun		(41.0)		24.7		(29.3)		39.0		(36.0)		(32.5)		(8.1)		17.9		40.5		4.4		(3.6)		3.5

				Methodology of predicted energy in MWh

				Months		Method A		Method B		Method C		Method D		Method E		Method F

				Jul		4.8		5.5		4.1		4.9		5.2		4.7

				Aug		6.7		6.2		4.6		5.9		5.8		5.3

				Sep		11.8		12.5		11.5		13.6		13.7		13.3

				Oct		18.1		17.2		19.3		18.3		17.9		18.5

				Nov		17.1		16.5		18.8		16.8		16.6		17.3

				Dec		17.6		16.7		16.7		16.8		16.6		16.6

				Jan		17.0		18.0		17.5		17.4		17.8		17.6

				Feb		20.8		21.1		19.0		20.4		20.5		19.8

				Mar		17.7		16.4		17.3		17.7		17.2		17.5

				Apr		18.8		14.4		15.3		17.1		15.5		15.8

				May		15.0		13.3		15.0		16.0		15.2		15.7

				Jun		11.3		9.6		12.6		14.2		13.1		14.0

				TOTAL		176.7		167.5		171.7		179.1		175.1		176.2

				Chart of Results

				Forecast Test Year:

				Method:		Average A, C, E, F

				Reasoning:		Remove highest and lowest years of methodology and average the remaining methods.

						Historical actual energy and the remaining methods produce consistent results.

				Forecast Test Year:		174.9

				PART 3: Residential (RES)																										Forecast Test Year		46.4

				Historical Annual Energy in MWh

				Fisc Yr		Actual MWh		% Incr		*Fisc yr = Fiscal year

				05/06		0.0				*Actual = MWh sales that year

				06/07		25.0				% Incr = % change in energy consumption from previous year

				07/08		32.2		29.0

				08/09		32.2		(0.0)

				09/10		32.1		(0.3)

				10/11		45.5		41.4

				11/12		42.2		(7.2)

				12/13		40.6		(3.9)

				13/14		45.2		11.5

				14/15		43.4		(4.1)

				15/16		39.4		(9.2)

				16/17		45.5		15.5

				Average last 5 years		42.8		2.0

				Monthly Energy in MWh by Year:																						Average

						A		B		C		D		E		F		G		H		I		J		F to J		E to J		D to J

				RES		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		5-year		6-year		7-year

				Jul		4.3		4.3		4.5		4.5		6.7		5.2		4.9		5.5		5.7		5.312		5.3		5.5		5.4

				Aug		4.8		5.1		5.0		5.8		6.3		5.9		6.0		4.8		5.5		5.556		5.5		5.7		5.7

				Sep		3.2		2.7		3.1		4.5		3.4		3.8		3.1		3.2		4.613		4.5		3.8		3.8		3.9

				Oct		2.2		1.7		3.3		2.7		4.0		3.1		2.5		3		3.1		3.116		3.0		3.1		3.1

				Nov		2.3		1.8		1.3		2.8		4.0		3.0		3.3		2.8		2.7		3.5		3.1		3.2		3.1

				Dec		1.6		2.1		1.4		3.0		2.3		2.7		3.5		3.5		2.6		2.8		3.0		2.9		2.9

				Jan		1.7		2.1		1.5		2.7		2.1		3.0		4.1		4.5		3.0		3.9		3.7		3.4		3.3

				Feb		3.0		2.0		2.1		2.9		3.2		2.8		4.1		2.6		2.2		4.1		3.1		3.2		3.1

				Mar		1.6		2.8		2.1		3.2		1.5		2.8		3.9		2.1		2.0		3.4		2.8		2.6		2.7

				Apr		2.2		2.4		2.3		4.2		2.3		2.4		3.4		4.0		2.2		2.9		3.0		2.9		3.1

				May		2.2		2.6		2.4		5.0		3.0		2.5		2.9		3.3		2.2		2.8		2.7		2.8		3.1

				Jun		3.1		2.9		3.1		4.1		3.3		3.6		3.7		4.2		3.5		3.67		3.7		3.7		3.7

				Annual TOTAL MWh		32.2		32.2		32.1		45.5		42.2		40.6		45.2		43.4		39.4		45.5		42.8		42.7		43.1

				% Change from previous year				0.1		(0.3)		41.4		(7.3)		(3.8)		11.5		(4.1)		(9.2)		15.5		(5.9)		(6.1)		(5.3)

				# of Accounts				17		18		21		21		21		21		23		24		25

				% Increase of Monthly Energy by Year																				Average

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		G-F to J-I		F-E to J-I		E-D to J-I

				RES		08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		5-year		6-year		7-year

				Jul		(1.9)		4.8		1.1		38.8		(26.0)		(5.1)		11.6		2.8		(6.3)		0.8		(4.6)		2.7

				Aug		4.9		(1.0)		14.2		9.5		(7.8)		2.2		(22.3)		13.6		1.0		(1.4)		(2.7)		(0.6)

				Sep		(17.2)		15.6		35.4		(26.5)		9.4		(20.0)		3.8		36.2		(3.5)		4.1		5.2		(0.1)

				Oct		(26.7)		66.4		(20.9)		40.2		(28.1)		(20.8)		19.2		4.7		(0.9)		0.5		(5.2)		2.4

				Nov		(25.8)		(31.9)		74.5		33.5		(28.0)		8.9		(15.1)		(2.2)		23.8		3.9		(2.5)		3.5

				Dec		24.2		(40.2)		75.4		(27.8)		15.2		27.4		(0.3)		(29.4)		8.2		1.5		4.2		(1.1)

				Jan		20.2		(34.5)		55.6		(24.4)		37.3		29.3		9.9		(40.7)		27.3		6.5		12.6		6.4

				Feb		(39.5)		6.7		29.8		10.3		(15.3)		38.9		(44.5)		(16.2)		58.8		9.2		4.3		5.3

				Mar		53.5		(28.1)		43.5		(71.3)		58.4		32.2		(59.2)		(3.4)		50.4		5.0		15.7		1.2

				Apr		8.5		(2.5)		57.9		(59.6)		2.6		36.4		15.6		(57.6)		28.6		5.7		5.1		(5.7)

				May		15.2		(6.2)		70.0		(50.2)		(16.8)		13.8		12.1		(39.7)		24.4		2.6		(1.2)		(9.4)

				Jun		(5.2)		6.0		28.9		(22.5)		9.4		2.0		11.6		(15.9)		3.6		0.3		2.1		(2.0)

				Methodology of predicted energy in MWh

				Months		Method A		Method B		Method C		Method D		Method E		Method F

				Jul		5.4		4.7		6.0		5.4		5.1		5.5

				Aug		5.3		5.2		5.6		5.5		5.4		5.5

				Sep		4.3		4.5		3.8		4.6		4.7		4.4

				Oct		3.0		2.6		3.4		3.1		3.0		3.2

				Nov		3.4		2.9		3.6		3.6		3.4		3.6

				Dec		3.2		3.4		2.8		2.9		2.9		2.8

				Jan		4.5		5.2		4.3		4.2		4.4		4.2

				Feb		4.1		3.7		3.8		4.4		4.2		4.3

				Mar		3.3		4.4		2.8		3.6		3.9		3.4

				Apr		3.5		3.4		2.4		3.1		3.1		2.8

				May		3.0		2.7		2.1		2.9		2.8		2.5

				Jun		3.8		3.9		3.4		3.7		3.7		3.6

				TOTAL		46.7		46.5		44.0		46.9		46.6		45.8

				Chart of Results

				Forecast Test Year:

				Method:		Average A, B, E, F

				Reasoning:		Remove highest and lowest years of methodology and average the remaining methods.

						Historical actual energy and the remaining methods produce consistent results.

				Forecast Test Year:		46.4

				PART 4: Commercial (COM)																										Forecast Test Year		198.8

				Historical Annual Energy in MWh

				Fisc Yr		Actual		% Incr

				05/06						*Fisc yr = Fiscal year

				06/07						*Actual = MWh sales that year

				07/08		148.1				% Incr = % change in energy consumption from previous year

				08/09		151.1		2.0

				09/10		149.3		(1.2)

				10/11		180.1		20.6

				11/12		182.2		1.1

				12/13		173.2		(4.9)

				13/14		186.9		7.9

				14/15		188.6		0.9

				15/16		166.6		(11.6)

				16/17		210.3		26.2

				Average last 5 years		185.1		3.7

				Test Year Forecast Summary of Commercial (MWh)

				Commercial Energy without Energy for Large Commercial Customer A		171.4

				Energy for Large Commercial Customer A		27.4

				TOTAL Energy for Commercial		198.8

				PART 4A: Commercial (COM)-Large Commercial Customer A (CST A)																										Forecast Test Year		171.4

				Historical Annual Energy in MWh

				Fisc Yr		Actual		% Incr

				05/06						*Fisc yr = Fiscal year

				06/07						*Actual = MWh sales that year

				07/08		148.1				% Incr = % change in energy consumption from previous year

				08/09		151.1		2.0

				09/10		149.3		(1.2)

				10/11		176.6		18.3

				11/12		173.5		(1.8)

				12/13		163.7		(5.7)

				13/14		175.7		7.4

				14/15		177.8		1.2

				15/16		149.7		(15.8)

				16/17		169.9		13.6

				Average last 5 years		167.4		0.1

				Monthly Energy in MWh by Year:																						Average

						A		B		C		D		E		F		G		H		I		J		F to J		E to J		D to J

				COM		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		5-year		6-year		7-year

				Jul		21.7		22.1		21.0		23.1		27.0		25.6		26.1		19.1		17.6		20.5		21.8		22.6		22.7

				Aug		21.9		25.9		24.1		27.0		25.8		29.9		29.7		18.5		23.7		21.1		24.6		24.8		25.1

				Sep		13.9		11.3		11.9		13.3		14.0		11.0		10.8		14.2		15.7		13.5		13.0		13.2		13.2

				Oct		7.2		6.8		8.2		9.5		12.0		8.6		9.5		12.7		12.0		11.0		10.8		11.0		10.8

				Nov		8.6		7.3		7.2		11.1		11.8		8.0		10.5		14.4		12.5		9.8		11.0		11.2		11.2

				Dec		7.4		12.0		10.4		11.8		11.4		8.7		16.5		15.3		11.4		11.6		12.7		12.5		12.4

				Jan		7.9		11.5		8.1		14.2		13.8		11.9		12.0		17.1		11.2		12.3		12.9		13.0		13.2

				Feb		10.5		11.1		10.4		15.1		18.6		11.5		12.8		16.5		7.9		13.6		12.5		13.5		13.7

				Mar		10.4		11.3		10.6		11.2		4.7		10.2		11.5		13.4		8.4		14.1		11.5		10.4		10.5

				Apr		11.1		10.2		11.7		12.4		7.9		8.4		13.2		13.9		7.8		13.3		11.3		10.7		11.0

				May		9.6		8.2		10.2		10.5		7.1		11.7		11.1		10.0		7.9		10.2		10.2		9.6		9.8

				Jun		17.7		13.4		15.5		17.5		19.4		18.1		12.0		12.9		13.7		19.1		15.2		15.9		16.1

				Annual TOTAL MWh		148.1		151.1		149.3		176.6		173.5		163.7		175.7		177.8		149.7		169.9		167.4		168.4		169.6

				% Change from previous year				2.0		(1.2)		18.3		(1.8)		(5.7)		7.4		1.2		(15.8)		13.6		(1.5)		(0.9)		(0.2)

				# of Accounts				12.0		13.0		14.0		16.0		16.0		14.0		14.0		14.0		13.0

				% Increase of Monthly Energy by Year																				Average

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		G-F to J-I		F-E to J-I		E-D to J-I

				COM		08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		5-year		6-year		7-year

				Jul		1.8		(5.4)		9.6		15.7		(5.5)		2.2		(31.3)		(8.2)		15.4		(5.5)		(5.5)		(1.9)

				Aug		16.6		(7.2)		11.5		(4.5)		14.7		(0.8)		(46.6)		24.9		(11.8)		(8.6)		(3.9)		(4.0)

				Sep		(20.7)		5.2		10.8		4.9		(24.0)		(1.2)		26.5		10.4		(15.0)		5.2		(0.7)		0.3

				Oct		(5.4)		18.9		14.1		23.4		(32.5)		9.8		28.3		(5.6)		(8.5)		6.0		(1.7)		2.5

				Nov		(16.6)		(0.9)		42.4		6.1		(38.1)		26.2		31.6		(13.6)		(25.1)		4.8		(3.8)		(2.2)

				Dec		46.9		(14.5)		12.5		(3.5)		(26.2)		61.4		(7.1)		(29.7)		1.9		6.6		0.1		(0.5)

				Jan		36.6		(33.8)		54.4		(3.3)		(14.3)		0.6		35.0		(41.7)		9.2		0.8		(2.2)		(2.4)

				Feb		5.9		(6.6)		36.2		21.1		(47.1)		10.9		24.8		(70.6)		53.0		4.5		(5.8)		(1.3)

				Mar		7.7		(6.3)		5.7		(81.3)		73.8		11.7		15.0		(45.8)		50.9		8.0		21.1		4.1

				Apr		(8.6)		13.9		5.7		(44.3)		5.8		44.7		5.2		(56.4)		52.4		11.5		10.3		1.2

				May		(15.8)		21.2		3.7		(38.9)		48.6		(4.8)		(10.7)		(23.9)		25.7		(3.4)		7.0		(0.7)

				Jun		(27.6)		14.6		11.8		10.5		(7.0)		(40.6)		7.3		5.8		33.0		1.4		(0.3)		1.5

				Methodology of predicted energy in MWh

				Months		Method A		Method B		Method C		Method D		Method E		Method F

				Jul		18.4		18.6		21.0		19.4		19.4		20.1

				Aug		18.8		21.5		21.3		19.3		20.2		20.2

				Sep		15.2		12.9		13.3		14.2		13.4		13.5

				Oct		12.8		10.3		11.9		11.7		10.8		11.3

				Nov		12.7		9.7		10.2		10.2		9.4		9.5

				Dec		15.4		12.5		12.1		12.4		11.6		11.5

				Jan		13.2		12.0		12.0		12.4		12.0		12.0

				Feb		14.2		10.9		13.0		14.2		12.8		13.4

				Mar		14.5		20.3		12.3		15.3		17.1		14.7

				Apr		15.6		15.1		11.5		14.8		14.7		13.4

				May		9.1		12.2		9.5		9.8		10.9		10.1

				Jun		15.8		15.7		17.1		19.4		19.0		19.4

				TOTAL		175.8		172.0		165.3		172.9		171.3		169.2

				Chart of Results

				Forecast Test Year:

				Method:		Average of B, D, E, F

				Reasoning:		Remove highest and lowest years of methodology and average the remaining methods.

						Historical actual energy and the remaining methods produce consistent results.

				Forecast Test Year:		171.4

				PART 4B: Large Commercial Customer A (CST A)																										Forecast Test Year		27.4

				Historical Annual Energy in MWh

				Fisc Yr		Actual		% Incr		*Fisc yr = Fiscal year

				05/06						*Actual = MWh sales that year

				06/07						% Incr = % change in energy consumption from previous year

				07/08

				08/09

				09/10

				10/11		3.5

				11/12		8.7		147.4

				12/13		9.6		10.2

				13/14		11.2		17.0

				14/15		10.8		(3.7)

				15/16		17.0		57.6

				16/17		40.3		137.6

				Average last 5 years		17.8		43.7

				Monthly Energy in MWh by Year:																						Average

						A		B		C		D		E		F		G		H		I		J		F to J		E to J		D to J

				CST A		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		5-year		6-year		7-year

				Jul										3.4		3.8		3.2		4.5		3.6		6.7		4.4		4.2		4.2

				Aug										3.3		3.9		4.2		4.0		4.1		7.3		4.7		4.5		4.5

				Sep										0.5		0.4		0.6		0.7		1.7		4.2		1.5		1.4		1.4

				Oct								0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.2		1.4		0.1		0.1		0.1

				Nov								0.7		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.1		1.8		0.0		0.0		0.2

				Dec								0.1		0.0		0.0		0.1		0.0		0.2		2.3		0.1		0.1		0.1

				Jan								0.1		0.0		0.0		0.3		0.0		0.7		3.2		0.3		0.2		0.2

				Feb								0.2		0.0		0.0		0.6		0.0		2.3		3.5		0.7		0.6		0.5

				Mar								0.7		0.1		0.0		0.3		0.0		0.9		2.3		0.3		0.3		0.3

				Apr								0.4		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.1		0.5		2.2		0.2		0.1		0.2

				May								0.3		0.2		0.1		0.2		0.1		0.5		2.0		0.2		0.2		0.2

				Jun								1.0		1.1		1.2		1.6		1.1		2.3		3.3		1.9		1.8		1.7

				Annual TOTAL MWh								3.5		8.7		9.6		11.2		10.8		17.0		40.3		14.4		13.4		13.4

				% Change from previous year										147.4		10.2		17.0		(3.7)		57.6		137.6		(64.3)		(66.8)		(66.7)

																												**Removed winter months (highlighted) because previous years had little or no usage.

				% Increase of Monthly Energy by Year																				Average

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		G-F to J-I		F-E to J-I		E-D to J-I

				CST A		08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		5-year		6-year		7-year

				Jul										11.4		(16.2)		33.8		(22.2)		60.1		13.9		13.4		13.4

				Aug										19.0		5.6		(2.8)		1.5		56.4		15.2		15.9		15.9

				Sep										(18.8)		27.1		27.7		76.6		85.9		54.3		39.7		39.7

				Oct								72.7		(121.4)		110.2		(53.3)		155.1		156.8		92.2		49.5		53.3

				Nov								(192.1)		18.2		89.2		(89.2)		104.0		187.5		72.9		61.9		19.6

				Dec								(163.2)		(111.1)		173.3		(134.3)		180.4		166.0		96.4		54.9		18.5

				Jan								(160.3)		(73.7)		192.6		(186.6)		194.0		126.2		81.5		50.5		15.4

				Feb								(168.6)		(90.9)		195.8		(191.0)		197.8		41.6		61.0		30.7		(2.6)

				Mar								(165.0)		(171.4)		194.3		(185.4)		194.5		85.5		72.2		23.5		(7.9)

				Apr								(158.8)		(167.3)		168.6		92.6		112.9		130.4		126.1		67.4		29.7

				May								(22.2)		(45.1)		35.6		(39.3)		111.2		127.2		58.7		37.9		27.9

				Jun								13.9		10.2		28.8		(38.5)		68.9		38.2		24.3		21.5		20.2

				Methodology of predicted energy in MWh

				Months		Method A		Method B		Method C		Method D		Method E		Method F

				Jul		6.5		6.5		7.0		7.7		7.6		7.6		**2016/2017 months October to May were removed from the base average.

				Aug		7.2		7.5		8.1		8.4		8.5		8.5		For Methods D, E, and F; averages for the past 5, 6, and 7 years,

				Sep		5.6		4.4		5.2		6.5		5.9		5.9		respectively, were used for those months as the base instead of the 2016/2017 year.

				Oct		0.4		0.2		0.3		0.1		0.1		0.1

				Nov		0.2		0.2		0.3		0.1		0.1		0.2

				Dec		0.5		0.3		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1

				Jan		1.6		0.9		0.3		0.5		0.3		0.2

				Feb		3.0		1.5		0.5		1.2		0.8		0.5

				Mar		1.6		0.6		0.2		0.6		0.3		0.3

				Apr		1.8		0.8		0.5		0.4		0.2		0.2

				May		0.9		0.7		0.6		0.4		0.3		0.3

				Jun		3.7		3.5		3.5		4.1		4.0		4.0

				TOTAL		33.1		27.0		26.6		29.9		28.2		27.9

				Chart of Results

				Forecast Test Year:

				Method:		Average of B, C, E, F

				Reasoning:		Remove A and D, the two highest years of methodology and average the remaining methods.

						First year with winter use by this customer, so winter of 2016/2017 was removed as they were outliers.

						Thus, a longer time frame should be used than 5 years, so those two methods were removed.

				Forecast Test Year:		27.4
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						SUPPLEMENTARY APPENDIX 1B

						SCHEDULE 1: ELECTRICAL LOAD FORECAST

								KYUQUOT POWER LTD

								SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED ELECTRICAL SALES FOR TEST YEAR

		TOTAL FORECASTED SALES (MWh)

																																						TEST YEAR

								05/06		06/07		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		18/19		19/20		20/21

		Houpsitas						34.0		521.0		770.4		828.0		840.6		948.0		1,085.4		1,020.0		979.2		1,110.6		1,044.6		1,146.6		1,206.6		1,175.4		1,243.2		1283.0

		Schools & Teacherages						0.0		51.0		203.0		193.1		179.9		168.2		174.9		158.6		168.2		156.2		180.4		174.7		157.4		176.9		143.8		177.9

		Residential						0.0		25.0		32.2		32.2		32.1		45.5		42.2		40.6		45.2		43.4		39.4		45.5		44.2		61.3		54.9		56.9

		Commercial excluding Customer A								0.0		148.1		151.1		149.3		176.6		186.1		202.9		132.0		133.0		136.5		180.8		192.9		176.7		154.2		163.0

		Large Commercial Customer A										0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		12.6		39.2		54.9		55.5		34.6		35.0		43.2		68.2		56.1		58.6

		Total						34.0		597.0		1,153.7		1,204.4		1,202.0		1,338.2		1,501.2		1,461.3		1,379.5		1,498.7		1,435.5		1,582.6		1,644.3		1,658.6		1,652.2		1739.5

		% Increase by Year										93.2		4.4		(0.2)		11.3		12.2		(2.7)		(5.6)		8.6		(4.2)		10.3		3.9		0.9		(0.4)		5.3

		Total less Houpsitas										383.3		376.4		361.4		390.2		403.2		402.1		345.4		388.1		390.9		436.0		437.7		483.2		409.0		456.5

										87.3%		66.8%		68.7%		69.9%		70.8%		72.3%		69.8%		71.0%		74.1%		72.8%		72.4%		73.4%		70.9%		75.2%		73.8%

										- 0		148.08		151.08		149.32		176.60		198.74		242.12		186.91		188.47		171.09		215.88		236.15		244.99		210.36		221.62

				Summary of methodology																Formula																2.08

				Method A -5-year average actual energy multiplied by the 5-year average % increase, compounded																5-year average*(1+ 5-year % increase)^3

				Method B - 6-year average actual energy multiplied by the 6-year average % increase, compounded																6-year average*(1+ 6-year % increase)^3.5

				Method C - 7-year average actual energy multiplied by the 7-year average % increase, compounded																7-year average *(1+ 7-year % increase)^4

				Method D - Actual energy from 2019/2020 multiplied by the 5-year average % increase																(19/20)*(1+ 5-year % increase)

				Method E - Actual energy from 2019/2020 multiplied by the 6-year average % increase																(19/20)*(1+ 6-year % increase)

				Method F - Actual energy from 2019/2020 multiplied by the 7-year average % increase																(19/20)*(1+ 7-year % increase)

				** The % increase was determined by calculating the difference in the years and dividing it by the mean of those two years.

				The Average % increase was determined for each month, then used in the equations

				Outliers were assessed using IQR for the monthly energy consumption in mWh, but they were not removed because few outliers were determined and had little effect

				PART 1: Houpsitas (KCFN)																										Forecast Test Year								1283

				Historical Annual Energy in MWh

				Fisc yr		Actual		%Inc		*Fisc yr = Fiscal year

						MWh				*Actual = MWh sales that year

				05/06		34.0				% Incr = % change in energy consumption from previous year

				06/07		521.0

				07/08		770.0

				08/09		828.0		7.5

				09/10		840.6		1.5

				10/11		948.0		12.8

				11/12		1085.4		14.5

				12/13		1020.0		(6.0)

				13/14		979.2		(4.0)

				14/15		1110.6		13.4

				15/16		1044.6		(5.9)

				16/17		1146.6		9.8

				17/18		1206.6		5.2

				18/19		1175.4		(2.6)

				19/20		1243.2		5.8

				Average last 5 years		1163		2.3%

				Monthly Energy in MWh by Year:																												Average

						A		B		C		D		E		F		G		H		I		J		K		L		M		J to M		I to M		H to M		F to M		E to M

				KCFN		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		18/19		19/20		4-year		5-year		6-year		7-year		8-year

				Jul		52.2		56.4		49.2		49.8		72.0		75.0		59.4		66.0		61.8		73.2		68.4		72.0		69.6		70.8		69.0		68.5		67.2		68.2

				Aug		50.4		63.0		53.4		53.4		61.8		66.0		67.8		64.8		64.2		77.4		73.8		74.4		73.2		74.7		72.6		71.3		70.8		70.2

				Sep		57.0		52.8		53.4		58.2		70.8		67.8		59.4		66.6		72.6		88.2		74.4		81.0		67.2		77.7		76.7		75.0		72.8		72.2

				Oct		62.4		57.6		63.0		63.0		89.4		75.6		80.4		84.6		70.8		86.4		89.4		90.0		96.6		90.6		86.6		86.3		85.5		84.2

				Nov		66.0		79.2		74.4		75.0		106.8		93.6		92.4		99.6		104.4		91.8		109.8		105.6		112.2		104.9		104.8		103.9		102.3		101.2

				Dec		66.0		82.8		90.6		90.0		102.6		93.0		98.4		114.0		92.4		92.4		129.0		106.2		130.8		114.6		110.2		110.8		109.0		107.0

				Jan		57.6		88.8		73.8		105.0		106.2		112.2		99.6		127.2		117.0		108.6		129.6		133.2		139.8		127.8		125.6		125.9		122.1		120.9

				Feb		84.0		80.4		87.0		105.0		114.0		106.8		97.8		138.0		100.8		126.0		127.8		111.6		133.8		124.8		120.0		123.0		119.4		117.8

				Mar		60.0		76.2		82.8		82.8		86.4		95.4		91.2		88.2		102.0		111.0		106.8		110.4		93.0		105.3		104.6		101.9		100.4		99.8

				Apr		81.6		72.0		73.2		103.8		102.0		81.0		93.0		109.8		90.0		107.4		121.2		124.8		130.2		120.9		114.7		113.9		110.9		107.2

				May		64.8		64.2		71.4		90.0		88.2		82.2		70.8		78.0		85.8		98.4		84.0		82.8		98.4		90.9		89.9		87.9		85.5		85.1

				Jun		68.4		54.6		68.4		72.0		85.2		71.4		69.0		73.8		82.8		85.8		92.4		83.4		98.4		90.0		88.6		86.1		83.7		82.1

				Annual TOTAL MWh		770.4		828.0		840.6		948.0		1,085.4		1,020.0		979.2		1,110.6		1,044.6		1,146.6		1,206.6		1,175.4		1,243.2		1,193.0		1,163.3		1,154.5		1,129.5		1,115.8

				% Change from previous year				7.5		1.5		12.8		14.5		(6.0)		(4.0)		13.4		(5.9)		9.8		5.2		(2.6)		5.8		2.1%		2.7%		2.6%		3.4%		3.8%

				% Increase of Monthly Energy by Year and Month (% increase using mid-year energy)

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		K-J		L-K		M-L		Average		J-I to M-N		I-H to M-N		H-G to M-N		G-F to M-N		F-E to M-N

				KCFN		08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		18/19		19/20		08-20		4-year Avg		5-year Avg		6-year Avg		7-year Avg		8-year Avg

				Jul		7.7		-13.6		1.2		36.5		4.1		-23.2		10.5		-6.6		16.9		-6.8		5.1		-3.4		2.4		3.0		1.1		2.6		(1.1)		3.7

				Aug		22.2		-16.5		0.0		14.6		6.6		2.7		-4.5		-0.9		18.6		-4.8		0.8		-1.6		3.1		3.3		2.4		1.3		1.5		3.5

				Sep		-7.7		1.1		8.6		19.5		-4.3		-13.2		11.4		8.6		19.4		-17.0		8.5		-18.6		1.4		(1.9)		0.2		2.1		(0.1)		1.6

				Oct		-8.0		9.0		0.0		34.6		-16.7		6.2		5.1		-17.8		19.8		3.4		0.7		7.1		3.6		7.8		2.6		3.1		3.5		4.7

				Nov		18.2		-6.3		0.8		35.0		-13.2		-1.3		7.5		4.7		-12.8		17.9		-3.9		6.1		4.4		1.8		2.4		3.2		2.6		4.4

				Dec		22.6		9.0		-0.7		13.1		-9.8		5.6		14.7		-20.9		0.0		33.1		-19.4		20.8		5.7		8.6		2.7		4.7		4.8		4.1

				Jan		42.6		-18.5		34.9		1.1		5.5		-11.9		24.3		-8.4		-7.4		17.6		2.7		4.8		7.3		4.4		1.9		5.6		3.1		3.2

				Feb		-4.4		7.9		18.8		8.2		-6.5		-8.8		34.1		-31.2		22.2		1.4		-13.5		18.1		3.9		7.0		(0.6)		5.2		3.2		2.7

				Mar		23.8		8.3		0.0		4.3		9.9		-4.5		-3.3		14.5		8.5		-3.9		3.3		-17.1		3.6		(2.3)		1.1		0.3		(0.4)		1.3

				Apr		-12.5		1.7		34.6		-1.7		-23.0		13.8		16.6		-19.8		17.6		12.1		2.9		4.2		3.9		9.2		3.4		5.6		6.8		2.5

				May		-0.9		10.6		23.0		-2.0		-7.0		-14.9		9.7		9.5		13.7		-15.8		-1.4		17.2		3.5		3.4		4.6		5.5		2.6		1.0

				Jun		-22.4		22.4		5.1		16.8		-17.6		-3.4		6.7		11.5		3.6		7.4		-10.2		16.5		3.0		4.3		5.7		5.9		4.6		3.5

																																4.0		2.3		3.8		2.6		3.0

				Methodology of predicted energy in MWh																Test Method energy in MWh

				Months		Method A		Method B		Method C		Method D		Method E		Method F				D,E,F`		C		TEST

				Jul		71.2		75.0		64.4		71.7		70.3		71.4				71.1		64.4		69.5

				Aug		78.0		74.5		75.1		75.6		75.0		74.1				74.9		75.1		74.9

				Sep		77.1		80.5		72.4		65.9		67.3		68.6				67.3		72.4		68.6

				Oct		93.7		95.9		98.1		104.1		99.2		99.6				100.9		98.1		100.2

				Nov		112.4		116.1		113.2		114.2		114.9		115.8				115.0		113.2		114.5

				Dec		119.3		130.1		131.7		142.1		134.3		136.9				137.8		131.7		136.3

				Jan		132.9		152.5		138.1		146.0		142.4		147.7				145.4		138.1		143.6

				Feb		117.9		146.8		135.4		143.2		133.0		140.7				139.0		135.4		138.1

				Mar		108.0		103.1		98.9		90.9		94.0		93.3				92.7		98.9		94.3

				Apr		126.9		137.8		144.2		142.2		134.6		137.5				138.1		144.2		139.6

				May		103.0		105.9		94.6		101.8		103.0		103.8				102.8		94.6		100.8

				Jun		104.7		105.3		100.1		102.6		104.1		104.2				103.6		100.1		102.7

				TOTAL		1245.1		1323.6		1266.1		1300.2		1272.1		1293.7				1,288.7		1,266.1		1,283.0

				Forecast Test Year:

				Method:		Average C, D, E, F

				Reasoning:		Remove highest and lowest years of methodology and average the remaining methods.

				Forecast Test Year:		1283.0

				PART 2:Schools and Teacherages																										Forecast Test Year								177.9

				Historical Annual Energy in MWh

				Fisc Yr		Actual		% Inc		*Fisc yr = Fiscal year

						MWh				*Actual = MWh sales that year except that 19/20 were estimated values not measured

				05/06		0.0				% Inc = % change in energy consumption from previous year

				06/07		51.0

				07/08		203.0

				08/09		193.1		(4.9)

				09/10		179.9		(6.8)

				10/11		168.2		(6.5)

				11/12		174.9		4.0

				12/13		159.0		(9.1)

				13/14		168.2		5.8

				14/15		156.2		(7.1)

				15/16		180.4		15.5

				16/17		174.7		(3.2)

				17/18		157.4		(9.9)

				18/19		176.9		12.4

				19/20		143.8		(18.7)

				Average last 5 years		169.1		1.7		Last 5 years is to 18/19

				Monthly Energy in MWh by Year:																												Average

						A		B		C		D		E		F		G		H		I		J		K		L		M		H to L		G to L		F to L		E to L		D to L

				School		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		18/19		19/20		4-year		5-year		6-year		7-year		8-year

				Jul		8.2		6.4		10.2		6.9		4.1		5.2		4.6		5.3		4.3		5.0		4.5		5.0		7.0		4.7		4.8		4.8		4.9		4.8

				Aug		6.1		5.4		9.8		6.3		3.8		3.8		6.5		5.2		5.0		5.4		4.9		4.6		6.8		5.0		5.0		5.3		5.1		4.9

				Sep		12.3		10.5		13.2		9.5		8.5		9.7		7.6		7.0		12.0		12.7		8.0		10.0		6.8		10.7		9.9		9.5		9.6		9.4

				Oct		16.2		14.2		16.0		12.3		15.5		14.7		17.6		14.2		16.0		17.5		16.1		15.6		6.8		16.3		15.9		16.2		16.0		15.9

				Nov		21.4		20.6		17.4		14.8		18.7		17.4		19.1		16.0		21.2		16.9		18.1		21.2		20.0		19.4		18.7		18.8		18.6		18.6

				Dec		19.2		20.1		17.3		17.0		17.0		15.8		18.4		16.9		18.4		16.6		16.5		17.6		16.0		17.3		17.2		17.4		17.2		17.1

				Jan		19.0		23.0		15.6		20.4		19.1		20.4		17.8		18.6		21.2		18.0		18.0		21.2		18.0		19.6		19.4		19.1		19.3		19.3

				Feb		24.8		23.3		18.7		20.0		17.0		18.0		18.8		20.9		17.7		19.9		18.4		17.5		16.0		18.4		18.9		18.9		18.7		18.5

				Mar		17.7		20.6		14.9		15.0		16.5		14.8		17.5		14.5		15.1		17.1		14.7		18.2		15.0		16.3		15.9		16.2		16.0		16.1

				Apr		22.8		20.8		16.3		20.0		20.8		13.5		18.4		17.3		17.6		16.3		16.8		20.8		3.0		17.9		17.7		17.9		17.2		17.7

				May		17.8		16.7		15.8		15.0		17.7		14.1		13.6		12.8		15.9		15.6		9.6		14.2		3.0		13.8		13.6		13.6		13.7		14.2

				Jun		17.4		11.5		14.7		11.0		16.3		11.3		8.2		7.5		16.0		13.6		11.7		11.1		25.4		13.1		12.0		11.3		11.3		11.9

				Annual TOTAL MWh		203.0		193.1		179.9		168.2		174.9		158.6		168.2		156.2		180.4		174.7		157.4		176.9		143.8		172.3		169.1		168.9		167.5		168.4

				% Change from previous year				(4.9)		(6.8)		(6.5)		4.0		(9.3)		6.0		(7.1)		15.5		(3.2)		(9.9)		12.4		(18.7)		(2.6)		(4.4)		(4.5)		(5.3)		(4.8)

				% Increase of Monthly Energy by Year (from Average of 2 years)

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		K-J		L-K		M-L		Average		I-H to L-K		H-G to L-K		G-F to L-K		F-E to L-K		E-D to L-K

				School		08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		18/19		19/20		08-19		4-year Avg		5-year Avg		6-year Avg		7-year Avg		8-year Avg

				Jul		(24.9)		46.0		(38.3)		(52.6)		24.0		(10.9)		13.6		(20.0)		14.0		(9.8)		10.3				(4.4)		(1.4)		1.6		(0.5)		3.0		(3.9)

				Aug		(13.1)		58.6		(44.5)		(48.5)		(1.7)		53.5		(22.1)		(3.9)		7.9		(9.3)		(7.4)				(2.8)		(3.2)		(7.0)		3.1		2.4		(3.9)

				Sep		(16.0)		23.2		(32.2)		(11.5)		13.2		(25.1)		(7.6)		52.4		6.3		(45.7)		22.2				(1.9)		8.8		5.5		0.4		2.3		0.5

				Oct		(13.4)		11.7		(26.1)		23.1		(5.2)		18.2		(21.5)		11.8		9.0		(8.2)		(3.5)				(0.4)		2.3		(2.5)		1.0		0.1		2.9

				Nov		(3.4)		(17.1)		(16.2)		23.2		(7.0)		9.5		(17.8)		28.0		(22.3)		6.6		15.9				(0.1)		7.0		2.1		3.3		1.8		4.5

				Dec		4.2		(14.9)		(1.5)		(0.3)		(7.1)		15.3		(8.6)		8.4		(10.0)		(0.9)		6.5				(0.8)		1.0		(0.9)		1.8		0.5		0.4

				Jan		19.0		(38.4)		26.7		(6.4)		6.7		(13.6)		4.2		12.9		(16.2)		0.4		15.9				1.0		3.2		3.4		0.6		1.5		0.5

				Feb		(6.2)		(22.0)		6.9		(16.3)		5.7		4.1		10.7		(16.8)		11.7		(7.7)		(4.9)				(3.1)		(4.4)		(1.4)		(0.5)		0.4		(1.7)

				Mar		15.0		(32.4)		1.1		9.6		(11.3)		17.2		(19.0)		4.4		12.2		(15.0)		21.2				0.3		5.7		0.7		3.5		1.4		2.4

				Apr		(8.7)		(24.6)		20.3		3.9		(42.7)		31.1		(6.5)		1.9		(7.5)		2.9		21.0				(0.8)		4.6		2.4		7.2		0.0		0.5

				May		(6.5)		(5.1)		(5.8)		16.8		(22.5)		(3.7)		(5.8)		21.6		(2.2)		(47.7)		39.0				(2.0)		2.7		1.0		0.2		(3.0)		(0.6)

				Jun		(41.0)		24.7		(29.3)		39.0		(36.0)		(32.5)		(8.1)		72.0		(16.3)		(15.1)		(5.3)				(4.4)		8.8		5.4		(0.9)		(5.9)		(0.3)

																																2.9		0.9		1.6		0.4		0.1

				Methodology of predicted energy in MWh (A/D=5yr;B/E=6yr;C/F=7yr)																Test Method energy in MWh

				Months		Method A		Method B		Method C		Method D		Method E		Method F				Test

				Jul		5.1		4.7		5.5		5.1		5.0		5.2				5.0

				Aug		4.0		5.9		5.6		4.3		4.7		4.7				4.7

				Sep		11.7		9.7		10.5		10.6		10.1		10.2				10.5

				Oct		14.7		16.7		16.0		15.2		15.7		15.6				15.5

				Nov		19.9		21.0		20.0		21.6		21.9		21.6				21.0

				Dec		16.7		18.5		17.5		17.4		17.9		17.7				17.6

				Jan		21.5		19.5		20.5		21.9		21.3		21.5				21.1

				Feb		18.1		18.5		19.1		17.3		17.4		17.6				17.9

				Mar		16.3		18.3		16.9		18.4		18.9		18.5				17.8

				Apr		19.0		22.8		17.3		21.2		22.2		20.8				21.0

				May		14.0		13.7		12.1		14.4		14.3		13.8				14.0

				Jun		14.0		11.0		8.9		11.7		11.0		10.4				11.8

				TOTAL		175.1		180.3		169.6		179.0		180.3		177.4				177.9

				Forecast Test Year:

				Method:		Average C, D, E, F

				Reasoning:		Remove highest and lowest years of methodology and average the remaining methods.

						Historical actual energy and the remaining methods produce consistent results.

				Forecast Test Year:		177.9

				PART 3: Residential (RES)																										Forecast Test Year								56.9

				Historical Annual Energy in MWh

				Fisc Yr		Actual MWh		% Incr		*Fisc yr = Fiscal year

				05/06		0.0				*Actual = MWh sales that year

				06/07		25.0				% Incr = % change in energy consumption from previous year

				07/08		32.2		29.0

				08/09		32.2		(0.0)

				09/10		32.1		(0.3)

				10/11		45.5		41.4

				11/12		42.2		(7.2)

				12/13		40.6		(3.9)

				13/14		45.2		11.5

				14/15		43.4		(4.1)

				15/16		39.4		(9.2)

				16/17		45.5		15.5								TP

				17/18		44.2		(2.9)				Kyuquot Sound Ventures?				4.69

				18/19		61.3		38.8				Rugged Point Holdings?

				19/20		54.9		(10.4)

				Average last 5 years		49.1		4.7%

				Monthly Energy in MWh by Year:																												Average

						A		B		C		D		E		F		G		H		I		J		K		L		M		J to M		I to M		H to M		G to M		F to M

				RES		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		18/19		19/20		4-year		5-year		6-year		7-year		8-year

				Jul		4.3		4.3		4.5		4.5		6.7		5.2		4.9		5.5		5.7		5.312		4.891		6.432		6.575		5.8		5.8		5.7		5.6		5.6

				Aug		4.8		5.1		5.0		5.8		6.3		5.9		6.0		4.8		5.5		5.556		5.963		5.925		6.830		6.1		6.0		5.8		5.8		5.8

				Sep		3.2		2.7		3.1		4.5		3.4		3.8		3.1		3.2		4.6		4.453		3.561		4.495		4.397		4.2		4.3		4.1		4.0		3.9

				Oct		2.2		1.7		3.3		2.7		4.0		3.1		2.5		3		3.1		3.116		3.332		4.912		4.107		3.9		3.7		3.6		3.4		3.4

				Nov		2.3		1.8		1.3		2.8		4.0		3.0		3.3		2.8		2.7		3.480		3.366		5.125		4.570		4.1		3.9		3.7		3.6		3.5

				Dec		1.6		2.1		1.4		3.0		2.3		2.7		3.5		3.5		2.6		2.826		3.651		5.774		4.634		4.2		3.9		3.8		3.8		3.6

				Jan		1.7		2.1		1.5		2.7		2.1		3.0		4.1		4.5		3.0		3.920		3.254		6.278		4.837		4.6		4.3		4.3		4.3		4.1

				Feb		3.0		2.0		2.1		2.9		3.2		2.8		4.1		2.6		2.2		4.053		3.065		4.553		4.847		4.1		3.7		3.6		3.6		3.5

				Mar		1.6		2.8		2.1		3.2		1.5		2.8		3.9		2.1		2.0		3.396		2.711		3.894		3.462		3.4		3.1		2.9		3.1		3.0

				Apr		2.2		2.4		2.3		4.2		2.3		2.4		3.4		4.0		2.2		2.925		3.188		4.703		4.096		3.7		3.4		3.5		3.5		3.4

				May		2.2		2.6		2.4		5.0		3.0		2.5		2.9		3.3		2.2		2.798		2.844		4.433		3.066		3.3		3.1		3.1		3.1		3.0

				Jun		3.1		2.9		3.1		4.1		3.3		3.6		3.7		4.2		3.5		3.670		4.341		4.769		3.498		4.1		4.0		4.0		4.0		3.9

				Annual TOTAL MWh		32.2		32.2		32.1		45.5		42.2		40.6		45.2		43.4		39.4		45.5		44.2		61.3		54.9		51.5		49.1		48.1		47.7		46.8

				% Change from previous year				0.1		(0.3)		41.4		(7.3)		(3.8)		11.5		(4.1)		(9.2)		15.5		(2.9)		38.8		(10.4)		(6.3)		(10.7)		(12.4)		(13.1)		(14.8)

				# of Accounts				17		18		21		21		21		21		23		24		25		23		23		23

																										Increase 18/19  Plensky, Steiner, Kildall,Kayra

																										Decrease 19/20  Plensky, Kildall, Kayra

				% Increase of Monthly Energy by Year

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		K-J		L-K		M-L		Average		J-I to M-L		I-H to M-L		H-G to M-L		G-F to M-L		F-E to M-L

				RES		08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		18/19		19/20		08-20		4-year		5-year		6-year		7-year Avg		8-year Avg

				Jul		(1.9)		4.8		1.1		38.8		(26.0)		(5.1)		11.6		2.8		(6.3)		(8.3)		27.2		2.2		3.4		3.7		3.5		4.9		3.5		(0.2)

				Aug		4.9		(1.0)		14.2		9.5		(7.8)		2.2		(22.3)		13.6		1.0		7.1		(0.6)		14.2		2.9		5.4		7.0		2.2		2.2		0.9

				Sep		(17.2)		15.6		35.4		(26.5)		9.4		(20.0)		3.8		36.2		(3.5)		(22.3)		23.2		(2.2)		2.6		(1.2)		6.3		5.9		2.2		3.1

				Oct		(26.7)		66.4		(20.9)		40.2		(28.1)		(20.8)		19.2		4.7		(0.9)		6.7		38.3		(17.9)		5.0		6.6		6.2		8.4		4.2		0.2

				Nov		(25.8)		(31.9)		74.5		33.5		(28.0)		8.9		(15.1)		(2.2)		23.8		(3.3)		41.4		(11.4)		5.4		12.6		9.7		5.5		6.0		1.8

				Dec		24.2		(40.2)		75.4		(27.8)		15.2		27.4		(0.3)		(29.4)		8.2		25.5		45.1		(21.9)		8.4		14.2		5.5		4.5		7.8		8.7

				Jan		20.2		(34.5)		55.6		(24.4)		37.3		29.3		9.9		(40.7)		27.3		(18.6)		63.4		(25.9)		8.2		11.6		1.1		2.6		6.4		10.3

				Feb		(39.5)		6.7		29.8		10.3		(15.3)		38.9		(44.5)		(16.2)		58.8		(27.8)		39.1		6.3		3.9		19.1		12.0		2.6		7.8		4.9

				Mar		53.5		(28.1)		43.5		(71.3)		58.4		32.2		(59.2)		(3.4)		50.4		(22.4)		35.8		(11.7)		6.5		13.0		9.7		(1.8)		3.1		10.0

				Apr		8.5		(2.5)		57.9		(59.6)		2.6		36.4		15.6		(57.6)		28.6		8.6		38.4		(13.8)		5.2		15.4		0.8		3.3		8.0		7.3

				May		15.2		(6.2)		70.0		(50.2)		(16.8)		13.8		12.1		(39.7)		24.4		1.6		43.7		(36.5)		2.6		8.3		(1.3)		0.9		2.8		0.3

				Jun		(5.2)		6.0		28.9		(22.5)		9.4		2.0		11.6		(15.9)		3.6		16.8		9.4		(30.7)		1.1		(0.2)		(3.4)		(0.9)		(0.5)		0.8

																																9.0		4.8		3.2		4.4		4.0

				Methodology of predicted energy in MWh (A/D=5yr;B/E=6yr;C/F=7yr)																Test Method energy in MWh

				Months		Method A		Method B		Method C		Method D		Method E		Method F				Test

				Jul		6.4		6.8		6.4		6.8		6.9		6.8				6.6

				Aug		7.3		6.2		6.3		7.3		7.0		7.0				6.9

				Sep		5.2		5.0		4.3		4.7		4.7		4.5				4.7

				Oct		4.5		4.8		4.1		4.4		4.5		4.3				4.3

				Nov		5.1		4.4		4.6		5.0		4.8		4.8				4.8

				Dec		4.6		4.5		5.1		4.9		4.8		5.0				4.9

				Jan		4.4		4.7		5.5		4.9		5.0		5.1				5.0

				Feb		5.3		3.9		4.9		5.4		5.0		5.2				5.1

				Mar		4.1		2.8		3.5		3.8		3.4		3.6				3.6

				Apr		3.5		3.9		4.8		4.1		4.2		4.4				4.2

				May		2.9		3.2		3.4		3.0		3.1		3.2				3.2

				Jun		3.6		3.9		3.9		3.4		3.5		3.5				3.6

				TOTAL		56.8		54.0		56.7		57.7		56.8		57.4				56.9

				Forecast Test Year:

				Method:		Average A, C, E, F

				Reasoning:		Remove highest and lowest years of methodology and average the remaining methods.

						Historical actual energy and the remaining methods produce consistent results.

				Forecast Test Year:		56.9

				PART 4: Commercial (COM)																										Forecast Test Year								221.6

				Historical Annual Energy in MWh

				Fisc Yr		Actual		% Incr

				05/06						*Fisc yr = Fiscal year

				06/07						*Actual = MWh sales that year

				07/08		148.1				% Incr = % change in energy consumption from previous year

				08/09		151.1		2.0

				09/10		149.3		(1.2)

				10/11		176.6		18.3

				11/12		186.1		5.4

				12/13		202.9		9.0

				13/14		186.9		(7.9)

				14/15		188.5		0.8

				15/16		171.1		(9.2)

				16/17		215.9		26.2

				17/18		236.1		9.4

				18/19		245.0		3.7

				19/20		210.4		(14.1)

				Average last 5 years		215.7		2.2%

				Test Year Forecast Summary of Commercial (MWh)

				Commercial Energy without Energy for Large Commercial Customer A		163.0

				Energy for Large Commercial Customer A		58.6

				TOTAL Energy for Commercial		221.6

				PART 4A: Commercial (COM) not including  Large Commercial Customer A (CST A)																										Forecast Test Year								163.0

				Historical Annual Energy in MWh

				Fisc Yr		Actual		% Incr

				05/06						*Fisc yr = Fiscal year

				06/07						*Actual = MWh sales that year

				07/08		148.1				% Incr = % change in energy consumption from previous year

				08/09		151.1		2.0

				09/10		149.3		(1.2)

				10/11		176.6		18.3

				11/12		173.5		(1.8)

				12/13		163.7		(5.7)

				13/14		132.0		(19.4)

				14/15		133.0		0.8

				15/16		136.5		2.7

				16/17		180.8		32.5

				17/18		192.9		6.7

				18/19		176.7		(8.4)

				19/20		154.2		(12.7)

				Average last 5 years		149.2		2.2

																										236.145		244.990		210.360

																										43.2		68.2		56.1

				Monthly Energy in MWh by Year:																												Average

						A		B		C		D		E		F		G		H		I		J		K		L		M		J to M		I to M		H to M		G to M		F to M

				COM		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		18/19		19/20		4-year		5-year		6-year		7-year		8-year

				Jul		21.7		22.1		21.0		23.1		27.0		25.6		15.52		17.97		16.24		20.16		23.48		26.806		27.27		24.4		22.8		22.0		21.1		21.6

				Aug		21.9		25.9		24.1		27.0		25.8		29.9		19.37		16.06		17.91		21.47		31.672		27.252		27.211		26.9		25.1		23.6		23.0		23.9

				Sep		13.9		11.3		11.9		13.3		14.0		11.0		8.92		9.72		17.41		16.82		16.359		16.416		12.921		15.6		16.0		14.9		14.1		13.7

				Oct		7.2		6.8		8.2		9.5		12.0		8.6		7.77		8.43		9.17		12.33		14.896		12.223		9.755		12.3		11.7		11.1		10.7		10.4

				Nov		8.6		7.3		7.2		11.1		11.8		8.0		8.60		9.71		10.06		10.53		15.465		10.754		10.74		11.9		11.5		11.2		10.8		10.5

				Dec		7.4		12.0		10.4		11.8		11.4		8.7		14.67		11.04		9.97		12.53		13.312		9.141		10.639		11.4		11.1		11.1		11.6		11.3

				Jan		7.9		11.5		8.1		14.2		13.8		11.9		10.45		11.81		10.56		13.90		14.101		10.188		11.678		12.5		12.1		12.0		11.8		11.8

				Feb		10.5		11.1		10.4		15.1		18.6		11.5		11.59		11.17		9.42		15.20		13.573		11.568		10.773		12.8		12.1		12.0		11.9		11.9

				Mar		10.4		11.3		10.6		11.2		4.7		10.2		8.63		8.80		8.61		18.89		10.37		13.722		8.68		12.9		12.1		11.5		11.1		11.0

				Apr		11.1		10.2		11.7		12.4		7.9		8.4		9.08		9.48		7.34		13.11		12.214		12.099		8.48		11.5		10.6		10.5		10.3		10.0

				May		9.6		8.2		10.2		10.5		7.1		11.7		7.79		7.61		7.54		10.00		8.447		10.235		7.33		9.0		8.7		8.5		8.4		8.8

				Jun		17.7		13.4		15.5		17.5		19.4		18.1		9.59		11.20		12.30		15.91		19.031		16.341		8.78		15.0		14.5		13.9		13.3		13.9

				Annual TOTAL MWh		148.1		151.1		149.3		176.6		173.5		163.7		132.0		133.0		136.5		180.8		192.9		176.7		154.2		176.2		168.3		162.4		158.0		158.7

				% Change from previous year				2.0		(1.2)		18.3		(1.8)		(5.7)		(19.4)		0.8		2.7		32.5		6.7		(8.4)		(12.7)		14.2		(12.8)		(15.8)		(0.8)		(0.9)

				# of Accounts				12.0		13.0		14.0		16.0		16.0		14.0		14.0		14.0		13.0		15.0		16.0		16.0

				% Increase of Monthly Energy by Year

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		K-J		L-K		M-L		Average		J-I to M-L		I-H to M-L		H-G to M-L		G-F to M-L		F-E to M-L

				COM		08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		18/19		19/20		08-20		4-year		5-year		6-year		7-year Avg		8-year Avg

				Jul		1.8		(5.4)		9.6		15.7		(5.5)		(48.9)		14.6		(10.1)		21.6		15.2		13.2		1.7		2.0		12.9		8.3		9.4		1.0		0.2

				Aug		16.6		(7.2)		11.5		(4.5)		14.7		(42.7)		(18.7)		10.9		18.1		38.4		(15.0)		(0.2)		1.8		10.3		10.4		5.6		(1.3)		0.7

				Sep		(20.7)		5.2		10.8		4.9		(24.0)		(20.6)		8.5		56.7		(3.4)		(2.8)		0.3		(23.8)		(0.7)		(7.4)		5.4		5.9		2.1		(1.1)

				Oct		(5.4)		18.9		14.1		23.4		(32.5)		(10.7)		8.1		8.5		29.3		18.9		(19.7)		(22.5)		2.5		1.5		2.9		3.8		1.7		(2.6)

				Nov		(16.6)		(0.9)		42.4		6.1		(38.1)		6.7		12.2		3.5		4.6		37.9		(35.9)		(0.1)		1.8		1.6		2.0		3.7		4.1		(1.2)

				Dec		46.9		(14.5)		12.5		(3.5)		(26.2)		50.8		(28.2)		(10.1)		22.7		6.1		(37.2)		15.1		2.9		1.7		(0.7)		(5.3)		2.7		(0.9)

				Jan		36.6		(33.8)		54.4		(3.3)		(14.3)		(13.3)		12.2		(11.2)		27.3		1.4		(32.2)		13.6		3.1		2.5		(0.2)		1.9		(0.3)		(2.0)

				Feb		5.9		(6.6)		36.2		21.1		(47.1)		0.6		(3.6)		(17.0)		47.0		(11.3)		(16.0)		(7.1)		0.2		3.1		(0.9)		(1.3)		(1.1)		(6.8)

				Mar		7.7		(6.3)		5.7		(81.3)		73.8		(17.1)		2.0		(2.2)		74.7		(58.2)		27.8		(45.1)		(1.5)		(0.2)		(0.6)		(0.1)		(2.6)		7.0

				Apr		(8.6)		13.9		5.7		(44.3)		5.8		8.3		4.3		(25.4)		56.4		(7.1)		(0.9)		(35.2)		(2.2)		3.3		(2.4)		(1.3)		0.1		0.8

				May		(15.8)		21.2		3.7		(38.9)		48.6		(39.8)		(2.4)		(0.9)		28.1		(16.9)		19.1		(33.1)		(2.3)		(0.7)		(0.7)		(1.0)		(6.5)		0.3

				Jun		(27.6)		14.6		11.8		10.5		(7.0)		(61.5)		15.5		9.4		25.6		17.9		(15.2)		(60.2)		(5.5)		(8.0)		(4.5)		(1.2)		(9.8)		(9.5)

																																						(0.8)		(1.3)

				Methodology of predicted energy in MWh

				Months		Method A		Method B		Method C		Method D		Method E		Method F				Test

				Jul		29.0		30.1		21.9		29.5		29.8		27.5				27.84

				Aug		33.8		28.5		21.8		30.1		28.7		26.9				27.28

				Sep		18.7		18.3		15.3		13.6		13.7		13.2				15.22

				Oct		12.7		12.7		11.4		10.0		10.1		9.9				11.06

				Nov		12.2		12.7		12.7		11.0		11.1		11.2				11.89

				Dec		10.9		9.2		12.9		10.6		10.1		10.9				10.69

				Jan		12.0		12.8		11.7		11.7		11.9		11.6				12.02

				Feb		11.8		11.4		11.4		10.7		10.6		10.7				11.03

				Mar		11.8		11.5		10.0		8.6		8.7		8.5				9.68

				Apr		9.9		10.0		10.3		8.3		8.4		8.5				9.22

				May		8.5		8.2		6.4		7.3		7.3		6.8				7.30

				Jun		12.6		13.4		8.8		8.4		8.7		7.9				9.80

				TOTAL		184.0		178.7		154.7		159.7		159.1		153.6				163.04

				Forecast Test Year:

				Method:		Average of B, C, D, E

				Reasoning:		Remove highest and lowest years of methodology and average the remaining methods.

						Historical actual energy and the remaining methods produce consistent results.   19/20 results include 3 months of COVID activity reduction

				Forecast Test Year:		163.0

				PART 4B: Large Commercial Customer A (CST A)																										Forecast Test Year								58.6

				Historical Annual Energy in MWh

				Fisc Yr		Actual		% Incr		*Fisc yr = Fiscal year

				05/06						*Actual = MWh sales that year

				06/07						% Incr = % change in energy consumption from previous year

				07/08

				08/09

				09/10

				10/11		0.0

				11/12		12.6		0.0

				12/13		39.2		210.6

				13/14		54.9		40.0

				14/15		55.5		1.0

				15/16		34.6		(37.7)

				16/17		35.0		1.4

				17/18		43.2		23.4

				18/19		68.2		57.9

				19/20		56.1		(17.8)

				Average last 5 years		43.9		43.1

				Monthly Energy in MWh by Year:																												Average

						A		B		C		D		E		F		G		H		I		J		K		L		M		J to M		I to M		H to M		G to M		F to M

				CST A		07/08		08/09		09/10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		18/19		19/20		4-year		5-year		6-year		7-year		8-year

				Jul												11.85		13.84		5.61		4.95		8.14		8.64		9.08		9.43		8.8		8.0		7.6		8.5		8.9

				Aug												12.83		14.46		6.45		9.90		6.91		10.63		11.01		10.87		9.9		9.9		9.3		10.0		10.4

				Sep												1.99		2.48		5.19		4.44		0.89		3.73		6.21		5.68		4.1		4.2		4.4		4.1		3.8

				Oct												0.12		1.80		4.26		2.99		0.84		2.47		3.75		4.26		2.8		2.9		3.1		2.9		2.6

				Nov												0.07		1.91		4.72		2.55		0.99		1.75		3.52		3.08		2.3		2.4		2.8		2.6		2.3

				Dec												0.18		1.85		4.30		1.61		1.37		2.26		2.24		3.03		2.2		2.1		2.5		2.4		2.1

				Jan										1.76		0.03		1.87		5.26		1.36		1.55		1.64		3.13		2.64		2.2		2.1		2.6		2.5		2.2

				Feb										1.73		0.48		1.82		5.28		0.77		1.89		1.46		5.50		3.45		3.1		2.6		3.1		2.9		2.6

				Mar										1.32		0.92		3.23		4.58		0.72		1.40		2.06		5.23		2.94		2.9		2.5		2.8		2.9		2.6

				Apr										0.31		1.06		4.13		4.52		0.89		2.36		2.40		6.35		3.77		3.7		3.2		3.4		3.5		3.2

				May										0.00		2.34		3.51		2.51		0.77		2.20		1.84		5.38		2.86		3.1		2.6		2.6		2.7		2.7

				Jun										7.52		7.35		4.03		2.81		3.64		6.51		4.36		6.85		4.10		5.5		5.1		4.7		4.6		5.0

				Annual TOTAL MWh								0.0		12.6		39.2		54.9		55.5		34.6		35.0		43.2		68.2		56.1		50.7		47.4		48.8		49.7		48.4

				% Change from previous year												210.6		40.0		1.0		(37.7)		1.4		23.4		57.9		(17.8)		44.6		35.4		39.2		4.3		5.4

				% Increase of Monthly Energy by Year

						B-A		C-B		D-C		E-D		F-E		G-F		H-G		I-H		J-I		K-J		L-K		M-L		Average		J-I to M-L		I-H to M-L		H-G to M-L		G-F to M-L		F-E to M-L

				CST A		08-09		09-10		10/11		11/12		12/13		13/14		14/15		15/16		16/17		17/18		18/19		19/20		13-20		4-year		5-year		6-year		7-year Avg		8-year Avg

				Jul												15.4		(84.6)		(12.5)		48.7		5.9		5.0		3.8		(2.6)		15.9		10.2		(5.6)		(2.6)

				Aug												11.9		(76.5)		42.2		(35.5)		42.4		3.6		(1.3)		(1.9)		2.3		10.2		(4.2)		(1.9)

				Sep												21.7		70.7		(15.6)		(133.2)		123.0		49.9		(8.9)		15.4		7.7		3.0		14.3		15.4

				Oct												174.6		81.1		(35.0)		(112.2)		98.2		41.3		12.8		37.3		10.0		1.0		14.4		37.3

				Nov												186.5		84.6		(59.7)		(87.9)		55.5		67.1		(13.4)		33.2		5.3		(7.7)		7.7		33.2

				Dec												165.3		79.9		(91.2)		(16.1)		49.3		(1.1)		30.3		30.9		15.6		(5.8)		8.5		30.9

				Jan										(193.1)		193.5		94.9		(117.8)		13.3		5.2		62.8		(17.1)		33.5		16.0		(10.7)		6.9		33.5

				Feb										(113.0)		116.5		97.4		(149.3)		84.5		(25.3)		115.9		(45.7)		27.7		32.4		(4.0)		12.9		27.7

				Mar										(36.1)		111.4		34.4		(145.7)		64.5		38.1		87.0		(56.1)		19.1		33.4		(2.5)		3.7		19.1

				Apr										110.9		118.1		9.1		(134.6)		90.8		1.6		90.4		(51.0)		17.8		33.0		(0.5)		1.1		17.8

				May										200.0		40.0		(33.3)		(106.3)		96.3		(17.5)		98.0		(61.1)		2.3		28.9		1.9		(4.0)		2.3

				Jun										(2.3)		(58.3)		(35.9)		25.8		56.6		(39.6)		44.4		(50.2)		(8.2)		2.8		7.4		0.2		(8.2)

																																						17.0

				Methodology of predicted energy in MWh

				Months		Method A		Method B		Method C		Method D		Method E		Method F				Test

				Jul		12.7		10.8		6.2		10.9		10.4		8.9				9.1

				Aug		10.4		13.2		8.0		11.1		12.0		10.4				10.4

				Sep		5.0		4.6		7.0		6.1		5.9		6.5				6.4

				Oct		3.6		2.9		4.9		4.7		4.3		4.9				4.7

				Nov		2.7		1.9		3.6		3.2		2.8		3.3				3.2

				Dec		3.2		1.8		3.3		3.5		2.9		3.3				3.2

				Jan		3.2		1.5		3.3		3.1		2.4		2.8				2.9

				Feb		6.2		2.3		4.7		4.6		3.3		3.9				4.1

				Mar		6.0		2.3		3.2		3.9		2.9		3.0				3.3

				Apr		7.6		3.1		3.5		5.0		3.7		3.8				4.0

				May		5.8		2.8		2.3		3.7		2.9		2.7				2.9

				Jun		5.8		6.3		4.7		4.2		4.4		4.1				4.4

				TOTAL		72.2		53.4		54.7		64.1		57.8		57.7				58.6

				Forecast Test Year:

				Method:		Average of C, D, E, F

				Reasoning:		Remove highest and lowest years of methodology and average the remaining methods.

						The averages used are 4,5,6 year since record too short for 7th year

				Forecast Test Year:		58.6



Greg's Computer:
Commence KCFN ownership





